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Foreword
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But the creative process really starts upon students’ first arrival at Southampton. With our unique first year Legal System and Reasoning Module in the first year students get unparalleled hands-on introduction to essential legal skills, styles of writings and legal argument as well as tasters for many critical interdisciplinary perspectives that enrich the manner legal texts can be looked at. This ethos continues with our way of teaching the core modules during the first and second year and the rich range of options during the third. Our students become insightful and confident to construct original doctrinal and theoretical problems as well as competent in the pursuit of cutting edge and independent research needed to traverse them. Our mooting and presentation task enhance student argumentative and persuasion skills. In sum, this dissertation testifies to the critical and friendly academic community at Southampton Law School.

This special issue publishes seven outstanding dissertations that were written by our third year undergraduates. They range from Information Technology Law, Intellectual Property Law, Tort, Medical Ethics and EU Law. Each of them is exemplary in expression, connection and design and evidences the ability to draw trends of arguments from wide range of materials; distil questions that cut across legal fields and combine general issues in Jurisprudence and political theory with legal doctrine. I hope that you enjoy these gems.

I would like to thank contributors for their terrific pieces, to all members of staff whose dedicated inspiration and supervision made this possible and to Joy Caisley, our Law Librarian who offered unparalleled guidance and support in using library resources throughout the LLB and in the Legal Research and Writing Module. Last but not least to Louise Cheung, Emma Nottingham and Thomas Webber and all other members of the editorial team of SSLR for their dedicated work.

Oren Ben-Dor
Professor of Law and Philosophy

December 2012
Denial of Service Attacks: Ineffective U.K. legislative overkill, how the Americans ‘do it’ and the recurring issue of regulation

Callum Beamish

‘Arrest us. We dare you. We are the unstoppable hacking generation...’
LulzSec – 19th July 2011

The rapid development of the Internet in the past 20 years has caused the network to become an essential tool, entrenched in our everyday lives. It has created a generation that cannot imagine life without it. However, it has also spawned a growing community of people who can, and do, abuse this dependency.

One might name those individuals “hackers”. A Denial of Service (DoS) attack, or a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack, is the archetypal 21st century hacker’s tool of choice; the term “hacker” here used incredibly broadly. It is clear that these types of attack cause vast damage in their implementation and wake. The victim base is not solely restricted to the target and can extend to an infinite amount of parties, whether this is through impaired use of the Internet or having compromised computers that are part of a Botnet. Moreover, the effects of these attacks can cause various degrees of damage, including great financial loss, reputation decline and security breaches.

The U.K.’s regulatory response is legislative and relies upon enforcement by the Crown Prosecution Service of the Computer Misuse Act 1990 (CMA) as amended by the Police and Justice Act 2006 (PJA). The amount of people prosecuted under the CMA since its inception is minimal, and the amount prosecuted for DoS or DDoS attacks is negligible. The issue here is more apparent when you take into account that, in 2004, over 4,000 attacks were estimated to being orchestrated per week, an estimate rising to 10,000 a day in 2007, and there were suggestions in 2011 that cybercrime was costing U.K. businesses over £27 billion per annum.

This paper asserts that the legal provisions relating to DoS attacks and cybercrime are currently inefficient, questioning whether there is a better regulatory model available. It breaks down the relevant U.K. legislation highlighting its strengths and weaknesses. It looks at where the legislation has come from, considering legal, political and social factors. The heavy-handed
legislature evidenced in the PJA is also discussed, considering if it has, in reality, rectified any issues or simply muddied the water.

There is comparison of the U.K. position with that of the U.S., where prosecution for online cybercrime is common place. Consideration is given to the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (18 USC 1030) and particular reasons why this efficiency exists in the U.S. are explored. This takes into account factors outside the legislative sphere, with the aim of possibly learning something from those across the Atlantic.

This paper contemplates possible solutions to the current downfalls, considering the public private divide and regulation on an overarching scale, evidencing the development of the Internet into a network that can and should be regulated by government. There is focus upon regulatory models outside of command and control, considering their efficiency within the cyber sphere and whether they are better suited to deal with recurring issues. Thus, there is also indication as to how the issues can best be resolved.

Introduction

When the World Wide Web was created and coupled with the Internet, by Tim Berners-Lee, Robert Cailiau and others at CERN in 1990, it was not expected to become such an entrenched tool in our lives. However, its development from a research based network to a military project was rapidly expanded in the 1990’s with Berners-Lee’s work and it now stands as a global network, with internetworldstats.com estimating its user base at 2,095,006,005, as of March 31st 2011, with 16.2% of those being within the European Union.

The Internet provides today’s global society with an unfathomed amount of (what are generally accepted as) positive opportunities. For example: a vast and continuously expanding knowledge bank that can be accessed across the world; instantaneous communication to anywhere that has an Internet connection; and a platform for individuals to connect globally in a manner never before possible.

However, it must be stressed that the Internet is a tool and like any tool it can also be utilised to provide negative opportunities; a knife is an implement that can preserve life, but it can also take it. This paper will be focusing upon the negative opportunity of computer crime, which now stands as the ‘fourth biggest threat to global stability’. However, computer crime is an overarching

---

1 Hereafter collectively termed “the Internet”.
5 The Daily Mail, ‘Cyber attacks now fourth biggest threat to global stability, says World Economic Forum’ (12th January 2012) <http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
term for numerous offences and this paper will focus upon the culture of hacking.

Illustrious and glamorous images usually come to fruition when the terms “hacking” or “hacker” are used; historically, the title “hacker” was certainly alluring and implied academic endeavour. However, as Nehaluddin indicates in 2009:

’T]he new generation claiming to be hackers do not have computer science or programming backgrounds. Many are just petty criminals... who like to refer to themselves in terms that conjure up notions of importance rather than those of contempt...’

This explanation shows the ease in which one can term themselves a “hacker” and it is therefore important to remember the type of person that is likely to be involved in modern cybercrime. Indeed, a rather fashionable movement online is “hactivism”; the ‘fusion of ethical motivation and the use of computer technique’. As will be seen, the leading weapon in this movement’s arsenal is a Denial of Service (DoS), or Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), attack.

These attacks cause a server to fail through flooding it with traffic. A DoS attack is a single user attacking a server, using a single Internet connection; this style is becoming less frequent and is the least threatening. The type of attack more commonly utilised is DDoS. Here, tens, hundreds, or thousands of computers are used to overload a server with traffic. The All Party Parliamentary Internet Group (APIG) defines a DoS/DDoS attack occurring:

’[W]hen a deliberate attempt is made to stop a machine from performing its usual activities by having another computer create large amounts of specious traffic. The traffic may be valid requests made in an overwhelming volume or specially crafted protocol fragments that cause the [server] to tie up significant resources to no useful purpose. In a... [DDoS] attack a large number of remote computers... [attack] a target’.

In both types of attacks (hereafter collectively termed DoS attacks unless indicated otherwise) the aim is common place; to render the server inaccessible. However, there are important differences, the most obvious being scale. A DoS attack is a more “low key” threat. Many servers can withstand one user’s attempt to cause down-time or, at least, identify the

---

7 David Wall, Cybercrime (Polity Press 2007) 61
attacker more easily; yet this is not always possible, evidenced in DPP v Lennon, as discussed later.

A DDoS attack is of greater concern. They can be orchestrated from an infinite amount of Internet connections and thus the amount of data reaching the server can be unbounded. A server, can be put offline for hours, or even days, and much money in revenue can be lost, as well as loss in company reputation and other negative repercussions. Most DDoS attacks will be launched via a Botnet giving the perpetrator full anonymity, causing significant problems in identifying them.

To provide an example of a DoS attack, the workings of the Internet must be briefly and simply explained. There are two software protocols that govern Internet connection and communication, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP). When a user connects these protocols are used to allow data to pass between the connecting computer and the server. The data is passed in broken down sections called “packets” which are then reconstructed at their destination by TCP. As Carne explains:

‘Communication in the Internet is facilitated by protocols... TCP... governs the reliable, sequenced, and unduplicated delivery of data... IP[s]... major purpose is to make origination and destination addresses... to guide data across networks...’

The most common connection of one computer to an Internet server is called the TCP three-way-handshake. A computer connecting via TCP sends a TCP-SYN(chronize) packet, the server then responds by sending a TCP-SYN-ACK(nowledgement) packet from all open ports that the computer can connect to, and the computer responds by sending a TCP-ACK packet back to the server. There is then a TCP socket connection (Internet connection) established and communication can continue.

That understood, it is possible to explain “SYN flood”; a common type of DoS attack which exploits the TCP three-way-handshake. The “hacker” sends numerous TCP-SYN packets to the server using fake IP addresses. The server then returns many SYN-ACK packages from each open port that the computer can connect to, and the computer responds by sending a TCP-ACK packet back to the server. There is then a TCP socket connection (Internet connection) established and communication can continue.

---

9 [2006] EWHC 1201 (Admin)
10 A network of compromised private computers, which can be controlled from one centralised point
12 An access point of communication
it becomes difficult, if not impossible, for users to connect via the TCP sockets.\textsuperscript{14} The occurrence of these attacks is ever increasing. In 2004 it was estimated that over 4,000 attacks occurred per week\textsuperscript{15} and in 2007 that number rose to 10,000 per day.\textsuperscript{16} In 2011 a Cabinet Office report showed that cybercrime is likely to be costing the U.K. £27bn per annum;\textsuperscript{17} a £22bn increase upon a Home Office estimate in 2006.\textsuperscript{18} Thus it is evident that cybercrime exists, and as David Emm, senior security researcher at Kaspersky Lab, stated ‘The threat from cybercrime is real and growing.’\textsuperscript{19}

Following the “WikiLeaks Scandal” in 2010, DoS attacks were brought heavily into the public domain by the “hacktivist” movement; a sudden spawning of hacking groups spread across the Globe in response to actions taken by businesses and governments. These groups then expressed their opinion through different cybercrimes, with DoS attacks as their leading weapon. Ball reported:

‘Anonymous and LulzSec have engaged in a series of politically motivated hacks... in support of WikiLeaks... taking... Visa and Mastercard... offline in the wake of the WikiLeaks blockade, a hack on security firm HBGary... and attacks against the CIA and the U.K.'s Serious and Organised Crime Agency.’\textsuperscript{20} These attacks have continued, with Global intelligent analysis firm, Stratfor, targeted during the 2011/2012 Christmas\textsuperscript{21} and, amongst others, the FBI, Universal Music, RIAA and Hadopi websites being taken offline by Anonymous in January 2012.\textsuperscript{22}

Sabu, a LulzSec member, was noted saying that an achievement for the group was that their actions ‘exposed the sad state of security across the media,
social, government online environments’. Indeed, there is an underlying question in the WikiLeaks backlash along this theme; are the actions taken by these groups in the public’s interest? For example, Anonymous brought down numerous child pornography sites using DoS attacks.

Nonetheless, however busy these groups have been, “good” or “bad”, one cannot ignore the international threat of cyberwarfare. It has been suggested that damaging DDoS attacks on Estonia were instigated by Russia and Baroness Neville-Jones (the Prime Minister’s previous special representative to business on cyber security) has said that both China and Russia are among countries involved with significant cyber attacks against the U.K.

These attacks not only cause serious damage to companies, but also affect every Internet user. Legitimate users lose access to websites and their general connection slows when an attack is implemented locally. In a DDoS situation, innocent private parties’ computers can be compromised giving rise to serious security issues.

Fortunately the gravity of these threats is causing some precautions to be taken. For example, The London 2012 Olympic Games organisers are taking steps to mitigate these attacks, running worst-case scenarios, and using an approach to their website that is a ‘distributed one [minimising] the DDoS attack route’. These actions are sensible considering that ‘during the... 2008 Beijing Olympics, China was subject to around 12 million online attacks per day’.

It is clear, therefore, that these attacks are an issue of current concern, and the threat they pose is real, apparent and severe. This paper will assert that the current legal provisions relating to cybercrime, or more specifically DoS attacks, are ineffective and the U.K. should therefore consider a more appropriate form of regulation. It will therefore ask: what has the U.K.’s reaction been? What has the reaction been in other Internet rich countries such as the U.S.? How effective have those respective reactions been? And depending on that answer, have we got it right, have we missed something, or are we helpless?

---

Chapter two of this paper will deal with the first question posed above, assessing the U.K.’s position and the history behind it. Chapter three will look to the second question, and follow a similar path to chapter two, but with a U.S. focus. Before concluding, chapter four will then consider the final question, looking at the concept of regulation.

The UK Position

This chapter presents an overview of the U.K. position in relation to DoS attacks in three sections: “Before the CMA” analyses the historical basis of the Act; “Computer Integrity” focuses upon the Act’s foundation; “The Act’s Downfalls and DoS” looks to the Act’s application to DoS attacks; and “Reform and Remaining Issues” considers the Act’s reform and its effects.

The U.K. employs command and control regulation over DoS attack behaviour; as Baldwin explains, that is ‘the exercise of influence by imposing standards backed by criminal sanctions’.28 The imposed standards are within s.3 of the Computer Misuse Act 1990 (CMA), as amended by the Police and Justice Act 2006 (PJA), and are supported via differing criminal sanctions.

The CMA came into force on August 29th 1990; at this time the Internet was in its infancy. However, the network has grown substantially; allowing faster speeds and further reaching connections. Thus, with hindsight, it is clear the CMA was ultimately doomed before it had a chance, and ‘suffered a premature birth, which left it weak and vulnerable when the Internet, as we know it, arrived’.29

Before the CMA

Before the CMA, it was common place for the courts to apply traditional “real world” offences to their “virtual world” counterparts. For example, in Cox v Riley30 the erasure of a computer program was seen as criminal damage under the Criminal Damage Act 1971 (CDA); arguments that the intangibility of the program rendered it not property were rejected. R v Whiteley31 saw the CDA used to criminalise more invasive computer attacks through understanding a change in the magnetic particles on a Hard Disk’s surface as tangible property being damaged, and that the damage itself did not need to be tangible.

Despite this ‘flexible judicial approach’,32 that possibly works ad hoc, using this technique long-term would result in flawed decisions. There are certainly parallels between a “real” and a “virtual” world, but there are also vast differences. For example, automation, anonymity and remote actions are all

28 Robert Baldwin, Martin Cave and Martin Lodge, Understanding Regulation: Theory, Strategy, and Practice (2nd edn, OUP 2012) 106
30 (1986) 83 Cr App R 54
31 (1991) 93 Cr App R 25
available virtually; as Jewkes remarks ‘[C]yberspace... reconfigures time and space... offences can be initiated, and their consequences felt, in entirely different parts of the world’.33

The need for the courts to apply, or force, such offences into the pre-existing statutory framework was evidence of a legislature ignorant to the gravity such attacks would one day hold, and to the technology developing around them. This issue is still apparent today, with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, in a non-cybercrime case MGM v Grokster,34 realising that ‘we live in a quicksilver technological environment with courts ill-suited to fix the flow of Internet innovation’.35

Fortunately, this questionable practice was short lived, and R v Gold and Schifreen36 exemplified the issues. The case concerned the prosecution of two hackers, who obtained a password to the BT Prestel System, under s.1 of the Forgery and Counterfeiting Act 1981. The House of Lords confirmed Lord Lane’s comments, from the Court of Appeal, that using this offence was a ‘[p]rocrustean attempt to force these facts in the language of an act not designed to fit them’ and that it ‘produced grave difficulties for both judge and jury’.37

Consequently, the Law Commission for England and Wales reported that the current law was inadequate and reform was necessary.38 However, despite the report, it was not until Michel Colvin proposed a private members bill that the CMA was finally drafted.

Computer Integrity

One must note at this point, that the CMA’s legal framework was not born through the concept of “information theft”, but was in fact conceived under the belief that there was a need to protect ‘the integrity and security of computer systems’.39 Indeed, the Law Commission steered clear of the question of tangibility in relation to computer information and property, leaving the concept ‘well alone’.40 Through assessing cyber offences as criminal, the legislature took account of the public importance in networks and computing.

The Law Commission explained that ‘the... criminal offence of... hacking [did] not turn on the need to protect information’,41 and following this, the CMA was founded to ensure computer integrity within a public sphere; framing the offences away from property ensured that no confusion existed over the

34 380 F 3d 1154 (9th Cir 2004)
35 Grokster (n 34) 1167
36 [1988] AC 1063
37 R v Gold and Schifreen [1987] QB 1116, 1124
39 MacEwan (n 29) 957
40 Hugo Cornwall, ‘Hacking away at computer law reform’ (1988) 138 NLJ 702, 307
41 Law Commission (n 38) para 2.13
application of the CDA to computers and other property based offences. This
direct move away from computer information being tangible, and considered
“property”, clearly removed tortious actions that might have been available
when considering DoS attacks, such as trespass or conversion.

This choice of scope for the legislation restricted its application to a purely
criminal perspective, ruling out civil or private litigation. Many believe,
including this author, that this was ‘a lost opportunity’ in developing the
computer crime law; there are obvious advantages in allowing a civil route of
action against “hacking”. For example, the opportunity of damages as a
remedy might increase the will of businesses to bring proceedings; similar to
the currently occurring file sharing copyright infringement cases.

This issue is accentuated when one considers the frequent victims of DoS
attacks are businesses; with much money being lost, as well as reputation.
These companies have little to gain, but a lot to lose, from bringing criminal
actions against the attackers and since there is no litigation option offering a
greater incentive, prosecution does not occur.

The Act’s Downfalls and DoS

Focusing upon the CMA’s development, Rowland highlights that ‘the CMA
does not appear to have had conspicuous success in deterring or apprehending
computer criminals’ and notably from 1990 to 2003, there were no
prosecutions for a DoS attack. Indeed, Wall comments that generally the
‘high levels of victimization contrast sharply with the remarkably low
prosecution figures’ of cybercrime in the U.K.

This anomaly has been explained in varying ways by different commentators;
Wall questions whether this is ‘a failure of law and of the police, or a problem
relating to the nature of integrity offences’ and the APIG reported that
‘[companies]... knew of DoS attacks that were not investigated because “no
crime could be framed”’, implying that liability for the failure may well fall
upon the law.

The APIG believed the main issue was ‘that when DoS... attacks occur... it is
the particular circumstances of each attack that makes it obvious whether the
CMA wording applies’. However, considering the wording of the original
CMA sections, it would have been difficult to provide a sufficient DoS case.

The first hurdle for the CMA’s application to DoS attacks was the use of the
word ‘unauthorised’ in section 3(1) (a):

---

42 MacEwan (n 29) 957
43 See, Capitol Records v Thomas 680 F Supp 2d 1045 (DC Minnesota, 2010) where damages
currently stand at US$54,000 reduced from US$1.92million.
44 Rowland, Kohl and Charlesworth (n 32) 118
45 Until R v Caffrey (2003) (Unreported)
46 Wall (n 7) 53-54
47 All Party Parliamentary Internet Group (n 8) 10
48 ibid
‘(1) A person is guilty of an offence if—

(a) he does any act which causes an unauthorised modification of the contents of any computer;...’

Prima facie, “unauthorised” seems a straightforward word for interpretation, and in the “real world” it can be seen as such; your presence is either authorised in a particular place or not. However, in the virtual sphere, its application has not been so simple. For example, in DPP v Lennon there was use of emails to overload an email server (a basic DoS attack) and the first instance judge found that the defendant’s actions were authorised; the server existed purely to receive emails, and the defendant’s use did not exceed this purpose. On this reasoning the judge stated there was no case to answer. This was a devastating blow to the CMA and worries were highlighted, giving weight to the reform shown below.49

On appeal, it was established that the implied consent given can be exceeded and thus the case was remitted to trial, however the court did not see ‘it... necessary to define the limits of the consent which a computer owner impliedly gives’.50 On trial the defendant pleaded guilty, therefore leaving the question of authorisation and DoS attacks unanswered.

Moreover, the question of authorisation was not raised in the CMA amendments and ‘the CMA still leaves unresolved the scope of the... implied consent given by web servers’.51 Therefore, despite some brief and broad discussion, we are still without a definitive answer to this crucial question six years later.

The second issue for DoS attack prosecutions, which is fatal to a charge under s.3, was the use of the word “modification”. DoS attacks do not “modify” a computer’s material in an unauthorised manner; they merely hinder or stop use of a server. When many people access a website a similar effect can be seen,52 and people accessing the server is certainly not seen as unauthorised modification; there is an implied consent from a website for the public to access it. Thus, whether authorised or not, it is difficult to see how DoS attacks could be seen as modifying computer material.

Reform and remaining issues

The issues were therefore obvious. Indeed, Worthy and Fanning, amongst other commentators,53 state:

50 Lennon (n 9) 4
51 Brown, Edwards and Marsden (n 16) 678
‘DoS attacks [expose] two key weaknesses in the construction of this prohibition:
(i) the disruption is “delivered” through nominally authorised acts by
playing on the automated TCP “hand-off”... the backbone of public
internet architecture; and
(ii) data is not always modified.’

The APIG also recognised this in their report and private member bills were
drafted by the Earl of Northesk and Derek Wyatt (in 2002 and 2005
respectively) to try to rectify the issues. Both bills failed due to lack of
parliamentary time, re-enforcing the argument that the legislature was not
interested in these areas. In January 2006, however, Tom Harris’s private
members bill was put on the legislative agenda two years after the APIG
called for reform, an excessively long time considering the rate at which
technology develops.

S.36 of the PJA created a new s.3 within the CMA, intended to cover DoS
attacks, giving effect to the APIG recommendations and an EU Council
Framework Decision requiring member states to criminalise interference with
data and systems. Therefore, 16 years after the implementation of the Act, a
person is guilty of an offence if they do:

‘[A]n unauthorised act in relation to any computer with knowledge that
the act is unauthorised and the act is done with the intent to impair the
computer’s operation, to prevent or hinder access to a program or data,
to impair the operation of a program or the reliability of data, or to
eventually of these things’,

Additionally, s.3(3) imposes the mens rea of “recklessness”, as to whether the
above effects materialise. This decision was not part of the APIG report
recommendation, or the EU Framework Decision, but was ‘a startling
amendment... made in... the Committee Stage of the Bill’. In fact, the APIG
report provides an opposite recommendation, foreseeing ‘some difficulties in
framing such an offence when examining notions of intent or... by its
“reasonable person” wording, recklessness.’

The new Section is therefore much wider in scope. MacEwan purports that
this change of mens rea ‘could prove to be a costly example of legislative
overkill’ and indeed, this author finds it difficult to see the contrary; it does

54 John Worthy, Martin Fanning ‘Denial-of-Service: Plugging the legal loopholes?’ (2007)
23(2) CLSR 194, 195
55 All Party Parliamentary Internet Group (n 8)
56 Shakeel Ali, ‘Law In Cyberspace: Addressing the inadequacies of Computer Misuse Act
(CMA) 1990’ (20th August 2009)
<http://cipherstormgroup.com/research/cswp/law_in_cyberspace_%20ineadquacies_of_co
mputer_misuse_act_1990.pdf> accessed 31st October
57 Council Framework Decision 2005/222/JHA of 24 February 2005 on attacks against
information systems [2005] OJ L/69, 67
58 Rowland, Kohl and Charlesworth (n 32) 126
59 MacEwan (n 29) 964
60 All Party Parliamentary Internet Group (n 8) 11
seem ‘anomalous to lessen the mens rea requirements for the new s.3 while neither the new s.1 nor the new offence in s.3A [CMA]... mention... “recklessness”.’\textsuperscript{61} Others have commented that ‘the wide and loose drafting of the provisions increases the risk of law-abiding citizens... unwittingly committing an offence’.\textsuperscript{62}

Putting the Section and this assessment in context, Worthy and Fanning ask ‘[C]ould a posting on a discussion or gossip site which attracts... unwanted “spikes” in user traffic bring the site operator within this prohibition?’\textsuperscript{63} And this author submits it clearly could if the section is applied strictly. Another practical example to consider is the “cyber-protests” that the APIG report was keen not to see criminalised\textsuperscript{64} which now fall in the scope of Section 3. Ball sees this as a worrying position arguing that:

‘Future political leaders are often seasoned through protest and activism. This is naturally moving online. The current... rules criminalise dissent in this medium... when the time comes for a new generation to take the reins, we may find all too many behind bars.’\textsuperscript{65}

Indeed, DoS attacks have been classed akin to digital “sit-ins” in Germany.\textsuperscript{66} However, it is important to differentiate between DDoS and DoS attacks at this point. There is truth in Ball’s statement when considering a DoS attack that is orchestrated through many individual users manually accessing a website via their browsers to cause the server to crash. However, the main weapon of a modern “hacktivist” is the DDoS attack, which can create unfathomed amounts of “protesting accesses” to the site from one user through the click of a button; clearly undermining any legitimacy in political protest such as “sit-ins”. Thus, this author agrees with Ball’s comment as far as an organised manual DoS attack is concerned, but no further.

It is conceded that, in recognising the seriousness of these attacks, the legislature has increased the Act’s scope to try to ensure greater prosecution rates. Indeed, had recklessness been the requirement in the case of Lennon, the decision would likely to have been different. However, this author contends that the inclusion of recklessness is “overkill” and intention would have sufficed in light of all the changes.

This overkill evidences a legislature that has taken an easy option to ensure catching those committing computer crimes. By lowering the mens rea boundary, as opposed to taking the more difficult path of refining the wording of the Act, the legislature has taken the “quick-fix” option.  

Looking to the second change in the reform, “modify” has been omitted and “impair” left in place. This is a switch from an objective stance to a subjective

\textsuperscript{61} MacEwan (n 29) 964  
\textsuperscript{62} Lucy Trevelyan, ‘Computer law reforms tackle hacking, viruses and spam mail’ \textit{LNB News} (6th June 2007) 1  
\textsuperscript{63} Worthy and Fanning (n 54) 196  
\textsuperscript{64} All Party Parliamentary Internet Group (n 8) 11  
\textsuperscript{65} Ball (n 20)  
\textsuperscript{66} OLG Frankfurt, Judgment of 22 May 2006, 1 Ss 319/05
one and is likely to cause issues on interpretation. The Oxford English Dictionary defines modification as ‘a change made’, thus interpretatively it must be objective; either there was, or was not, “a change made”; Fafinski notes that ‘modification of data was relatively straightforward to establish’. In contrast, the word “impairment” is a type of modification that has a range of negative outcomes; this range causes the word to be subjective. Indeed, the Oxford English Dictionary defines “impair” to mean ‘weaken or damage (something, especially a... function)’.

Taking sight as a practical example: if A’s vision is modified, there is a change in that vision, without indication as to the type of change. If, however, A’s vision is impaired, then the vision is modified in a way that has created an unknown negative outcome; A’s vision could have dropped slightly from 20/20 or drastically. The only thing we can be objectively certain about is that there has been a change causing negative effect; one reasonable man’s slight impairment could be another reasonable man’s blindness.

With this switch from objective to subjective in mind, Fafinski emphasizes that impairment is also an undefined concept in Anglo Welsh law and

‘to complicate matters further, [the] impairment need only be temporary... the threshold at which a transient decline in system performance crosses the boundary into “temporary impairment” is likely to trouble the courts.’

Thus, the subjective sword is now double-sided, not only is there room for issues in interpreting “impairment”, but also “temporary”.

Whilst accepting the necessity of casting a wide net to try to catch those committing DoS attacks, this may lead to more grief than clarity. Certainly, since the new Section has come into force, it is yet to be interpreted; another reminder that the change has not ‘[provided] the magic bullet and [delivered] the desired results’. Further, the remaining issue of “authorised access” has been avoided despite that ‘the key problem might in fact lie with the unaltered word “unauthorised”’. A defendant can argue that their use of normal Internet protocols, for example SYN Floods, is authorised use. This could be argued on similar reasoning to that in the first instance court of DPP v Lennon; web
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servers are designed and intended to participate in the TCP three-way-handshake and thus any use of this process is authorised.

Although its success is a moot point, it does have weight to it, especially considering the open-ended precedent from Lennon on authorisation. However, 22 years on from the CMA’s implementation and notwithstanding that in 2007 10,000 DDoS attacks were found to be taking place per day, this issue is still not resolved.

The Government is however starting to make changes in the cybercrime sphere. The U.K. Cyber Security Strategy gives an overview of the current Government’s wishes for the U.K.’s development. Its aim is to implement all changes by 2015, with the overall vision:

‘For the U.K.... to derive huge economic and social value from a vibrant, resilient and secure cyberspace, where our actions, guided by our core values of liberty, fairness, transparency and the rule of law, enhance prosperity, national security and a strong society.’

This is to be achieved via four main objectives, three of which relate directly to cybercrime. Moreover, the Science and Technology Committee highlighted that ‘[k]nowledge is the best defence against fear and... government-provided information [should focus] on how to be safe online rather than [warn] about the dangers of cyber crime.’ Which is the route now being taken. The Government is finally tackling this elephant in the room and considering options outside legislation. However, the U.K.’s current legal provisions are not satisfactorily controlling computer user’s behaviour and there is a need for a change.

The U.S. Position

This chapter will look to the U.S.’s position on DoS attacks, following their greater success in regulating this behaviour, with “Computer Fraud and Abuse Act” focusing upon the relevant legislation; “Recurring Issues” highlighting mutual problems, considering how these have been dealt with; and “Public v. Private” taking account of the civil route of action available.

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act

The U.S. was awake to these issues much earlier than the U.K. and in a way that the U.K. still is not. For example, in January 2001 a 16 year old, known as Mafiaboy, pleaded guilty to 56 counts relating to ‘a DDOS attack [upon]
CNN.com, Amazon.com, eBay, Dell Computer and others between February 8 and 14, 2000.’ Scott Dennis was also charged that month ‘with launching three DDoS attacks against the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New York’.

Both defendants were prosecuted under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (18 U.S.C § 1030); the main federal legislation criminalising DoS attacks. The Act focuses on computer crimes that ‘use or target computer networks’ and was created by Congress wishing ‘not [to]... add new provisions regarding computers to existing criminal laws, but rather... address federal computer-related offenses in a single... statute’. The Act has been amended eight times (1988, 1989, 1990, 1994, 1996, 2002, and 2008) since its implementation in 1986, evidencing a legislature awake to technological change.

DoS attacks are criminalised in 1030 (a)(5), which provides:

‘Whoever—

(5)(A) knowingly causes the transmission of a program, information, code, or command, and as a result of such conduct, intentionally causes damage without authorization, to a protected computer;

(B) intentionally accesses a protected computer without authorization, and as a result of such conduct, recklessly causes damage; or

(C) intentionally accesses a protected computer without authorization, and as a result of such conduct, causes damage and loss . . .

shall be punished as provided in subsection (c) of this section.’

1030 (a)(5) essentially criminalises behaviour that causes computer systems to operate in ways not intended by the owner. Implemented in the 1996 amendment this section criminalised DoS attacks in the U.S. ten years before the U.K. Anyone convicted can be imprisoned for one to ten years depending on the offence, its circumstances and outcome; if damage is equal to $5,000 or more, then a ten year sentence is available. Interestingly, this ten year limit mirrors the U.K.’s sentencing guidelines since the PJA 2006 and, as will be seen below, much of the CMA does now reflect a lot of the CFAA’s framework. However, despite these similarities, there is variation and the U.S. has generally dealt with cybercrime more efficiently.

Section 1030 (a)(5) is broad in scope, acting as an overarching way to prosecute those who participate in cybercrime aimed at networks and has therefore survived the Internet. All subsections are arguably applicable to DoS attacks and (5)(B), like s.3(3) CMA, uses recklessness as the mens rea for damage.

Subsection (5)(A) requires proof of the knowing transmission of data, a command, or software to intentionally damage a computer without authorisation. This drafting shows a clear intention to cover attacks such as DoS; the recurring problem word “access” is omitted, an approach now mirrored in s.3 CMA.
Recurring Issues

A feature seen in both sets of legislation is the use of the word “authorisation”. Although, in contrast to the U.K., there is consensus in the U.S. as to what this means; “exceeding authorized access” is defined within the act and case law has developed the definition for the more relevant of the two, “without authorization”.

It was established in United States v Morris that an intended-use conceptualisation of “authorisation” should be adopted. The court highlighted that ‘[the] conduct here [fell]... within... unauthorised access. Morris did not use either... features in any way related to their intended function’. However, obiter in EF Cultural Travel BV v Explorica Inc questioned this, asking if a “default rule” [is] that conduct is without authorization only if it is not “in line with the reasonable expectations” of the website owner and its users.’ Whether merit can be seen in this assessment, United States v Phillips established the position where Chief Judge Edith H. Jones summarised the law stating that:

‘Courts have... typically analyzed the scope of a user’s authorization to access a protected computer on the basis of the expected norms of intended use or the nature of the relationship... between the computer owner and the user.’

Thus the U.S. takes a commonsensical approach, which would deny the argument found in DPP v Lennon; there would be no “expected norm” for email bombardment. This approach is likely to be adopted by the U.K. if the question came before the courts. However, this position has developed through case law and it can only be suggested what stance might be implemented. Indeed, the U.K. continually avoids the question of authorisation and computers. This author suggests that this conceptualisation should be adopted to ensure that DoS attacks are covered; that the law reflects what would be seen as a majority norm and not a technical loophole.

To make out the offence there is also a requirement of damage; defined as ‘any impairment to the integrity or availability of data, a program, a system, or information.’ When considering DoS attacks, the use of the subjective word “impairment” is here qualified by the objective “availability”, removing any doubt in interpretation; the word “availability” is here objective due to the context of computing.

In comparison, the CMA uses the words “operation” and “reliability” when discussing impairment, resulting in a totally different scope. If there is impairment that affects availability (U.S.) there has been a negative change bringing about a denial of access, the amount of “impairment” is no longer important, nor variable. However, if a person intends to impair the operation of a computer (U.K.) there are two subjective elements to consider; the amount of negative change that reaches impairment and the computers measured operation. A computer can operate on many different levels, it may be fast or slow but it is still operating, the issue is actually one of performance. A computer is impaired, rendering it available, or not; a binary position. A
computer’s operation being impaired, however, has to be measured on a varying scale.

Public v. Private

Contrasting the U.K. statute, s.1030(g) allows civil litigation:
‘Any person who suffers damage or loss by reason of a violation of this section may maintain a civil action... to obtain compensatory damages. Damages for a violation involving only conduct described in subsection (c)(4)(A)(i)(I) are limited to economic damages.’

Subsection (c)(4)(A)(i)(I) says that ‘loss to 1 or more persons during any 1-year period... aggregating at least $5,000 in value’ is necessary. This $5,000 limit is an easy boundary to pass considering the DoS attacks that occur today. For example, Mafiaboy, in four days over 12 years ago, ‘allegedly caused more than US $1.5 billion in damage... with [his] various DDOS attacks’.

Therefore, there are two routes of action for DoS attack victims, the public and the private. As already highlighted, from a business perspective, there is little benefit in publicly divulging that you have been attacked, Lind, Shepherd and Wiener-Levitt note that ‘corporations do not report these crimes for fear of inviting copycat intrusions’. What will be more attractive to a company is bringing an action to obtain damages.

This understanding is strengthened when considering DoS attack cases in the U.S., such as United States v Arabo, United States v Ancheta and United States v Borghard, where private damages of $504,495, $75,000 and $118,030, respectively, were granted. This civil route option is clearly one reason, among many, that prosecution rates in the U.S. for DoS attacks are higher than the U.K.

In 2000, James Dempsey highlighted that:
‘Congress must recognize... the problem of Internet security is not one primarily within the control of the federal government... [I]t is not a problem to be solved through the criminal justice system. Internet security is primarily a matter for the private sector’. This call for recognition of differing regulation also shows a need for civil litigation to engage the private sector and Michael Vatis, Director of the National Infrastructure Protection Center FBI, also comments that ‘[M]ost of the victims of cyber crimes are private companies... successful investigation and prosecution of cyber crimes depends on private victims reporting incidents’.

In addition to the above, the U.S. has implemented far reaching parts of this legislation to ensure that cross-jurisdictional issues do not occur. Section 1030(e)(2)(b) defines the term ‘protected computer’ as a ‘[a computer] which is used in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce or communication....’ This controversial legislative drafting extends the prosecuting arm to DoS attacks worldwide. Legal provisions such as these are a recurring issue in Internet regulation that, although invasive to a state’s sovereignty, may be
necessary and legitimate. However, progression here should be taken carefully and bi-lateral agreements may be more appropriate, as opposed to single jurisdictions setting blanket standards (whether minimum or maximum).

**Summary**

Thus, despite similarities, the U.S. has a more effective legal stance on DoS attacks in comparison to the U.K. They were awake to the potential dangers much earlier, and have been more open to enact amendments, ensuring that the legislation matches the current technology. The early wide drafting of the statute, and the subsequent amendments, have allowed the statute to evolve alongside a large volume of case law to ensure the Act can be utilised. Moreover, the U.S.’s awareness that the private sector is integral to the effectiveness of reducing these attacks, and the subsequent availability of a civil route to receive damages, has strengthened their position.

This paints an idyllic picture for the U.S., but issues still exist. For one example ‘the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act... arguably does not reach a computer hacker who causes a large amount of damage... if no individual computer sustains over $5,000 worth of damage.’ And, as highlighted above, criminal sanctions might not be the most effective way to regulate cybercrime; there are recurring issues in both jurisdictions that relate to policing and prosecution such as resources, evidence and identifying perpetrators. Therefore, it must be asked if there is a regulatory model more appropriate to combat DoS attacks than command and control.

**Regulation, Regulation, Regulation**

**Is-ism**

The original Internet has characteristics that provide feelings of ‘invincibility [for] cybercriminals’ and it may be concluded that it is unregulable. Certainly, there are issues of resources, evidence or simply the U.K.’s policing structure. However, the recurring thorn in the legislative side, when contemplating DoS attacks, is regulability. It is crucial to understand that this position is not fixed; the Internet we know today is not what it was 20 years ago. Lessig comments upon this fallacy of “is-ism” – the mistake of confusing how something is with how it must be’ stating ‘there is... a way that cyberspace is. But how cyberspace is is not how cyberspace has to be’, noting that ‘this particular is-ism... is wrong’.

Before looking to the potential regulation of the Internet, thought must be given to what “regulation” in cyberspace means. Lessig discusses three factors that must be known to regulate well: ‘(1) Who someone is, (2) where they are,
and (3) what they’re doing’ recognising that the original architecture of the Internet ‘rendered life in this space less regulable’.83

Imagining an Internet where these three factors exist, one must then ask how to regulate. Lessig sees a model of ‘four constraints [that] regulate[:]... the law, social norms, the market and architecture’.84 He sees each constraint as a “regulator” and states that ‘we can think of each as a distinct modality of regulation’.85

The importance of this model is seen when one understands that these modalities already exist within the Internet and that the most crucial in cyberspace is “architecture”, otherwise known as “code”. This recognition is “digital realism”; that law, norms and the market can regulate, but their potency diminishes whilst architecture’s grows.

Architecture, or code, is power. Law and norms revolve around a natural subjective element; regulatees have a choice. In the “real world” our architecture is nature; nature states that whatever goes up must come down, thus we are restrained by gravity. However, on the Internet, code governs nature; ‘code is law’.86 Code removes the capacity of choice, making it the strongest modality; the only way to act is through compliance.

This paper is not the place to discuss how code may affect people and their liberties if implemented.87 However, what is important, is the concept’s undeniably positive scope and its efficiency as a modality of regulation for the Internet and DoS attacks.

The main complexity is that governments do not often see regulation past law, as seen above with DoS attacks. Lessig asserts that ‘law-talk typically ignores these other regulators and how law can affect their regulation’ 88 with Brownsword commenting that, “[T]raditional command and control interventions... are not always an effective or efficient form of response’.89 Thus, the answer may lie in recognition that law can still have a regulatory effect, but indirectly.

Who did what, where?

Knowing that behaviour on the Internet is capable of being regulated it must then be asked how this can occur when the necessary corollary, ‘who did what, where?’90 is unanswerable. Indeed this question is a likely element affecting recognition of the “code” solution. However, it can be answered.
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The Internet was built on the minimalistic end-to-end design principle named by Jerome Saltzer, David Clark and David Reed,91 purely allowing connection over TCP/IP protocol. Therefore, where ‘authentication... is necessary, that functionality should be performed by an application connected to the network’,92 and this has been the Internet’s evolution.

As the Internet has grown, so has the lack of anonymity; IP addresses allow reverse DNS lookups, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) can single out specific users and the development of cookies, pushed by the market, allows websites to authenticate. Thus, code, governed by commerce, is resolving the “who” issue.

Moreover, “deep packet inspection” systems are becoming common place; code monitors and regulates packet information as it passes across networks. Again, the parties involved are commercial and the market is pushing development. These systems clearly go to the root of the “what” issue.

Finally, the “where” issue was not something the Internet originally considered. However, IP mapping technology is now a useful commercial tool; as seen in the Licra v Yahoo!93 litigation.

“Who did what, where?” is therefore answerable and the modalities are applicable out of the abstract. Government must recognise the technological opportunities before it is too late; as Wall comments, ‘the more criminal behaviour becomes mediated by technology... the more effectively it can be governed by the same technologies’.94 The standard “command and control” regulatory model has lost its effect online alongside the growth of the Internet. Even in the U.S., where prosecution is more frequent and the legislature is adapting to technological change, the situation is not satisfactory. Moreover, it should be the Government instilling social values into the architecture of this global network, not commerce.

The Modalities and DoS attacks

In applying the modalities of regulation to DoS attacks, it is clear that our Government is embracing the first, which is law, in a direct capacity through its criminalisation of the attacks via the CMA. However, there is still scope for the “authorised act” argument noted above and this issue must be clarified to ensure an unambiguous position on the matter.

Although law’s application directly is limited within the Internet, it is important to realise that law is not dead and that it can still regulate through exercising its weight over the other modalities; through indirect regulation. In contrast to Lessig, this author is of the belief that our Government is in a
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position to take a leading role in shaping the evolving architecture of the Internet; that it must take the opportunity to embrace code and materialise legal control over all modalities.

As a by-product of criminalisation, our Government is also beginning to shape the second modality, norms; by attaching negative stigma to the attacks. However, this author contends the Government can go further here through the medium of education. If society was educated in simple cyber security, many attacks could be minimised; ‘80% of protection against-cyber attack is routine IT hygiene’. Through education, the “darker sides” of hacking, such as DoS attacks, could be condemned and hacking as an academic endeavour could be promoted. Current Government has recognised this, noting in the U.K. Cyber Security Strategy that:

‘[I]t is clear that our approach to the risks in cyberspace must not rely on technical measures alone. Changes in attitudes and behaviours will also be crucial to operating safely in cyberspace.’ And ‘We will... look at the best ways to improve cyber security education... so... people are better equipped to use cyberspace safely.’

When considering the final two modalities of market and code, however, it is apparent that our Government is yet to embrace them properly. The above developments of the Internet have been via commercial pressures and the network is being shaped by commerce’s values. Legal regulators must now recognise that they can, and must, control these commercial pressures and therefore “code”; Geist comments that ‘governments may have been willing to step aside during the commercial Internet’s nascent years, but no longer.’

Government could use law to regulate the market, thus regulating code and therefore DoS attacks, through a number of different strategies. For example, many attacks are able to take place using security holes in software and, therefore, if more liability was imposed upon software developers, or even a development of minimum standards for software was imposed, then these downfalls could be avoided. Developers would take more responsibility when creating software, standing accountable for the software’s downfalls and would arguably feel more inclined to update software when exploitable holes appear.

More consideration could also be given to ISP liability, ensuring that those intermediaries indirectly facilitating DoS attacks take precautions to reduce their prevalence. Focus could be given to preventing DoS attacks as and when they occur on networks, taking a reactive standpoint. Consideration should also be given to a more proactive approach that regulates the dissemination of computer articles being used for negative purposes; such as the infamous DoS
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tool, Low Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC), which can be obtained with a simple Google search. Further to this, there could be obligations imposed to regulate sites that promote and teach the use of tools such as this; if one “Googles” “how to use loic” you will receive 448,000 results in less than 0.40 seconds.

Indulging this market regulation to the extreme, it could be favourable to ensure development of a new level of architecture, within the Internet, that uses code to regulate via identification procedures, thus controlling access to the network. Lessig highlights that Microsoft are currently leading a project that creates a virtual wallet of credentials to be used as an application on top of the current Internet.

Further to the above suggestions, weight can be seen in simply allowing private litigation to occur within the U.K. akin to the U.S. An important part of the U.K. Cyber Strategy is to start a process that brings together the public and private sectors, unifying their approaches to online attacks. This recognition is pleasing to see and as Clemente notes, ‘public-private partnerships are essential’ for progression.

Therefore, the current legal provisions, based command and control regulation, do not work on the Internet. Regulators should embrace other models and begin to exercise control over the remaining regulatory modalities to ensure DoS attacks can be controlled effectively. Law’s direct regulation is dead, long live law’s indirect regulation.

**Conclusion**

This paper has endeavoured to give a comprehensive overview of the current regulatory models governing DoS attacks in the U.K. and U.S. It has taken into consideration the statutory frameworks that criminalise the attacks and commented upon the effectiveness of this legislation. From this analysis, it is clear the major difficulty is the regulatory model used. Lessig’s argument that ‘code is law’ was therefore explored, in search of a more satisfactory regulatory style.

In the U.K., it was apparent that technology was outpacing the legislature and that they did not recognise the real damage that could occur; evidenced in the ‘procrustean attempt’ used to force cyber offences into “real world” legislation. This downfall, highlighted by the judiciary, led to the development of the Computer Misuse Act 1990, designed to criminalise computer offences. Unfortunately, this legislation’s foundation was built upon the concept of protecting computer integrity and not on a property basis, thus any “civil
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litigation route” was negated. Moreover, its implementation fell alongside the birth of the Internet, which had devastating effects.

The Act remained unchanged despite the constant increase in cyber attacks, such as DoS. Finally, amendments came through the Police and Justice Act in 2006. These amendments increased the CMA’s scope dramatically, ensuring DoS attacks were undeniably criminalised. However, this was also overkill from a Government acting in haste. Many issues were left untouched; such as the fundamental question of authorisation. These amendments, therefore, had little to no effect on DoS attack regulation.

The position of the U.S. was different; preferable, but not ideal. There was evidence of a regulator aware of technological change much earlier than the U.K., having specific computer offence legislation from 1986. This was reinforced following the legislation’s numerous amendments taking account of technological development; for instance criminalising DoS attacks in 1996. The legislature also saw merit in allowing private actions, alleviating the problem that companies often see no benefit in criminally prosecuting attackers. The wide wording of the legislation from an early point, coupled with the U.S.’s litigious nature and this civil route, allowed case law to mature, and thus U.S. law has clarity somewhat beyond the U.K.

Issues found in both jurisdictions, such as policing and resources, illustrated that the outdated regulatory models were not able to cope in the modern cyberspace environment. Therefore, despite the U.S.’s favourable position, there were still areas that needed to be addressed.

Lessig’s argument that “code is law”, was therefore considered, noting its apparent flaws and evidencing that they no longer apply, realising its potency in relation to DoS attacks. Legal regulators were called to take this argument into consideration, seizing control of the Internet’s development from non-elected areas such as commerce. Indication was also given towards options that would provide the legislature with this necessary power.

Motivation is an outstanding issue within the code argument; why should Government act? Lessig brings attention to “Z-theory”, attributable to Professor Jonathon Zittrain, which notes that we have been far too preoccupied with the ‘good stuff produced’ \(^{106}\) by the Internet, and have subsequently turned a blind eye to any negative effects. Z-theory states that the balance will tip and something unprecedentedly negative will happen, forcing Government into action. This author believes that moment is now.

As seen in this paper’s introduction, extreme “hacktivism” is rapidly increasing and cybercrime is being carried out under its banner. Cybercrime is becoming organised and tools capable of causing incredible damage are distributed freely and even rented out. \(^{107}\) Moreover, countries are now recognising the power of cyberwarfare. Change is needed.
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If this continued and potentially devastating threat is not enough to tip the balance, then one must ask what will be? How much further will cybercriminals have to push the digital bits before they stir our legal regulators into action? It now falls upon the Government to gather its regulatory tools and begin combating the unfathomable arsenal held within the Internet in ways discussed above. It is time for the remark, ‘Arrest us. We dare you. We are the unstoppable hacking generation...’\textsuperscript{108} to become a relic of the past.

\textsuperscript{108} Lulzsec (19\textsuperscript{th} July 2011) <https://twitter.com/#!/LulzSec/status/93093868379193344> accessed 1\textsuperscript{st} November 2011
The comity developed between the Court of Justice of the European Union and the European Court of Human Rights over the past 40 years has long been discussed by academics. As the Court of Justice developed its own human rights case law with respect to both the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and the European Court of Human Rights decisions, the contradictory relationship the Union institutions held with human rights became increasingly apparent. This raised the parallel argument regarding European Union accession to the European Convention on Human Rights. These debates are considered at length, for it is believed that even the earliest elements and arguments put forward may have a bearing on how relations between the two courts will proceed in the light of the requirement for the European Union to formally accede to the European Convention on Human Rights under Article 6(2) TEU. Both debates have been inflamed by the decision to accede, for on the basis of the draft accession agreement, released for guidance from the Committee of Ministers, significant gaps are identified and the agreement is silent on many key concerns. To name a few, there is no mention on the future the “Bosphorus presumption”, by which the European Court of Human Rights privileges the European Union by assuming an equivalent level of protection to that under the Convention.

Additionally, there is no provision for prior Court of Justice involvement despite this being clearly desired by negotiators, court judges and academics alike. In the light of the latter consideration, some rumination on whether prior Court of Justice involvement is necessary and, if it is, how to effect this are examined. The current proposals, such as an Article 267 TFEU-esque reference procedure mechanism, are argued to be significantly flawed. However, many of these flaws hinge on the fact that decision making in both Courts is extensively time-consuming. Further to this, under the decision in Kadi v Council and Commission, the mechanism decided upon must not confer new powers on any institution in what may be conceived to be a concealed amendment to the Treaties. Some conclusions on the general effects of accession are explored, such as the possibility of the decisions of the Court of Human Rights becoming binding on the Court of Justice and whether the Court of Human Rights is to be granted too much power. Ultimately, in the
light of the tentative relationship between the two Courts the possibility of a renewed supremacy battle, if the relationship is not clarified in the final accession agreement, could delay the achievement of coherent human rights protection in Europe.

Introduction

‘Human rights protection and promotion have come to represent an important part of the European Union’s identity today.’¹

This observation, undoubtedly correct, was realised largely through the work of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). The Supreme Court of the European Union’s (EU) legal order began developing its own human rights jurisdiction 19 years after the creation of the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 1950 (ECHR or the Convention). As will be explored, ‘the problem of relations between the ECHR and European integration is almost as old as integration itself.’² The most prominent of these is that which developed between the CJEU and the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) for ‘the story of human rights in the EU is largely the story of interaction between the Luxembourg and Strasbourg Courts.’³ The growth of this relationship will be examined in relation to the acknowledgement of each other’s case-law and the “dialogue” which has developed on a jurisprudential and a personal level between the Judges and Presidents of the two Courts.

Parallel to the development of human rights as fundamental principle of EU law ran the accession debate. Should the EU accede to the Convention? There were many public debates and publications, each evoking different observations on the current and future relationship between the two Courts should the EU be able to accede. Many key proposals were put forward by the European Commission (the Commission), suggesting the importance they placed on human rights in the early stages of the European Union. However, development of these proposals was arguably restricted until the common market was ‘largely achieved’.⁴ Many key themes, documents and observations of the accession debate will be discussed alongside the benefits and flaws of such proposals, perhaps explaining why movement in this area has been so slow, despite support from the EU institutions.

⁴ Ibid, 661.
With the ratification of the Treaty of Lisbon in 2009, the EU finally had competence to accede to the ECHR, which had previously been denied by the CJEU’s damning judgment in Opinion 2/94 Re: the Accession of the Community to the European Human Rights Convention. However, accession, now imperative under Article 6(2) TEU, threw up a new set of challenges and will change the dynamic of the relationship between the two Courts irreversibly. Under the current draft accession agreement, which has been released to the Committee of Ministers for observation and guidance, it appears that there are two possible avenues for development: a new battle for supremacy could occur if the gaps that have been identified in the agreement remain, or; a new era of greater coherence, understanding and protection of human rights could unfold. The more idealistic commentators consider the latter to be achieved smoothly – this will be argued not to be the case.

Alongside battling with the general effects of accession, the two Courts need to work out how the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (the Charter), which also became binding under Article 6(1) TEU will alter the rapport between them. Due to space constraints this will not be explored further than to say that this strengthens the possibility of binding ECtHR judgments over the CJEU. Weiss propounds that the Charter is now of the ‘same legal value as the Treaties’, thus has the status of primary law within the Union. However, he further posits that the status of the Convention will hover just above secondary law but below that of primary law due to Article 216(2) TFEU. Many of the rights found within the Charter directly correlate to those in the Convention which Weiss refers to as ‘incorporated rights’. Interestingly this poses the question of whether by virtue of the incorporated Convention rights, the CJEU will be bound by the decisions of the ECtHR on those provisions. It is argued that following the precedent of the Strasbourg Court would be logical in these circumstances to avoid divergent interpretations. Even if this is found not to be so, the status of these incorporated rights ‘unavoidably has a bearing on the treatment of the relevant case-law of the ECtHR.’ In agreement with Douglas-Scott, the binding status of the Charter ‘provides a reason for the [CJEU], when applying the Charter, to maintain contact with the Strasbourg Court and its jurisprudence.’

The primary concerns regarding accession are: whether the accession agreement would potentially allow for a review of EU law by the ECtHR for this is purely the prerogative of the CJEU; the future of the “Bosphorus presumption”\(^\text{14}\); the preservation of the autonomy of the Union Legal Order and the interpretive autonomy of the CJEU, and; the ‘need’ for the CJEU to have delivered a ruling prior to Strasbourg. A significant gap in the current draft accession agreement is how to ensure prior involvement of the CJEU in cases brought before the ECtHR involving EU law where the CJEU has not had the opportunity to pass judgment. Whether this is necessary, which many submit it is not, and the main proposals on how to achieve this will be explored. Thus exposing that despite the desirability of such a mechanism, finding and implementing one which is not significantly flawed will prove a challenge. These will be examined on the basis of the effect these may have on the relationship between the Luxembourg and Strasbourg Courts should they be instigated.

Overall, the Tale of Two Courts,\(^\text{15}\) is not yet complete but there is still a fine story to tell as well as some speculations on how the story may end.

**The current relationship between the two Courts**

Once completely distinct, the rise of human rights in the European Union which is ‘increasingly seeing itself as a human rights organisation’\(^\text{16}\) has generated a growing affection between the CJEU and the ECtHR. Their relationship has become increasingly symbiotic as human rights became a fundamental principle of EU law. This relationship has at times been confusing and marred by a desire to avoid ‘appearing too deferential and subservient to a rival transnational ‘constitutional’ court.’\(^\text{17}\) Whilst a ‘dialogue’ may have arisen between the two courts, a divergence of opinion on how to interpret certain provisions remains. The Presidents of the two Courts meet regularly to discuss the recent events of the Courts, therefore their perspective will be explored to truly analyse the scope of the Courts’ tempestuous romance. Accession of the EU to the ECHR poses another threat to this relationship for it could alter the dynamic entirely.

**Human rights as a principle of EU law**

The recognition of human rights as a general principle of EU law did not happen at the inception of the Convention in 1950. In fact, human rights protection was expressly rejected in the drafting stages of the Treaty of Rome\(^\text{18}\) and this was reflected in the early CJEU judgment’s in Stork v High Authority\(^\text{19}\) and Sgarlata v Commission of the European Communities.\(^\text{20}\) In
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agreement with Douglas-Scott, arguably this initial rejection of human rights was because the economic aims of the EU and the internal market needed to be achieved first.21

Koopmans identifies two approaches that the CJEU used to found EU legal principles: firstly, entrenching principles that underlie the basic elements and provisions of the Treaties', and; secondly, transcending to EU law the legal traditions of Member States in common with the EU.22 In the case of human rights, the CJEU took the second approach as the genesis of human rights as a fundamental principle of EU law arose out of supremacy dispute in *Internationale Handelsgesellschaft mbH v Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle für Getreide und Futtermittel*,23 The German Constitutional Courts were refusing to apply EU law arguing it was incompatible with their constitutional rights. Many argue as a direct response to this challenge to the CJEU’s supremacy, they conceded that ‘the observance of fundamental rights belongs to the general legal principles, the upholding of which it is the European Court’s duty to ensure’24 completely departing from their earlier position in *Stork* and *Sgarlata*.

This changed stance was heralded a victory for human rights, and a storm of case-law ensued, amplifying the status of human rights. Especially as the Court recognised that international human rights treaties were another source of fundamental rights in EU law.25 Most importantly, in *Rutili v Ministre de l’Intérieur*,26 the CJEU officially named the Convention as an inspiration for human rights as a fundamental principle of EU. However, this muddied the waters between the Courts as effectively both now had ‘authority to ultimately interpret the [Convention]’27 - a turning point in the once closed relationship between the two Courts. This new era of human rights appreciation was not straightforward as following these cases, the scope of this appreciation was unknown. Former President of the CJEU Lord Mackenzie Stuart said in 1979 (before he became President) that ‘[the ECtHR’s] rôle is to ensure the observance of the Human Rights Convention whereas … our work is in a very different field.’28 This suggests that even the most highly respected judges of the Court were grappling with the extent to which informal concession had been given to human rights.

Due to the uncertainty left by *Internationale Handelsgesellschaft* and the recognition of human rights as a fundamental principle of EU law, the CJEU
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dealt with an influx of cases to clarify the scope of this. The CJEU rightly resisted the temptation to widen their jurisdiction by not following Advocate General Jacobs’ recommendation that any human rights violation should be a matter for Community Law.\textsuperscript{29} Such an extension of their jurisdiction would have overwhelmed the Court and made the ECtHR virtually redundant. Cases followed in which the CJEU determined the boundaries of their intervention in human rights matters.\textsuperscript{30} These rulings suggest that ‘any regulation by Member States of matters falling within the scope of the Community, measures taken by Member States must as a matter of Community Law comply with the Convention.’\textsuperscript{31} Does this diminish the competence of the ECtHR in the eyes of potential applicants? Arguably the CJEU may provide ‘potential advantages to litigants over actions in Strasbourg.’\textsuperscript{32} Recent judicial activism in the CJEU in \textit{Kadi v Council and Commission} \textsuperscript{33} extended the jurisdiction of the Court to review measures of the institutions for compatibility with the Convention. Essentially this will be the aim of the ECtHR following the EU’s accession to the Convention and it will be interesting to see how this develops in the future.

**Achieving the “dialogue” of the Courts**

The incorporation of human rights as a fundamental principle of EU law expanded the jurisdiction of the CJEU, creating jurisdictional overlap with the ECtHR. Whilst some argue that it makes little sense for ‘Europe to simultaneously maintain and promote two legal systems each with authority to ultimately interpret the [ECHR]’\textsuperscript{34}, the two Courts have aimed to ‘nurture constantly the dialectical relations necessary to ensure the harmonious co-existence of our respective case-law’.\textsuperscript{35}

The possibility for jurisdictional overlap has long been discussed and criticised by academics and not without reason. In \textit{Cantoni v France},\textsuperscript{36} the ECtHR considered whether France, in their verbatim implementation of an EU Directive, were in breach of Article 7 of the Convention. Whilst not finding a breach, the problem is that the ECtHR must have interpreted the EU Directive, which is outside of their jurisdiction, to assess compatibility with the Convention. This risk of conflict was thus created. This was heightened in
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Matthews v UK \(^{37}\) where the UK was found to be in violation of Protocol 1 of the Convention by the UK despite their actions being determined by EU legislation. A similar review of an EU Directive took place in Dangeville v France\(^{38}\) where national legislation was found incompatible with the Directive it was meant to implement, but not contrary to the Convention. This review clearly infringes on the CJEU’s jurisdiction and prerogative.

This underlying tension climaxed in Bosphorus Hava Yollari Turizm ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi v Ireland\(^{39}\) which was reviewed by both Courts in a 10 year long saga. Here, the ECtHR stated that ‘State action taken in compliance with such legal obligations is justified as long as the relevant organisation is considered to protect fundamental rights, ... in a manner which can be considered at least equivalent to that for which the Convention provides’,\(^{40}\) thereby privileging the EU’s Legal Order. ‘As a result, the Court of Human Rights expanded the intersection of its jurisdiction with that of the [CJEU].’\(^{41}\) They came to this decision after much consideration of the CJEU case-law, including the CJEU ruling in Bosphorus.\(^{42}\) On this point, President Skouris of the CJEU stated that whilst this was ‘an honour [and a] sign of confidence ... for our Court, it [was] also a reminder of a responsibility.’\(^{43}\) This suggests a self-induced plurality between the two systems. It is unknown whether this presumption will remain once accession is affected.

Due to the rise in references to Strasbourg judgments in CJEU decisions, academics have argued that ECtHR jurisprudence has become a ‘source of inspiration’\(^{44}\) for the CJEU. The ECtHR’s affection for the CJEU was formally reciprocated in Elgafaji v Staatssecretaris van Justitie\(^{45}\) when it was openly stated that the Court took the case-law of the ECtHR into consideration when interpreting the scope of that right in the Community legal order. This level of respect for each other’s case-law is frequently vocalised by the Presidents of the two courts as epitomised by former President Jean-Paul Costa of the ECtHR who stated ‘both [the ECtHR] and the Luxembourg Court often ...: inspire itself from a very close judgment delivered beforehand, in the same matter, by [the other Court].’\(^{46}\)

Despite this sentiment, it would be misleading to assume that the two Court’s always agree. Critics suggest that the CJEU’s judgment in Opinion 2/94 on why the EU could not accede to the Convention was based on a selfish desire to remain supreme in the European Legal Order for they expressed no such
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objection to the accession of the WTO Dispute Resolution Body. Arguably the statement of the Court in Opinion 1/91 Re: Draft Treaty on a European Economic Area (No.1) that if the Community accedes to an international agreement which has its own court system, the decisions of that court ‘will be binding on the Community institutions, including the [CJEU]’ confirms this theory. To renege on this purely because this is another European court system is highly chauvinistic and hypocritical.

There have been divergences of interpretation between the two courts in the past. Whilst minimal, this is no less disconcerting. According to Toth ‘conflicting interpretations are likely to occur because both Courts follow the same “teleological” method.’ Both Courts interpret on the basis of objectives, the ECtHR on the Convention objectives and the CJEU on the Union objectives. In joined cases Hoechst AG v Commission of the European Communities and Orkem SA v Commission of the European Communities there was no ECtHR case-law to draw upon in the interpretation of Article 8 of the Convention in relation to business premises and the CJEU ruled that this did apply to business premises. The opposite was subsequently decided by the ECtHR in Niemietz v Germany. This led to a later modification of the CJEU position in Roquette Freres SA v Directeur General de la Concurrence, effectively conceding to the precedent of the ECtHR. However, this differentiation is due to the fact that ‘Luxembourg is aware that fundamental rights may not always have the same application in the EU context, at least where companies are asserting them.’ Furthermore, the ‘ECtHR has a much larger and diverse group of member states to take into consideration than the [CJEU].’ The different context in which the two systems operate is aptly summarised by Costa who submits that a key difference in the “mission” between the two Courts is demonstrated by the ‘the margin of appreciation’ used by the ECtHR which shows that ‘the Convention does not command or even aspire to strict uniformity throughout Europe in the protection of human rights’ as opposed to the CJEU which ‘is the guarantor of the uniformity of the whole system of EU law.’

Nonetheless, cases in the Luxembourg Court have chosen not to follow rulings in Strasbourg. In Emesa Sugar (Free Zone) NV v Aruba, concerning the right of parties to respond to the Advocate General’s opinion under the
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Convention right to a fair trial (Article 6), the CJEU refused to permit this despite an ECtHR judgment which suggested the opposite. 59 Despite this, the CJEU reasoned that the role and status of the Advocates General within the Community judicial system should be taken into account, concluding ‘that the relevant case-law of the [ECtHR] is not transposable’ 60 to the role of the Advocate General. Critics suggested whilst the decision is not wrong, ‘the manner in which the application was dismissed is not really satisfactorily rigorous.’61 In agreement with Stanley, this suggest that ‘there is a tension between different values which Article 6 of the Convention embodies’.62

Former President of the CJEU, Rodriguez Iglesias is credited with kindling personal and institutional links with the ECtHR. In 2002 he stated there was currently a “lacuna” concerning the relationship between the European Convention of Human Rights and the EU legal order, therefore ‘the two Courts have a special responsibility for organising relations between those two legal orders.’63 This legacy has largely been achieved. On the basis of various speeches of the Presidents of both Courts, EU accession to the ECHR is clearly the objective dreamed of.64 As the two Courts have ‘grown up together’,65 ‘no one would understand why courts with jurisdiction in the area of protection of human rights would adopt – or base their decisions on – divergent legal approaches.’66 In an earlier speech, Skouris maintained there was no hierarchy between fundamental freedoms as guaranteed by the CJEU and fundamental rights granted by the Convention, citing the Eugen Schmidberger Internationale Transporte Planzuge v Austria 67 case as an example of this.68 Skouris and Costa both appear to consider the integration of human rights into EU law as a necessary ‘endeavour through their respective case-law’.69

In essence, the development of human rights as a principle of EU law inherently changed the EU Legal Order irreversibly. Whilst this may be considered a necessary addition to the jurisdiction of CJEU and compensated
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for by the “dialogue” between the two Courts, alternative arguments suggest
the jurisdiction of the ECtHR has been undermined. How this will evolve
following accession will be considered later. For now, the plurality between
the two Courts may remain a fervent topic of discussion for academics.

The Accession Debate

In parallel to the growth of human rights recognition within the CJEU, calls
for human rights recognition across the EU institutions were brewing. From
1979 they spanned three decades before ratification of the Treaty of Lisbon.
The early optimism in the debate was crushed by the CJEU’s judgment in
Opinion 2/94. Thus “paradoxically”, the EU failed to accede to the ECHR at an
earlier stage. The key documents and arguments in the accession debate will
be explored as well as the current draft accession agreement.

Initial Accession Proposals

Accession of the EU to the ECHR is not an original initiative. It was primarily
proposed by the European Commission in 1979 as a Memorandum Bulletin70
in the midst of the development of CJEU case-law on fundamental rights and
freedoms. However, concerns were raised about the relationship between the
two courts and this was addressed as a “special problem” within the Bulletin.
The main concern was how to ensure ‘that the [CJEU] is able to perform fully
the supervisory functions vested in it by the Treaties.’71 The Commission
argued since the ECtHR can ‘hardly be envisaged’72 to refer questions to the
CJEU itself a procedure to enable this was needed. They envisioned a
mechanism which obliged the Union to ask the [CJEU] for an opinion in cases
concerning the compatibility of a Community act with the ECHR. They would
then submit the CJEU’s conclusions and its own opinion to the Strasbourg
organs.73 This would be a complex and time-consuming process which would
only weigh down an already overloaded CJEU. In contrast, Brown and
McBride have argued that an Advocate General for the CJEU submitting an
opinion to the ECTHR would be preferable, considering that the CJEU’s view
may well have no effect on the decision.74 This is an interesting proposal
which will be discussed later.

Earlier in the Bulletin, the Commission conceded the Union’s legal system
may well ‘be considered an internal legal system. It is therefore only logical
that decisions of the [CJEU] should be treated in the framework of the ECHR
as decisions of a national court.’75 It is imagined the CJEU Judges would not
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take kindly to this interpretation. If the CJEU is to be treated as a national court, why should the opinion of the CJEU be sought in the event that the case has not already been considered by them? Opinions of this kind would not be sought from supreme national courts and this suggests a prioritisation of the EU over other subscribers to the ECHR. Furthermore, in accordance with procedure within the Strasbourg organs, a commissioner and judge would need to be appointed upon behalf of the EU thereby ‘[underlining] the autonomy of the Community.’ 76 Commentators argue that objections regarding over-representation of the Member States are to overlook the independent capacity in which judges are appointed. 77 It is reasoned that ‘[given the expansion of Community activity the Commission’s plea for participation in all cases is not entirely without foundation.’ 78 This view is well founded and underscores the autonomy of the CJEU. However, the proposal was not acted upon despite it appearing ‘paradoxical’ 79 for the Community not to accede to the Convention. Nonetheless, some intriguing concepts which will arise again throughout the debate.

The ‘Commission Communication on Community Accession to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and some of its Protocols’ revived the debate in 1990. 80 The Commission voiced their concern that ‘no matter how closely the Luxembourg Court monitors human rights, it is not the same as scrutiny by the Strasbourg Court.’ 81 The contradictory relationship the EU Institutions have with human rights was highlighted for ‘while proclaiming its commitment to respecting democratic values and human rights, [they are] not subject to this control mechanism … its institutions enjoy a sort of ‘immunity’ from the Convention.’ 82 The European Parliament backed the idea of Community accession to the Convention in 1994. 83

Opinion 2/94

This led to the European Council requesting an opinion from the CJEU under Article 228(6) EC84 about the compatibility of accession to the ECHR with the EC Treaty and whether the Community is competent to negotiate and conclude an accession agreement. ‘All this optimism [was] dashed by the
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[CJEU]'85 who ruled that the Community, at present, did not have the competence to accede to the Convention. Some consider this to be little more than ‘a fudge to ensure that the [CJEU]’s position as Supreme Court of the EU was retained’. 86 Despite denying accession to the Convention, some interesting comments and proposals were made about the relationship of the two courts were the Union to accede.

Instead of considering the necessary provisions for Community participation in control bodies, including ‘the future single Court of Human Rights’, 87 they declared the question inadmissible on the basis ‘it lacked information as to how the Community would submit to the judicial control mechanisms established by the Convention’. 88 However, they did muse upon whether this could be accommodated by a permanent judge elected on behalf of the Community with the same status as the other judges, or should a ‘special status’ judge be implemented, purely to reside over cases concerning Community law?

Burrows raises a thought-provoking point, questioning whether ‘when the [CJEU] applies a principle drawn from the Convention is it doing so in recognition that the Convention binds the Community or it is ‘borrowing’ a principle and translating it into a rule of the Community?’ 89 This is critical going forward for the CJEU’s usual practice of referring to ECtHR judgment’s may become a binding requirement as expressed later in the Opinion. 90 However, Beaumont argues there is a possibility of the opposite occurring, that with accession ‘either the [CJEU] loses its monopoly on inter-state disputes concerning the [Treaties] or the [ECtHR] ceases to have a monopoly on inter-state disputes concerning the ECHR.’ 91 Neither is wholly acceptable but the recognition of this as a remote possibility may ease fears in the CJEU.

In Opinion 1/91, the CJEU agreed to submit to any international court system which was part of an international agreement acceded to by the Union and this would not affect the Community legal order. 92 In certain circumstances, the CJEU will have to act as the final ‘domestic’ remedy for the applicant to exhaust before turning to the ECtHR. The Council of Europe rightly questioned whether this was the case only where the judgments of that court exclusively concerned international agreements or whether judgments which concern compatibility with Union Law were also covered. The CJEU did not dwell on this, perhaps because it is ‘jealous of its jurisdiction’, 93 yet given the decision that the compatibility question was inadmissible, this is unsurprising. On this, Beaumont highlights ‘[i]t is one thing to envisage an international
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agreement in one area of Community competence—such as fisheries—and an international court being given power to adjudicate on matters within its scope. It is quite another to accede to the ECHR when the Court of Human Rights has the capacity to rule on matters across the whole spectrum of the Community’s competence.’ Therefore it is right that the decision to accede has not been taken lightly.

Many of the Member State Governments, when asked for their opinion queried the relationship between the CJEU and the ECtHR. If the Community were to accede, few think this would affect the autonomy of the Community legal order. The Belgian Government posited that due to a ‘lack of any personal and functional link between the [CJEU] and the organs of the Convention’ the autonomy of the Community Legal Order is not affected whether or not the Convention provision is directly effective. The Danish Government added that the Convention case-law already had a strong influence on the CJEU, suggesting accession was compatible with the Treaty. This suggests a general consensus in favour of accession. However, the Greek Government argued ‘the fundamental principles and the institutional balances of Community law [must] be protected’

Ultimately what Opinion 2/94 shows is any accession agreement concluded ‘would need to define the specific relationship between the European Courts of Justice and of Human Rights and define their respective jurisdictions’ for leaving this to the devices of the Courts is unlikely to yield positive results. In agreement with Burrows, the CJEU’s opinion seems to be ‘placing the question of protection of human rights squarely in the hands of [CJEU] itself. This cannot be satisfactory. The [CJEU] is not a Court of Human Rights.’

**Increased momentum post-2000**

In 2002, the Final report of Working Group II was published containing their conclusions on accession. They felt ‘the principle of autonomy [did] not place any legal obstacle to accession’ despite the discomfort felt by others. They argued, in agreement with their ‘expert panel’ which included President Skouris of the CJEU and Judge Fischbach of the ECtHR, ‘the [ECtHR] could not be regarded as a superior Court but rather as a specialised court exercising external control over the international law obligations of the Union resulting from accession to the ECHR.’ The division of competence would not be interpreted by the ECtHR. Furthermore, Fischbach argued that due to the nature of Strasbourg Court judgments, autonomy would not be infringed for it would not take over the interpretation of Union law, nor would it’s
competence be extended to allow it to annul Union acts, or suggest specific measures to remedy the infringement observed.\textsuperscript{103} Arguably, this is rather optimistic. Perhaps agreeing with this, Skouris stated that ‘It would come as no shock to me if, following accession, the [CJEU] lost its monopoly over ruling on infringement of the ECHR by a Community act.’\textsuperscript{104} Even with the most careful accession agreement, the risk of stepping on the toes of the CJEU is apparent, yet due to the nature of Strasbourg judgements the effects would be less severe. Moreover, Skouris maintained that it was ‘necessary not to overestimate the risk of possible contradiction between the decisions of the two European Courts’\textsuperscript{105} and therefore the roles of the two Courts need not be set out in any accession agreement. This is contrary to Beaumont’s argument, yet considering Skouris’ authority, his opinion should hold weight in the drafters discussions.

On the notion of a reference procedure without accession, both Judges were against this as was the Working Group as a whole. They feared this would put an unnecessary strain on the two Courts and cause an unacceptable delay in already prolonged proceedings. The possibility of a ‘functional’ accession was also discussed and rejected by the two Judges. The idea subjecting to ‘control by the European Court without the EU itself acceding to the ECHR with its own legal personality’ was considered to hold nothing but ‘disadvantages and complications’\textsuperscript{106} and the inclination is to agree. The Working Group essentially determined that the ‘incorporation of the Charter into the Treaties and the Union’s accession to the ECHR should not be regarded as alternatives, but rather as complementary steps ensuring full respect of fundamental rights by the Union’\textsuperscript{107} and developments progressed swiftly from here.

The Treaty of Lisbon, stipulates under Article 6(2) TEU that the EU shall accede to the ECHR, yet no time-limit for completion was established. Under the annexed declarations of the Treaty of Lisbon, the Conference noted ‘the existence of a regular dialogue between the [CJEU] and the [ECtHR]\textsuperscript{108} and proclaimed that this should be ‘reinforced when the Union accedes to that Convention.’\textsuperscript{109} Thus a duty was imposed upon the EU to accede to the ECHR. Keeping this in mind, ‘the dynamic between Luxembourg and Strasbourg ... cannot be forgotten’.\textsuperscript{110}

‘Non-accession has adverse effects on the proper functioning of European justice as it imperils the coherence of the system of human rights safeguards in Europe.’\textsuperscript{111} This epitomises the support that the European Parliament has
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had in favour of accession since the beginning.\(^{112}\) The reasons given by the Parliamentary Assembly for this statement included that without accession the case-law of the two courts may not be ‘appropriately harmonised’\(^{113}\) as expressed earlier. However, the European Parliament noted that accession could not be fully effective until the ECtHR sped-up its decision making process, and rejected reference procedure ideas because of this.

There is clearly strong support for the EU’s accession to the ECHR, yet all concerned seem unable to determine how to effect this without upsetting the autonomy of the CJEU. Furthermore, many of the opinions are idealistic in interpreting the dynamic between the two Courts following accession which may result in a weak accession agreement.

The Draft Accession Agreement

The latest draft accession agreements was published in October 2011. This has been released to the Committee of Ministers for further comments and guidance. In the preamble, recognition is given that individuals ‘should have the right to submit the acts, measures or omissions of the European Union to the external control of the European Court of Human Rights’\(^{114}\) suggesting ‘it was clearly desirable that an international control should exist … the absolute autonomy of any legal order is desirable neither at national nor Community level where human rights matters are concerned.’\(^{115}\)

Before continuing, it is necessary to briefly restate some of the concerns expressed in the introduction in order to aptly consider whether these will be resolved by the proposed draft accession agreement. The primary concerns going forward were: whether the accession agreement would allow for a review of EU law by the ECtHR; the future of the “Bosphorus presumption”; the preservation of the autonomy of the Union Legal Order and the interpretive autonomy of the CJEU, and; the “need” for the CJEU to have delivered a ruling prior to Strasbourg.

Contrary to popular opinion, particularly the Member State Governments, the draft accession agreement does not exclude the possibility for a review of EU primary law to take place before the CJEU. If the co-respondent mechanism is to be adopted under Article 3 of the draft agreement, then a review of primary law is presupposed for the EU Member States may only become co-respondents in circumstances where the ECtHR questions the compatibility of a provision of the EU Treaties with the ECHR.\(^{116}\) This may be subject to controversy when put to the Member State Governments for approval.
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The urge to jump to the conclusion that this unacceptably infringes on the autonomy of the CJEU as the arbiter of EU law disputes must be resisted. This is for two reasons: firstly, the ECtHR does not provide binding judgments to the extent that it can strike down Union legislation or suggest alternative courses of action; secondly, many of the accession proposals outlined above strongly advocate the ‘need’ for a CJEU ruling on the matter before it comes before the ECtHR and therefore any ruling is likely to have foundation in this preliminary judgment. Whilst the draft agreement is silent on how to involve the CJEU prior to the ECtHR, under Article 3(6) of the draft agreement, this is clearly desired. The merits will be deliberated later.

Furthermore, any potential conflict between Article 55 ECHR and Article 344 TFEU117 which would each grant exclusive jurisdiction to the ECtHR and the CJEU respectively has been avoided by Article 5 of the draft agreement which provides that ‘Proceedings before the [CJEU] shall be understood as constituting neither procedures of international investigation or settlement118 for the purposes of Article 35(2)(b) of the Convention, ‘nor means of dispute settlement within the meaning of Article 55 of the Convention’119 therefore ‘the monopoly of the [CJEU] to examine disputes ... is preserved.’120

In the light of this, Johansen raises an interesting query: ‘what if the Union does not join the proceedings?’121 This remains possible under the current drafting of the agreement. If this were to occur, how should the ECtHR proceed? Johansen suggests there are three possibilities: continue with the scrutiny of whether there is a violation of the ECHR by EU and ‘attribute the responsibility to the member state that happened to be chosen by the individual applicant as respondent in that case’122; dismiss the application; or retain the “Bosphorus presumption”.123 None of these are wholly acceptable. The first option prevents the Union from being able to submit any defence, the second leaves the applicant without justice and the third option would make accession pointless. Arguably, this should be rectified before proceeding with the agreement. The draft agreement is silent on what shall become of the “Bosphorus presumption,” perhaps this will be left to the Courts to decide. There are strong arguments to suggest that it should be abandoned in the light of accession.

Ultimately, the efforts the accession debate, spanning over three decades, have finally resulted in some movement. The scope and shape of the draft accession agreement as it stands leaves gaps in the path to greater ‘coherence in human rights protection in Europe’.124 The specific roles and relationship of the two
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Courts is not defined in the draft agreement as is desired by commentators, therefore clarity cannot be attained.

The Future Relationship

The story so far has shown the development of human rights as a principle of EU law and the growing support for accession amongst the EU institutions. However, gaps in the draft accession agreement leave much uncertainty. Some ruminations on what may develop are explored here alongside theories on the general effects that accession may have on the relationship between the two Courts. These are made keeping in mind the comments in the introduction regarding the binding status of the Charter.

Achieving prior CJEU involvement

The current draft accession agreement suggests that prior involvement of the CJEU on cases involving EU law is preferred. Evidence suggests that ‘much of the debate focused on what would be the best mechanism to guarantee a “prior involvement” of the [CJEU].’ In spite of this, the draft agreement was silent on exactly how to accommodate this. An examination of the proposed mechanisms as well as arguments to suggest that a mechanism is not needed will be considered. A joint communication from the two court Presidents stated that ‘the reference for a preliminary ruling is not normally a legal remedy to be exhausted by the applicant before referring the matter to the [ECtHR].’ As pointed out by Jacqué, the use of “normally” ‘leaves some uncertainty’ which, given the gravity of what may be at stake, is unacceptable.

Is a mechanism necessary?

The necessity of a mechanism to ensure prior CJEU involvement only arises if the national courts violate their Community obligations under Article 267 TFEU to make a preliminary reference to the CJEU on questions of interpretation of EU law. On this point, commentators suggest that this compelled some “dissenting voices” to argue that ‘no specific mechanism would be required if one were to compel national courts of last resort to refer any case to the [CJEU] in which it is alleged that a Union act is not compatible with the ECHR’. Jacqué concurs, arguing it to be ‘most logical ... [to] supplement the Firma Foto Frost v Hauptzollamt Lubeck-Ost case-law by requiring national courts to conduct a preliminary ruling in all cases in which the conflict between an act of the Union and the ECHR is invoked’. 
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Conversely, this extension of the preliminary reference procedure could result in the CJEU being inundated with references ‘as lawyers will quickly learn that a mere claim that the act is contrary to the Convention would make the reference automatic.’ 132 This extension is not essential, for simple reinforcement of what the national courts are already compelled to do may preclude the need to introduce a lengthy reference mechanism. Alternatively, merely because the chances of such circumstances arising are small, does this mean that the consequences should not be accounted for? A clear advantage of this would be that the status quo between the two Courts would be maintained, each Court making their ruling free from restriction and the autonomy of the CJEU as ultimate arbiter of Union law would remain intact.

Another option is to retain the “Bosphorus presumption”, and the privilege held by the ECtHR for the EU legal order. Yet, this conflicts with the aim that the EU be treated like any other party to the Convention, thus many feel that the ECtHR will reject the principle in light of accession. Following accession ‘the need for the ECtHR to exercise comity will have ended. The justification for the exercise of comity was that the relationship between the two European courts is presently not fully clear.’133 Whilst the validity of this observation is strong, it is submitted that even post-accession the relationship between the two Courts will not be clear for some time. Possibly the “Bosphorus presumption” may be extended, for currently it does not apply where primary law is being disputed, such as in Matthews v UK. The presumption only operates where the Community law in question could be contested before the CJEU which, if retained would restrict the number of cases the ECtHR would be able to hear. Given the binding status of the Charter, which includes protection of many Convention rights, perhaps privileging the EU legal order would not produce particularly adverse results. This would reduce the case-load of an already swamped ECtHR. However, in agreement with Groussot, Lock and Pech, a low standard of review is not required134 to preserve ‘the specific legal order of the Union’135 as stated in the draft agreement’s preamble, thus there is no reason for the EU to be treated differently to other parties to the Convention or for the ECtHR to continue to show deference to the CJEU.

Harpaz raises the paradoxical argument that if the CJEU placed stronger reliance on the Strasbourg Regime it ‘would contribute to normative convergence between the two Regimes, and such convergence may, in turn, “pre-empt” the Strasbourg Court’136 from reviewing EU measures or measures implemented by Member States to fulfil their obligations to the EU. This was raised as a suggestion that would help the CJEU ‘better prepare’ 137 for accession. Considering the scope of human rights case-law developed by the
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CJEU, greater reliance may only raise the potential for jurisdictional and normative overlap between the two Courts, an issue which needs to minimised rather than exacerbated by accession.

Other proposals suggest changes to the composition and/or structure of the ECtHR may be more suitable. This could be through the creation of a separate chamber within the ECtHR to deal specifically with Union matters, or more simply by having an ‘EU Judge’ sitting in Union-related cases. According to Ress, the former proposal reflects ‘the doubts raised if judges from states that are not members of the EU were to sit in EU cases.’ 138 This approach may dispel those concerns by focusing the Court judges onto EU law matters and preventing unwarranted interference by non-Member State judges. Yet, the same problem arises: why should the EU receive preferential treatment? Again, this conflicts with the aims of the Steering Committee’s draft agreement. In agreement with Ress, the ‘mixed college of judges’ 139 is an integral part of the ECtHR’s composition. The latter proposal will almost certainly occur and this is where the required knowledge should stem from in EU cases.

Brown and McBride tendered whether the CJEU’s Advocate Generals should have a role in ECtHR in cases where EU law is at issue. They felt that prior CJEU involvement may have no effect on the ECtHR’s decision even if sought. 140 Since then, it appears that no one else has entertained this idea. The presence of the Advocate General could ensure the correct interpretation of EU law, the autonomy of CJEU case-law and would arguably be quicker than any reference procedure. Furthermore, the Advocate General has to ‘deal with all the issues that may affect the outcome’ 141 rather than simply what is necessary ‘to dispose of a given case’ 142 like the CJEU. In a human rights situation, this “all-inclusive” approach may be preferable.

Highlighted are some possible alternatives to lengthy reference procedure mechanisms which are currently favoured by the accession agreement drafters. These would minimise confusion and would largely retain the autonomy of both Courts without privileging the EU to a great extent.

**Involving the CJEU after a violation has been found**

The ECtHR does not have the authority or the jurisdiction to interpret the Treaties in a binding fashion. This strongly supports Lock’s argument that prior involvement of the CJEU is not necessary to maintain the autonomy of
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EU law. It is proposed that after a violation of the Convention has been found in the ECtHR on a matter concerning Union law, the case could move onto either the CJEU or the Commission to decide whether to concur and invalidate the law concerned. In this scenario, the autonomy of the CJEU over Union law and the ECtHR over Convention rights would be maintained. Indeed, Opinion 1/91 suggests that seeking a declaration of invalidity from the CJEU would be necessary following the finding of a violation in the ECtHR. The CJEU would have the knowledge required to make a ruling soundly based on the interpretation of Convention rights for ‘the assessment of the consequences of the decision is ... within the jurisdiction of the Union.’

Considering the attention the Luxembourg Court already pays to the rulings and interpretations of the ECtHR this would prevent divergences of opinion and allow for both Courts to contribute. This would allow for the relationship between the two Courts to blossom and enable a stronger foundation for fundamental human rights.

Reference procedure mechanism

To preserve the subsidiarity principle, former President of the ECtHR Costa and President Skouris of the CJEU promulgated that a procedure be established whereby the ‘the CJEU may carry out an internal review before the [ECtHR] carries out external review.’ The concept of introducing a type of preliminary reference procedure between the Luxembourg and Strasbourg Courts has been examined zealously by negotiators and academics alike. Opinion is divided on whether this should operate one way, the ECtHR to the CJEU or vice versa; each way, allowing both Courts to conduct a reference should they see fit, or at all. Introduction of such a procedure could be contrary to the autonomy of the EU legal order. ‘What is certain however is that the mechanism ultimately chosen must not confer new powers on the EU institutions including the [CJEU] which are not already provided for in the EU Treaties.’

The European Commission in 1979 envisaged a procedure which obliged the Community to refer cases to the CJEU in which Union legislation compatibility with the ECHR is questioned. This would be submitted alongside its own conclusions to the ECtHR. Lock suggests this is the ‘most plausible solution’ as the Commission is most likely to be the institution representing the EU before the ECtHR. Brown and McBride argued soon after the memorandum that through this suggestion the Commission was highlighting the importance they attach to the CJEU’s opinion on alleged infringements of the ECHR. However, interpretation of the ECHR is, and should remain, in the hands of the Strasbourg Court. The CJEU’s role in
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providing an interpretation should only extend as far as providing the ECtHR with the correct interpretation of the Union law at hand.

Despite this, Judge Timmermans of the CJEU recently argued that the Commission should be granted power to refer cases pending in the ECtHR to the CJEU to enable them to express an opinion on the compatibility of Union legislation with the Convention.\textsuperscript{151} The Commission has similar powers under Article 263(2) TFEU\textsuperscript{152} to require the CJEU to review legislation for compatibility with the Treaties and therefore the issue of conferring new powers should not arise. A concern expressed by Lock is: what would happen should the Commission fail to bring a case?\textsuperscript{153} Under its current powers, the Commission may only refer legislation that it has introduced itself. This may make them reluctant to refer should concerns over human rights compatibility arise.\textsuperscript{154} Jacqué has questioned whether this reference procedure can be implemented 'on the sole basis of the accession agreement'\textsuperscript{155} without further Treaty revision. Time-constraints for making the reference also need to be resolved.\textsuperscript{156} Many of the criticisms of accession and prior involvement of the CJEU hinge on the fact that cases in the CJEU and the ECtHR take so long to proceed and resolve. This indicates a short time-limit should apply, however, a short time-limit may have consequences on access to justice. These considerations should be taken seriously by the drafters.

A type of Article 267 TFEU-esque preliminary reference procedure, running between the two Courts was explored by academics. Yet which way this procedure should run is disputed. The French Government’s aim is apparently for a procedure to run from the ECtHR to the CJEU.\textsuperscript{157} If the CJEU does not find a violation, the case would be referred back to the ECtHR. ‘There are a number of reasons why this approach is not recommended.’\textsuperscript{158} Firstly, this would see the EU being privileged over the other parties to the Convention, contrary to the aim of the draft accession agreement and unfair on other parties. Accurately observed by Lock, other parties ‘are not given that possibility and thus cannot avoid the risk of violating the Convention by obtaining preliminary clearance from the [CJEU].’\textsuperscript{159} Some might argue that due to the specific nature of the EU as a legal personality, this privileging may be justified. However, each party to the Convention has a slightly different legal order, yet this does not prevent it being subjected to the external
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supervision of the ECtHR. Christensen proposed that the ‘ECtHR could be made a “national court” in the EU regime’\textsuperscript{160} and thus follow the preliminary reference procedure. To her, ‘[t]he advantages of this model are obvious’\textsuperscript{161} for the autonomy of the CJEU is retained and this system enables the uniform application of Union law.\textsuperscript{162} However, the disadvantages are equally obvious. Primarily, the ECtHR is unlikely to accept procedure which deems it a “national court” even if simply for the purposes of this regime. Secondly, time-constraints are an unavoidable issue. Adding a preliminary reference procedure may add years to the process ‘which might in itself be a violation of Article 6 of the Convention.’\textsuperscript{163} To prevent this, Christensen raises the possibility of the opinion from the CJEU being more of an ‘advisory opinion than a formal ruling’ to shorten delays. Alternatively, in agreement with Jacqué, ‘a simple consultation procedure is ... certainly not sufficient’\textsuperscript{164}

Some would prefer the CJEU to request references from the ECtHR to remove the risk of conflicting interpretations, as an authoritative interpretation of the Convention rights at issue would be given. Other advantages include possibly reducing court congestion, for, ‘the ECtHR would only have to answer specific points and would not need to address unfounded arguments by the parties.’\textsuperscript{165} However, these apparent advantages do not survive beyond ‘first glance’,\textsuperscript{166} scrutiny reveals considerable weaknesses. With regards to the first advantage, following accession, the CJEU will have authority to interpret the ECHR for it will become ‘an integral part of EU law.’\textsuperscript{167} This dual authority comes at a price, for the right to interpret the Convention, previously the objective of the Strasbourg Court, should not easily be disturbed by the introduction of a formal hierarchy between the Courts.\textsuperscript{168} On the second point, it may not be acceptable for the applicant to have to rely on the CJEU ‘to ask the “right” questions.’\textsuperscript{169} Considering the status and experience of the CJEU, the possibility of the “wrong” questioned being asked or not being considered at all is unlikely. Should this be implemented, allowance is not made for cases which do not reach the CJEU through fault of the national courts.\textsuperscript{170} Therefore this proposal, if run without a reciprocal procedure, is flawed.

Many authors seem to agree that any reference procedure should see either Court provide an opinion on whether the disputed EU law is in violation of the Convention. This does not seem correct, for, either way this sees one Court taking over the prerogative of the other, be it interpretation of EU legislation, or interpretation of the Convention. Instead, should the opinion be limited to merely providing the other Court with the correct interpretation of the legislation or Convention right at hand? This would enable both Courts, depending on the way a reference procedure is decided, to assess compatibility
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with the correct tools and interpretations in mind. This would operate most effectively if a dual reference procedure were designed. As aforementioned, the CJEU will have authority to interpret the Convention following accession. A reference procedure which runs both ways combines the advantages of each singular reference proposal and in some cases would minimise the effect of the disadvantages. The problem of time-constraints is unavoidable whichever mechanism is decided upon. A dual reference procedure makes allowance for any failings of the national courts to refer the CJEU and secures justice for the individual. Moreover, the supremacy of each court cannot be disputed for each has the opportunity to provide their opinion.

Each reference mechanism outlined has significant problems. The biggest is the CJEU decision in *Kadi v Council and Commission* where the Court ruled ‘the obligations imposed by an international agreement cannot have the effect of prejudicing the constitutional principles of the [Treaties],’ therefore agreements ‘must neither constitute a hidden amendment to the Treaties nor may it touch upon other constitutional principles in primary EU law, including fundamental rights.’ In *Opinion 1/09, Re: Draft Agreement on the European and Community Patents Court* the CJEU showed their readiness to enforce this by declaring the draft agreement on the European and Community Patents Court to be incompatible with the Treaties for they were not convinced of the guarantees for CJEU involvement despite the similarity to the Article 267 TFEU preliminary reference procedure. This will undoubtedly cause a headache for the drafters.

**General effects of accession on the relationship**

Regardless of the mechanism adopted, if adopted at all, accession to the ECHR will inevitably change the dynamic between the two Courts. A Council of Europe document suggests that once the EU accedes to the Convention, the ‘CJEU’s position will be analogous to that of national courts in relation to the Strasbourg Court’. The severity and impact of the alterations explored here will vary, but cumulatively, they will transform the European Legal Order and the status of human rights in the EU as currently known.

An unsettling prospect for Luxembourg is that Strasbourg decisions may become binding upon them. It remains to be seen whether the CJEU will finally follow its infamous *Opinion 1/91* judgment and allow for an external court system’s decisions to bind ‘the Community institutions, including the [CJEU].’ Despite the sentiments of the Court’s President that it would be little surprise if the CJEU lost their monopoly over ruling on compatibility with the Convention of EU law, for a Court which fought so hard for
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supremacy, this may be difficult to stomach. Whilst the Luxembourg Court often refers to, and relies upon, the interpretations of the ECtHR, the possibility of this becoming a binding obligation will unsettle many. However, as the ECtHR decisions are only binding inter partes, the CJEU would only be bound by judgments involving the EU.\textsuperscript{177} Furthermore, this is not a certain consequence of accession – the relationship between the two Courts needs defining in the draft accession agreement. So far the agreement is silent on this. One thing is certain, one Court will make an unhappy concession.

A further concern in Luxembourg, is that ‘one day Strasbourg could declare a CEJU decision void, opening up the Pandora’s box of a potential national judicial refusal to respect the primacy of EU law in the absence of sufficient human rights observance.’\textsuperscript{178} This concern rests on the possibility that post-accession, the ECtHR will be able to review the decisions of the CJEU. This would clearly be in conflict with the supremacy of the EU legal order. Regardless, if this were to come to fruition, it should not be done lightly. Despite the appearance of a strong and mutually respectful relationship between the two Courts, their relationship is fragile. If one Court were to confront the case-law of the other, they run the risk of ‘reciprocally untying the authority of their increasingly overlapping legal orders’.\textsuperscript{179} Through accession, both Courts have authority to interpret the Convention, if the ECtHR fails to show “correct” respect to the CJEU, Luxembourg may use their political strength to side-line the Strasbourg Court. “The European judges have indeed learned to prefer a mutual reinforcement of the two supranational courts, rather than run the risk of weakening both institutions by asserting a claim to be the “highest court” in Europe.”\textsuperscript{180} If review of CJEU decisions by the ECtHR is not excluded by the final accession agreement, it is proposed that some level of deference should remain to enable the highest level of human rights enforcement and keep Pandora’s box firmly closed.

Many fear that post-accession the ECtHR may have too much power and authority. Predominantly, whether the ECtHR will have the power to undertake a review of primary law. Whilst the objections are obvious, the current draft accession agreement appears to make review of primary law a prerequisite to invoking the co-respondent mechanism.\textsuperscript{181} However, the apprehension over this extension of the ECtHR’s review powers should not cause alarm for, as previously noted, this would only upset the autonomy of the CJEU if the ECtHR were able to interpret primary EU law in a binding fashion.\textsuperscript{182} The proposed co-respondent mechanism has invoked academic critique on its meaning and effects. Fears that the previous drafts gave too much power to the ECtHR led to the current wording which states that the
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Union may become a co-respondent ‘if it appears that such allegation calls into question the compatibility with the Convention rights at issue of a provision of [EU] law’. The use of ‘appear’ suggests that the Strasbourg Court should ‘not engage in a thorough study of the situation and must accept the co-respondent when there is a prima facie case.’ In favour of this approach, once the EU has been adopted as a co-respondent, the draft agreement suggests it would be at this point that the CJEU would be called upon for a ruling if they had not previously had the opportunity. Their comments along with those of the EU and the Member States could then be submitted to the ECtHR. However, perhaps it is unacceptable for ‘a discretion that would allow [the ECtHR] to interpret EU and the division of powers’ to remain with the Court.

In summary, accession of the EU to the ECHR is not without difficulty. Concerns over supremacy and the delicate relationship between the two Courts will likely be problematic should this not be defined by the drafters in the final accession agreement. Furthermore, Christensen remarks that post-accession forum shopping between Luxembourg and Strasbourg will be inevitable where both Courts are competent which may cause further disarray.

Conclusion

To conclude, the CJEU induced a plurality between itself and the ECtHR 4 decades ago through its decision in *Internationale Handelsgesellschaft*. The consequences created a “ripple effect”, causing an overlap in jurisdiction, some divergences of opinion and an ample display of deference on the part of both Courts. In parallel to this was the accession debate. Numerous reports and memorandums, spanning over three decades, considering whether the Union could, and should, accede to the ECHR. At the heart of this debate, besides creating a more coherent basis for fundamental human rights, was the question of what effect accession may have on the EU legal order and the delicate relations it held with the Strasbourg Court. However, with the ratification of the Treaty of Lisbon, the debate came to life creating an array of new concerns for the relationship between the CJEU and the ECtHR upon accession. The majority of proposals discussed have significant flaws and the lesser of many evils will have to be determined by the drafters. The concern is that these issues may result in a weak accession agreement attempting to appease the EU institutions and the Member State Governments. This would achieve little for individual human rights protection. Should a new ‘supremacy battle’ commence it could be years before unity in human rights protection is achieved. It is abundantly clear that the relationship between the CJEU and the ECtHR must be defined in the draft accession agreement in order to minimise confusion and prevent the two Courts from wasting time working
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things out themselves. Furthermore, accession to the Convention is made increasingly difficult by the problems inherent within the Luxembourg and Strasbourg systems. Due to the backlog of cases and length of proceedings this makes many of the proposals problematic to implement effectively. Following the release of the draft accession agreement, the next step will be for this to be adopted by the Steering Committee for Human Rights and a consultation will take place in the Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly. It will pass to the CJEU to provide an opinion on the validity of the agreement and that it will not violate EU primary law. If the agreement passes though these stages, it will become open for signature by the Member States.\textsuperscript{188} Whichever route is taken, few things are certain. The first of these is that one of the Courts will have to concede to the authority of the other, an unhappy concession for either court. The second is that ‘much like the ‘first dimension’ of the relationship between the EU and fundamental rights, the ‘second dimension’ is still unfolding.\textsuperscript{189}
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Fighting the file-sharing war through notice-and-takedown regimes: Plunging a sword of copyright through the heart of freedom of expression on the Internet

Thomas Southey Capel

The evolution of the Internet and technology that facilitates copying and sharing of copyright material has presented challenges to copyright holders. This paper looks at the use of notice-and-takedown regimes as a method of copyright enforcement against file-sharing technologies. The topic is characterised as one of conflicting interests, between the right holders’ economic interests in their copyright, and the file-sharers’ free expression interests. The notice-and-takedown procedure further muddies this picture by introducing a third stakeholder, the Internet Service Provider (‘ISP’). An argument is constructed on the basis of the following thesis: the notice-and-takedown approach to copyright enforcement disproportionately values the rights of copyright holders ahead of the values of freedom of expression.

In addressing that thesis, the traditional justifications for copyright are examined, with their relevance in today’s content industries questioned. A conception of copyright based on instrumentalist ideals, underpinned by social requirement, is put forward. The paper next analyses the notice-and-takedown regimes in action in the United Kingdom and United States of America in the context of their respective freedom of expression laws. In this regard it is concluded that the regimes disproportionately value the rights of copyright holders ahead of freedom of expression interests. An argument is made as to why the balance should be redressed in favour of freedom of expression. This will be supported by an analysis of the legitimacy of notice-and-takedown procedures, focussing on the role played by ISPs, and questioning the role of copyright as a destructive sword of ‘immaterial imperialism’. The discussion here takes into account a broader range of considerations, examining the legitimacy of the procedures in the light of concerns about the overall regulation of the Internet. The theme in this part of the argument is one of policy, and the legitimacy of copyright as a tool to suppress the development of technology. The paper is characterised by the notion of ‘creative capital’ and economic
interests conflicting with interests of freedom of expression. This theme follows into the closing recommendation of market reform as a constructive solution to the ‘file-sharing war’.

Introduction

‘The greatest constraint on your future liberties may come not from government but from corporate legal departments laboring [sic] to protect by force what can no longer be protected by practical efficiency or general social consent.’

John Perry Barlow.

The concept of copyright is centuries old, and yet it has never faced a challenge as great as that posed by the Internet. Much like copyright itself, this intangible, evolving concept has not reached the point where its limits can or should be defined, but its facilitation of communication and sharing of ideas and culture, both copyright protected and not, appears to be at odds with the protection granted by this intellectual property (‘IP’) right. A highly emotive issue in contemporary society, copyright infringement through file-sharing sees a clash of ideals and rights between right holders and file-sharers.

The idea for this paper stems from the landmark judgment of the High Court in Twentieth Century Fox v BT (‘Newzbin2’), whereby a group of Hollywood studios were granted an injunction to force BT to block a file-sharing website, Newzbin2. This case represents the first time a British Internet Service Provider (‘ISP’) has been ordered to block such a site. It brings many issues to the fore, but I wish to focus on the function of copyright in such notice-and-takedown orders. The legitimacy of this apparent court-ordered censorship of the Internet and the nature of Internet regulation will also be discussed. The result of the case appears to place the copyright rights of the studios ahead of the principles of freedom of expression, which I submit underpin the very existence and purpose of the Internet and copyright. As such, this paper will proceed on the basis of the following hypothesis: the notice-and-takedown approach to copyright enforcement disproportionately values the rights of copyright holders ahead of the values of freedom of expression.

In order to address this hypothesis, I will first put forward a conception of copyright that I suggest is most appropriate in the digital age (Chapter I). In Chapter II I will examine the law relating to ISP liability for copyright infringement in America and the United Kingdom, and in particular the implementation of their notice-and-takedown mechanisms in combating file-sharing sites. Chapter III will see the discussions of the preceding two chapters tied together in order to examine where the balance of freedom of expression
and copyright protection should lie and question the legitimacy of the role of ISPs in this form of regulation. The purpose to which this discussion is working towards is to demonstrate that notions of free expression of ideas and creativity are inherent in the concept of copyright. When viewed in the context of our network society, seeking to protect the copyright of right holders against file-sharing through what is effectively censorship is contrary to the ideals underpinning the rights themselves. It will be suggested that constructive market reform is the best solution to the file-sharing phenomenon.

The Nature of Copyright

Traditional Justifications for Copyright

The notion of a statutorily enforced copyright can be traced back to the eighteenth century, to the Copyright Act 1709, commonly called the Statute of Anne. The Act conferred the ‘sole right and liberty of printing books’ to the author of the work, with the right lasting 14 years from publication.1 Much as the issues to be discussed in this paper arise out of the development of technology, this Act arose out of the development of the printing press.2 Its ‘contemporary relevance’ can be viewed in the light of its motivations stated in the Preamble,3 particularly outlawing piracy in books, and ‘for the encouragement of learned men to compose and write useful books’.4

These aims can be seen as underlying principles upon which copyright law is founded. Gillian Davies has identified four key principles underpinning copyright law, which will be outlined here before being considered below in relation to our digital society. The first is natural law, based on Locke’s labour theory. This principle seeks to justify IP by marrying Locke’s assertion that one has a property right in the labour of one’s own body,5 with the idea that mixing that labour with a previously unappropriated object grants property rights to that person over the whole object.6 Thus an author has an exclusive property right in their work, giving control over the dissemination of that work, and a right to object to its copying or modification. This theory has survived the test of time, with its labour-based connotations being supported by Lord Bingham when he stated, ‘[t]he law of copyright rests on a very clear principle... No one else may for a season reap what the copyright holder has sown.’7 Despite this modern affirmation of the natural law principle, it will be questioned whether it really is appropriate in contemporary copyright law, especially in the music industry.

2 Gillian Davies, Copyright and the Public Interest (2nd edn, Sweet & Maxwell 2002) 9.
3 ibid.
4 ibid 4-5.
7 Designers Guild Ltd v Russell Williams (Textiles) Ltd [2000] 1 WLR 2416 (HL) 2418.
Likewise Davies’ second principle, just reward for labour, is debatable. This simply states that given the value that creative works bring to our lives, the authors of such works should be remunerated when that work is exploited. This principle is intertwined with the third, that copyright provides a stimulus to creativity. The stimulus to creativity function was evident in the Statute of Anne in the quote from the Preamble above, whilst the great Victorian novelist, Anthony Trollope noted, ‘Take away from English authors their copyrights, and you would very soon take away from England her authors.’ The final justification is that it is a social requirement that creative individuals should be encouraged to create and disseminate their work to the public. It is this function of social enrichment that will underpin my argument as to how we should conceptualise copyright in the digital age.

Copyright in the Digital Age

It is my intention in this section to suggest a conception of copyright that has the principle of social requirement at its heart. Notions of freedom of expression, I will argue, underpin copyright, and once this is established I will be able to show in subsequent chapters that to use it to inhibit freedom of expression using copyright defeats the very values it seeks to promote. The role of copyright as an ‘engine of free expression’ has been noted above, in the way it incentivises creation through remuneration of creators and the promise of property rights. However, that copyright can also stifle free expression is evident in the way that the rights granted to the creator not only prevent copying, but often access and dissemination of that material to the public as a whole. This paradox of copyright should be seen as an underlying issue throughout my discussion, and the balance between owner and user rights is fundamental to solving the issues at hand.

As noted by Deazley, once a creative work is published it enters what he describes as a ‘public cultural space’; what I will term the ‘intellectual commons’. Once in the intellectual commons, the work will be available for use by the public (in the public domain) or may be accessible as copyright protected material. However, it is well documented that since the Statute of Anne, the rights of copyright owners has increased, while user rights and freedoms to interact with protected work have diminished. For example, the duration of copyright was extended from the 14 years of the Statute of Anne to the creator’s life-plus-70 years across the European Union (‘EU’), and in the USA the duration was likewise extended. This has been driven by the
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recognition of copyright as a natural property right, and increasingly as a fundamental human right. Thus the problem with copyright in this most contemporary of legal issues is the rhetoric underpinning it. I suggest therefore that the sphere of public domain has shrunk, whilst the sphere of copyright protection has increased, taking up a growing proportion of the intellectual commons. This is seen as an ‘enclosure movement’ by James Boyle, who argues that the extension of IP rights is leading to an encroachment on the public domain and a diminishment of the commons. In his words, ‘we seem to be shifting from Brandeis’s assumption that the “noblest of human productions are free as the air to common use” to the assumption that any commons is inefficient, if not tragic.’

This shifting balance is the true tragedy. We have entered an age whereby cultural material can be created by anyone with access to a basic computer and shared with the world instantly (national firewalls permitting). There is no doubt that Web 2.0 technologies such as YouTube, Facebook and the like offer not only a technologically brilliant platform for cultural exchange, but also present a new domain for creativity: an expanded public domain. Of particular relevance to this paper, file-sharing technologies offer a new opportunity for the exchange of cultural material that might otherwise remain undiscovered. These tensions when applied to the file-sharing war and the issue of notice-and-takedown actions are particularly evident. Clearly the right holders, the music and film companies, are battling for more extensive copyright protection, whilst users of file-sharing technologies are pushing for the expansion of the public domain, enabling more of the intellectual commons to be available for access and use by the online populace. The ISPs are in the contentious position of in theory being able to control the balance of this relationship, and thus the copyright-public domain equilibrium. The evolution of this tripartite relationship in the context of the file-sharing war will fundamentally affect the nature of copyright in the digital age, and will provide a background for resolution of further legal issues, such as censorship or other IP infringement, in the online world in terms of the relative weight accorded to property/economic rights and fundamental rights.

Which way should the balance be decided? As stated above, a traditional justification for copyright was that it incentivises creation through remuneration of creators, a concept that intertwines with the natural law right of property in the fruits of one’s labour. Looking to the reality of the entertainment industry, particularly the music industry, I suggest that the true creators are not being properly remunerated for their work, yet we are still seeing creative work being produced. The royalty system in the music industry poorly remunerates the artist, whilst the record label, in a powerful bargaining position, gains far more from the creative work.
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to suggest that the real ‘pirates’ are the content industries themselves,\(^{25}\) with Courtney Love declaring herself ‘unafraid’ of file-sharing technologies as she had been giving her music away for free under the ‘old system’ anyway.\(^{26}\) This example demonstrates a mismatch between the purposes copyright is fulfilling in creative industries and the justifications outlined above. If copyright is no longer remunerating artists for their work, and control over their creations is divested to corporate entities, then it should be questioned whether copyright is still fulfilling its role as traditionally understood.

What the debate around file-sharing, and the evolution of the Internet generally, enables us to do is rethink how we approach copyright without disregarding its enforcement or significance. Instead what is needed is a change in attitude by powerful right holders to meet the realities of the online world. Copyright should perhaps be seen as a ‘privilege’ rather than a right,\(^{27}\) in which those privileges are seen as derogating from the cultural space in the public domain rather than users having to defend any encroachment on the sphere of copyright protection.\(^{28}\) Thus the focus of public interest should be seen as moving away from the encroachment on the public domain by extending the protection of copyright holders’ rights, and towards greater user rights and access to copyrighted works.\(^{29}\) This conception of copyright, with notions of free expression, sharing of ideas and creativity has at its heart the public domain and social requirement: copyright should be ‘communistic’ in character.\(^{30}\) I therefore submit that copyright in the digital age should be underpinned by instrumentalist ideals.

This is not a nihilist argument against the IP system, but a belief drawn out of the reality of the world in which we now live, where digital culture is now the lifeblood of society, perhaps more so than we are consciously aware. All the music, videos and images that we share online, discuss in person, and enjoy on our own is the culture at stake here. As digital culture has risen to become the world’s foremost religion, so too has its content become increasingly the subject of ownership rights.\(^{31}\) Creative works, whether subject to copyright or not, are culture, and the Internet provides a unique platform for creation and exchange of this culture, with file-sharing technology one such tool of delivery. If file-sharing and the Internet is a tool of delivery of culture, then copyright is the medium of free expression for the digital age and should be viewed as such.

**Equivalence**

Equivalence is the idea that there should be equal legal treatment between online and offline activities.\(^{32}\) Clearly the evolution of the Internet and file-
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sharing technologies has posed a new challenge for copyright holders through its facilitation of quick, easy and largely free (in terms of cost and access) sharing of copyrighted material. It is my belief that the unique nature of the Internet and the potential of file-sharing technologies should be recognised and thus the traditional approach to copyright, formulated for offline activities, should not be simply imported to online activities. Further, the online file-sharing debate has lead us to bring a new consideration to the forefront of discussion about copyright, namely the balancing of interests between right holder’s property rights, and the freedom of expression and information that users have been empowered with through the Internet.33

The decrease in control over copyrighted works has been said to necessitate an increase in the strength of copyright, which is what the entertainment industries are fighting for, and what the trajectory of copyright evolution is currently pointing towards.34 The legislative history of copyright seems to accept this argument, with the Statute of Anne being enacted in response to the printing press, whereas control over the original manuscript was previously sufficient to prevent copying.35 Meanwhile the Internet is continually prompting legislative response to its threat to copyright. However, I would adopt a contrary argument. The ease with which work can be disseminated without specialist equipment or technical knowledge suggests that right holders should accept that online activities cannot be policed in the same way as their offline equivalents can. For example, a digital version of a film can be copied as many times as the user wants for no cost in a way that is not possible with a version of that film in DVD format without specialist knowledge and equipment, not to mention possession of the DVD itself. In addition, the pressure on ISPs to help combat file-sharing sites poses unique problems for copyright law, as there is no offline equivalent to this Internet-specific actor.36

It is not only the nature of the technology and interests of unique shareholders that is problematic for right holders, but also the change in attitude by people engaging in online activities. I suggest that when people are engaged in online activities they do not think in terms of ‘property’ because digital property, IP, appears merely as text, an image, video, or audio. This does not correspond with the layperson’s reified concept of property, which in this context would be a physical disc, which the average file-sharer would never dare steal from a record shop, for example. Whilst some may argue that equivalence is necessary to avoid the law’s subjects having to make ‘complex mental switches’ in terms of conforming to different legal rules when going online, I believe that Internet users already undergo a change in attitude when online.37 It is not so much that users intend or wish to infringe the law, but more that they don’t feel constrained by the law. They are free.

You would be hard pressed to find someone who cannot but marvel at the wonders of the Internet, but its limitless possibilities cannot simply be
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constrained when they become of particular irritation to one group of persons. The file-sharing war is not merely a conflict between property rights and the right to freedom of expression, but gives rise to broader consideration as to how the law should deal with technological evolution, and whether such development ought to be hindered by application of the laws of the offline world. The Internet and file-sharing technologies do allow for unlawful infringement of copyright, but they also demonstrate the creativity that the Internet itself embodies and which should be encouraged, not to mention the unparalleled level of global cultural exchange that they facilitate. Given that ‘the whole of human development is derivative’, I suggest that the best way to meet the social requirement function of copyright is to encourage those technologies that most enable freedom of expression.38

### ISP Liability

**Why Notice-and-Takedown?**

Litigation against file-sharing services has continued worldwide since the high profile case against Napster in its pre-commercial form,39 as well as against individual file-sharers.40 However, an emerging trend, mirroring that seen in defamation cases, has seen right holders initiate actions against ISPs because they are easily locatable and have ‘deep pockets’ to meet judgment.41 This is in contrast to individual users of file-sharing services, who may be untraceable or be located in a jurisdiction where judgment against them would be hard to obtain. Central to an ISP’s potential liability is their role as a ‘gatekeeper’ to the Internet,42 meaning they are considered liable for the material they provide access to.43 Given the increased efforts over the last decade to combat online file-sharing, the ‘liability time bomb’ that ISPs are sitting on looks ready to blow.44

Before considering in detail the law behind ISP liability, I want to consider what the entertainment industries hope to achieve by blocking file-sharing sites through ISPs. This discussion should be read in the light of, and in addition to, my preceding arguments on copyright. The powerful right holders’ wish to rid the world of the plague of Internet ‘pirates’ exemplifies their view of creativity as capital, with their long established corporate monopoly over creativity threatened by the challenge posed by file-sharers.45 Stopping the rot at the point of access can be seen as part of a ‘plan to remake the Internet before the Internet remakes them.’46 This is not a war over ‘property’, but
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economic survival.

The legitimacy of involving ISPs in the right holders’ campaign to rid the Internet of file-sharing will be considered in Chapter III, but here I wish to point out that it illustrates the lengths they will go to maintain the status quo and how the battle reeks of hypocrisy. The protectionist stance of the entertainment industries over their creative capital stands in contrast to that of its formative years, which saw an industry built on piracy. Just as today file-sharers are challenging the monopoly of the creative industry, that same industry was seeking to subvert Thomas Edison’s patent monopoly over filmmaking. Rather than comply with the licensing system, the ‘independent outlaws’ started a movement using illegal and imported equipment and fled to California to escape the clutches of Edison’s patents. Twenty-first Century Fox, one of the studios that obtained the injunction against BT in the Newzbin2 case, was one such independent whose history lies in America’s underground film market of the early twentieth century. Further, one of the industry’s most celebrated creative forces, Walt Disney, introduced an early embodiment of the much-loved character, Mickey Mouse, in the short film Steamboat Willie (1928), a cartoon parody of the film Steamboat Bill, Jr (1927). This demonstrates that even such an eminent creator has borrowed and derived from the work of others. Fast forward eighty years, and the potential for file-sharing to provide the next Walt Disney with their creative impetus is evident.

Much like a forgotten star of Hollywood, that past has been consigned to the industry’s history books. The past of piracy has been replaced by a present of protectionism over their intellectual capital. Of course, it is not just the IP itself that they wish to protect; it is their business models, which are challenged by the zero-cost methods of delivery that file-sharing enables, and introduces a new competitor to the market – the consumer. The consumer is permitted to compete in this online marketplace because of the access provided, and increasingly hosting capabilities, of their ISP. Thus by involving the ISPs in their battle, the right holders are able to stop the competitors at the source of their access to the market. Continuing the theme of preservation of profits, the notice-and-takedown method of enforcement places the financial and logistical burden of preventing access to infringing sites on the ISP, as clarified by the High Court when handing down the form of the order in the Newzbin2 case. This was the first time such an order had been handed down in the UK, but since the judgment, and the possibility for the granting of an injunction is known, it is likely that other ISPs will simply block the site rather than risk costly legal proceedings. For example, Sky blocked the same site later that year upon receipt of a court summons. ISPs are large, visible
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intermediaries and therefore their own commercial interests are best protected by not resisting the right holders’ legal campaign.\textsuperscript{55} A further point, though cynical, is that the ISP conducts the blocking so any uproar concerning censorship about the move is deflected towards the ISP, rather than towards the rights holder.

The Law behind ISP Liability

I will now discuss how right holders are enforcing copyright through ISPs in the USA and UK in the context of both countries’ free speech laws. I will look at how ISPs are used to attack the material itself, rather than pursue individual file-sharers as imagined by the Digital Economy Act 2010, for example.\textsuperscript{56} For these purposes, I will define an ISP as an entity primarily providing access to the Internet, which may also provide online hosting facilities and content service provision to its subscribers.\textsuperscript{57} The notice-and-takedown regimes have developed to reflect this increasing range of functions, although I will only examine the regimes in relation to the first two. Liability in the USA is governed by the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 (‘DMCA’), whilst the position in the UK is governed by a patchwork of EU legislation.

The E-Commerce Directive\textsuperscript{58} is implemented in the UK by the Electronic Commerce (EC Directive) Regulations 2002.\textsuperscript{59} Articles 12-14,\textsuperscript{60} E-Commerce Directive, deal respectively with those intermediaries acting as a ‘mere conduit’ (access provider), ‘caching’ material, and ‘hosting’ material. All three provide for immunity under certain conditions, but also allow for the possibility of injunctive relief against the intermediary to prevent infringement.\textsuperscript{61} The hosting immunity is limited by the notice-and-takedown regime contained in those articles, requiring that upon receiving knowledge (actual or constructive) or awareness of the infringement, the ISP acts ‘expeditiously’ to block access to the material or remove the material.\textsuperscript{62} It is this interplay between knowledge and removal of infringing material that forms the substance of the notice-and-takedown approach. This procedure is seen to be a limitation on liability, with the policy being to balance the need to limit ISPs’ liability if they are to perform their function properly, with respect for a right holder’s IP rights.\textsuperscript{63} This should be read in the context of Art. 15(1), which prohibits Member States from imposing general obligations on ISPs to monitor their transmissions for evidence of infringement.

Section 512, DMCA provides a takedown regime for hosting ISPs that operates
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In the same circumstances as the EU regime. In contrast to the non-defined notice procedure in the E-Commerce Directive, which is for Member States to delineate, the DMCA provides a detailed account of what should be included for a legitimate notice. The requirements of notification being in writing, including a signature of the rights holder or an agent, contact information of the complaining party, as well as specific identification of the infringing material, imposes safeguards on the procedure that are not provided for in the EU legislation. This could have a substantial effect on the degree to which the procedure impinges on users’ freedom of expression, as the risk of frivolous attempts to have material removed is lessened.

In terms of regulating ISPs as access providers, the Copyright Directive, implemented by the Copyright and Related Rights Regulations 2003, provides the possibility for injunctive relief against ISPs. In the UK the result is that an injunction can be granted against ISPs when they have actual knowledge of their service being used to infringe copyright. As under the E-Commerce Directive, what constitutes ‘knowledge’ isn’t defined, but the judgment in Newzbin2 suggested a liberal interpretation based on ‘use of the service to infringe’ rather than on knowledge of specific infringements. It seems notice by the rights holder could constitute knowledge, setting up another notice-and-takedown mechanism underpinned by the threat of a court-ordered injunction. This is born out of the recognition in Recital 59 of the Copyright Directive that such intermediaries are best placed to stop their services being used for infringing activities. This low threshold of knowledge is coupled with the fact that the ‘conditions and procedures’ of the injunctive measures are for Member States to decide upon, so in some cases technological measures could be implemented that are excessively strong. There is, therefore, an increasingly broad avenue of enforcement for right holders at the cost of users’ freedom of expression.

The DMCA provides a safe-harbour for ISPs providing Internet access provided they deal as a mere conduit. The statute narrowly defines a mere conduit along similar lines as the E-Commerce Directive, but differs in that it grants a broad immunity to the ISP. Injunctive relief is only available against a mere conduit where it is to deny access to a specific, identified infringing subscriber, or to block access to a specific foreign site. By not allowing or
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incentivising widespread blocking of sites freedom of expression is protected to a greater degree than under the EU framework.

The EU legislation encourages right holders to send notices to ISPs and necessitates rapid action by ISPs to remove allegedly infringing material, meaning that action may be taken before investigations have been undertaken. This practice could result in a ‘chilling effect’ of free expression of online material, and in the context of file-sharing, could stunt the evolution of a potentially valuable form of technology as ISPs block sites with an ‘act now, ask later’ attitude imposed upon them. These concerns mirror those arising from defamation cases, such as Godfrey v Demon Internet, in which an ISP was held liable for defamatory comments posted on a newsgroup that it hosted, which were falsely attributed to the claimant. Demon Internet tried to claim a defence under s. 1, Defamation Act 1998 that it had no knowledge that its actions contributed to the publication of a defamatory statement, requiring a similar threshold of knowledge as under the EU provisions. It was held that Demon Internet had received notification and that having failed to remove the post, was liable for libel. However, the post was said to have been made through a USA-based ISP, and so ascertaining the true identity of the poster would have required significant international cooperation, taking more time than the ten days over which the events were said to have taken place. The case therefore indicates that an ISP could be caught between doing nothing and being denied protection of the immunity provisions, and removing material without being certain that it infringes copyright. This clearly has substantial implications for freedom of expression not only in terms of the legitimacy of preventing people accessing websites generally, but also in terms of the removal of public domain material.

The DMCA contains provisions that ameliorate those concerns to an extent. Section 512(f) provides that knowing misrepresentation of material as infringing, or mistake leading to removal of material, leaves that person liable in damages to that alleged infringer. Another vital provision allows for the content owner to file a ‘counter notification’ upon being told of the takedown order, receipt of which compels the ISP to automatically restore access to the material. Meanwhile, there is not even a provision in the E-Commerce Directive that requires the operators of the alleged infringing site to be notified of the order, let alone defend themselves. There is a startling lack of safeguards against false or unlawful encroachments on the free expression of users of the Internet under the European regime.

This seems to reflect the free expression laws laid down in both the USA and the UK. The USA’s protection of ‘free speech’ is provided by the First Amendment, which gives unfettered protection to the right: ‘Congress shall make no law... abridging the freedom of speech’.
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of the Human Rights Act 1998, the UK’s protection for freedom of expression comes from the European Convention on Human Rights (‘ECHR’). Art. 10(1) grants the right of freedom of expression, but in contrast to the US Constitution, Art. 10(2) provides a series of limitations to this right. The greater controls and guidance in the USA’s notice-and-takedown regime acknowledges the First Amendment’s unfettered, entrenched protection of freedom of expression, by legislating for circumstances that could unduly corrode that security. In contrast, the fetters imposed by Art. 10(2) reflect the open-ended takedown provisions of the EU framework, which could present a far greater challenge to freedom of expression on the Internet. The Copyright Directive’s injunctive remedy falls under the ‘prescribed by law’ qualification of Art. 10(2) so the right to freedom of expression has little protection.\textsuperscript{83}

However, the situation is perhaps not as simple as that. In practice the DMCA appears to shift the balance of a user’s right to freedom of expression and a right holder’s property rights towards the latter, by initially allowing automatic application of the notice-and-takedown procedure without consideration of the credibility of the claim, as long as the notice criteria are met.\textsuperscript{84} This differs to US laws governing ISP liability outside the realm of IP, which grants an almost blanket immunity to intermediaries for the unlawful content of third-parties, even if that intermediary was informed of it.\textsuperscript{85} Under this legislation, users’ free expression rights were protected over and above others’ interests; for example, reputation in a defamation case.\textsuperscript{86} In contrast, the E-Commerce Directive takes ‘horizontal effect’ towards intermediary liability, so the balance of interests is in theory the same regardless of the legal context.\textsuperscript{87} By not adjusting the balance of interests when IP is involved, this initially gives the impression of more equal footing between fundamental rights, and economic and non-economic interests. However, the UK Regulations transposing that legislation maintain the requirement of expeditious takedown, as well as the elements of actual knowledge or awareness of some unlawful activity.\textsuperscript{88} There is no qualification on that duty, such as France’s liability requirement of knowledge of ‘manifest’ unlawful content, meaning that the UK scheme is likely to require automatic reaction, as in the USA, with the result that freedom of expression is inferior to right holders’ interests.\textsuperscript{89} Further, it implies that issues of copyright should be dealt with in the same way as child sex abuse, for example, eliciting further expediency in the takedown of material.

As well as standing as a mid-point between the between the competing interests of right holders and users, ISPs also have their own interests to protect as businesses in their own right, and so their actions also set up a similar interplay between themselves and users. There is an increasing burden placed upon ISPs by the EU framework to help combat online IP infringement,
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which the European Court of Justice in *L'Oreal v eBay* has augmented through the introduction of a ‘diligent economic operator’ test to be able to take advantage of the intermediary immunities. This imposes a self-regulatory duty on ISPs, an approach that is traditionally the preference for US Internet regulation. The use of the words ‘economic operator’ is apt, as an ISP’s own economic interests would favour complying with an infringement notice without investigation due to the cost in terms of resources, time, and money that such an investigation would bring, as well as avoiding possible injunctive proceedings. The diligent economic operator seems to be a pre-emptive obligation to act, whether by takedown of material or site blocking.

There is a clear tension between the diligent economic operator test and the Art. 15(1) prohibition on general obligations to monitor. On receiving knowledge or awareness of an alleged infringement, the ISP as a diligent economic operator, whose requirement to act is underpinned by the threat of an injunction, appears to be under a duty to prevent further infringement. This concern is particularly acute when considering whether an injunction might force an ISP to prevent future infringements. It was held in *Newzbin2* that, applying *L'Oreal v eBay*, an injunction could require an ISP to prevent future infringements of the same ‘kind’. This seems inconsistent with the approach in *Scarlet v SABAM*, in which the court guarded against active monitoring to prevent future infringement. The potential scope of an injunction is therefore broad, and although its precise limits are unknown, the tension is resolved against users’ freedom of expression.

**The Current Balance Between Copyright and Freedom of Expression**

The EU notice-and-takedown procedure is characterised by its lack of standard procedure, which means that it is uncertain when the ISP has received sufficient knowledge or awareness, or what the limits to the scope of the injunctions are. This fosters a culture of risk-avoidance, whereby the incentive to remove material outweighs the costs of not taking it down at all. This exposes a fundamental flaw in the notice-and-takedown regime as its self-regulatory nature necessitates costs, which makes it less likely an ISP will invest resources in properly balancing its personal economic interests with...
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society's broader interest of freedom of expression. Further, the apparent anti-censorship provision in Art. 15(1) has little impact on the availability and potential scope of injunctions against access providers.

By contrast, the well-defined and standardised procedure of the DMCA means that US-based ISPs are aware of what constitutes proper notice for them to have to act and how they should act. Content publishers are able to respond, and the put-back mechanism ensures that material is not unduly removed from public access until the matter has been properly investigated. Further, the ISP will not be liable if this procedure is followed, meaning that their approach to notice-and-takedown is less risk averse.

These conclusions are supported by the findings of Oxford University research known as the 'Mystery Shopper Tests'. Websites in the USA and UK were set up which contained extracts of public domain work and artificial complaints from an artificial association (which could be verified as such by an Internet search) were sent to US and UK ISPs to gauge their responses. While the US ISP didn't remove the material, instead requesting more information in line with DMCA procedure, the UK ISP removed the webpage the day after the complaint was sent and made no investigations.

The move towards notice-and-takedown and intermediary liability generally is problematic in the sense that there are three stakeholders – users, copyright holders, and ISPs – with competing interests, which are being managed and balanced by the ISPs. Such is the result of the greater regulatory responsibility with which the European Court of Justice is bestowing on ISPs and the role which right holders wish them to take. Overall it seems that the balance reached by the notice-and-takedown procedure favours copyright holders rather than the free expression interests of the users on the Internet.

**Tying the Issues Together**

**Where Should the Balance Lie?**

It is evident that there is a conflict between the views of the stakeholders in this tripartite relationship as to where the balance between copyrights and freedom of expression should lie. This is particularly sharp between those interests of the right holders and those of society as a cultural body, which, as should be evident from the preceding chapters, involves a discord between freedom of expression and copyright, characterised as creative capital (an economic interest). My contention is that the principle of freedom of
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expression should be given greater weight in the file-sharing debate. It is only through adopting such an approach that we can properly reflect the open-ended form of the Internet in our digital rights agenda, enable maximum sharing of cultural content, and facilitate the evolution of new forms of technology.

File-sharing technologies not only represent a mechanism of receipt of creative works, but also provide a valuable outlet for a new breed of creative individuals to disseminate their works. As such, the traditional entertainment industry is not only under pressure from its consumers, but also from its potential contributors, who are able to take advantage of the new democratisation of creativity facilitated by technology. File-sharing enables a direct relationship between artist and audience, which symbolises the uninterrupted communication inherent in the architecture of the Internet, and epitomises the notion of freedom of expression. As Lessig points out, copyright laws were not designed to make professional culture the only legal culture available for society. This ‘amateur culture’ is not simply a flash-in-the-pan Internet phenomenon, but represents the way we have always conversed, expressed stories and the like. It is only now that the Internet provides a platform to take this form of culture on a global scale that the question of its regulation has been raised, as non-commercial creativity is seen a threat to the commercial. It is for this reason that the balance represented by the notice-and-takedown regime, particularly in the EU, must be redressed and proper weight given to freedom of expression.

There are increasing signs that a balance may at least be recognised, if not tilted in favour of my argument. The recent European Court of Justice ruling in Scarlet v SABAM is one such incidence. In this case it was said that the injunction requested, which required an ISP to implement a filtering system to combat file-sharing, was so broad as to be incompatible with Art. 15(1), E-Commerce Directive. Unlike the injunction requested in the Newzbin2 case, the order was not ‘clear and precise’, and the technology was not readily available to the ISP at the time. As such there was not a fair balance between the rights of the copyright holder and the ISP’s freedom to conduct business under Art. 16, Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU. The court then went on to recognise that the effects of the injunction would not be limited to the ISP, but would impact upon the rights of the ISP’s customers, particularly their freedom of expression, and that those interests needed to be properly
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balanced. 116 This ruling at least draws an initial limit to the degree of regulatory responsibility to be imposed on an ISP, with that demarcation drawn through the language of fundamental rights and awareness that ultimately any sanction imposed on an ISP affects its customers. This approach was enabled by recognition that although IP is now a protected fundamental right, it is not inviolable. 117 This stands as an important check on the trend of strengthening copyright protection and could form the basis for a greater appreciation of free expression in online copyright discussion. Further, it reflects the balances inherent in copyright law, with the concept of the idea-expression dichotomy – the idea that copyright only resides the expression of ideas – providing a certain degree of free expression of ideas underpinning copyrighted works anyway. 118

The notice-and-takedown regimes as they stand symbolise the ‘immaterial imperialism’ of the powerful right holders, and the attitude of copyright as a sword rather than a shield. 119 Copyright is has been faced with many technological developments before, and has the flexibility and durability to adapt to the digital age rather than become a casualty of it. 120 It is simply that the state of the Internet and increasing importance of human rights legislation disrupts the traditional normative order of property rights and other freedoms to make copyright subordinate to freedom of expression. 121 Our digital rights agenda must reflect this development to ensure copyright can carry out a contemporary instrumentalist justification of providing maximum social benefit.

The Legitimacy of Notice-and-Takedown

Our digital rights agenda must be born in mind throughout the file-sharing debate. It appears that the future of both free expression values and the contemporary role of copyright are being driven forward by relatively few corporate right holders. It must be remembered that particularly freedom of expression is a fundamental human right, and that to entrust its future to corporate entities rather than the democratically elected government is deeply at odds with the right itself. 122 In this section I will discuss what I consider to be the central issue of legitimacy: the role of the ISPs.

As I mentioned in the previous chapter, notice-and-takedown regimes operate through a framework of self-regulation, with the ISPs enforcing the system.
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This was described as ‘delegated self-regulation’ in the Mystery Shopper study to illustrate the way this duty has been imposed on ISPs through the ‘black veil’ of self-regulation.\textsuperscript{123} To label the procedure as ‘privatised censorship’ sounds sinister, but it is the reality of a situation in which the one company is at once ‘judge, jury and enforcer’.\textsuperscript{124} The crux of this whole discussion comes down to the question of why or, more pertinently, why not ISPs should undertake this role.

As Frydman and Rorive highlight, the nature of the Internet is such as to render national boundaries irrelevant, whilst government jurisdiction is so confined, causing a lack of effective control over online activity.\textsuperscript{125} Through transferring the regulatory role to the ISPs who control the borderless communications, governments can regain a degree of control.\textsuperscript{126} From their point of view this seems like a practical solution to the regulatory problem – everyone needs an ISP to gain access to the Internet, and they could be viewed as a regulatory ‘pinch-point’.\textsuperscript{127} However, this fact is a reason why this type of responsibility should not be carried out by ISPs. In distinction from other intermediaries, amongst ISPs’ increasing repertoire of functions is that of access provision. This function is of huge importance to users as all other intermediaries’ services assume that users can access the Internet, and ISPs are therefore charged with both power and responsibility. There is an ongoing debate as to whether or not Internet access is, or should be, a human right, but it is indisputable that the Internet facilitates the exercise of traditional human rights in new ways.\textsuperscript{128} It therefore follows that in providing access to the Internet, ISPs are increasingly becoming the foremost means of realising fundamental rights. The rise of file-sharing networks facilitating freedom of expression is just one example.

The importance of Internet access to a global network society necessitates a body other than an ISP to decide whether material should be lawfully taken down, if at all. The Article 19 civil rights group suggests that a judicial body should decide on what should be taken down, rather than a private company under duress from right holders.\textsuperscript{129} However, an independent court would still have the task of recognising an ISP’s unique status amongst intermediaries and balancing the competing interests in a way that is appropriate for the digital age. \textit{Scarlet v SABAM} suggests this could be possible, but a significant
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A jurisprudential shift is required to safeguard freedom of expression in relation to file-sharing technology. For example, counsel for BT in Newzbin2 argued that BT’s function was analogous to a postal service, whereby the infringing material was simply carried by BT and the infringement actually comes from using the services of another. This analogy was rejected, with Justice Arnold preferring to hold that BT’s services were used to infringe copyright. The wide interpretation of ‘use’ increases the chances of an injunction being granted, further eroding online freedom of expression. This decision clearly fails to recognise BT’s role in simply providing access to its subscribers, with the impact that the site is blocked for all its subscribers, even those who would wish to use file-sharing technology for non-infringing purposes.

Preventing access to perfectly lawful material was an issue that the court in Scarlet v SABAM was concerned about, particularly as what is considered lawful will vary from country to country given the territorial nature of copyright laws. A broader implication of this illegal removal of material is that the technology itself is at risk. When not even lawful material can be shared because of the proliferation of takedown notices the ability to take advantage of a hugely beneficial technology that could undoubtedly become a key communication tool is lost. Of course, this loss to society represents a victory for the right holders, whilst ISPs’ business models would be largely unaffected. It is not this position of relative indifference that is problematic in ISPs’ role of as policemen of communication but, as per Chapter II, the ease of compliance outweighs a process of thorough investigation and a careful balancing of the issues. Further, they lack the independence and expertise normally expected of a body fit to sanction encroachments on fundamental rights, and a lack of appetite to undertake that role is further detrimental to a regulatory scheme that requires the utmost engagement in the relevant issues. The issue of independence of thought is particularly prevalent nowadays as ISPs have expanded their range of services from just access provision to hosting, content provision, and many more besides. For example, three of the UK’s largest ISPs in terms of subscribers also offer digital television packages. This sits uncomfortably in the context of notice-and-takedown regimes, as it gives the impression of a convergence of interests between those wishing to remove material from the Internet and those doing the removing. Further, it distorts the role of ISPs away from simply providing the means for people to create and engage with online spaces. This development shifts the justification for participation in notice-and-takedown regulation from wishing to take advantage of the statutory immunities, to being a willing agent of the content industry. Given the highly competitive nature of the stakeholder industries, there is also an unfortunate possibility that anti-competitive practices could be carried out through the notice-and-takedown procedure, doing further violence to the purposes of copyright.
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One suggestion to overcome these permutations could be to provide proper guidelines to ISPs to define acceptable limits to free expression and lay down guidelines against arbitrary censorship.\(^{136}\) This would perhaps overcome problems of inexperience but questions of accountability would persist, as the scheme would still be self-regulatory. A solution could be the introduction of an independent public body into the relationship between right holders and ISP to manage their dialogue.\(^{137}\) The Internet Watch Foundation (IWF) performs a similar function in scrutinising takedown notices in the context of child sexual abuse material.\(^{138}\) However, the IWF is not completely free of government interaction or influence as a legislative framework supports its task.\(^{139}\) Further, its notice-and-takedown role still focuses on enabling ISPs to take advantage of the immunity provisions, rather than necessarily encouraging a fair balance of interests online.\(^{140}\)

Solving this legitimacy issue takes us the core of Internet regulation policy; namely, who should run the agenda on regulation – is it a public law concern, or one for private law? The notice-and-takedown procedures appear to regard the matter as one of private law, with non-compliance with a notice resulting in proceedings for an injunction. However, the overwhelming theme of this paper has been against leaving the future of fundamental rights with private actors. The global nature of the Internet and these issues arguably necessitate international cooperation, something that can only be achieved through government. This in itself is problematic in that such cooperation is near impossible given the wide range of aims and attitudes towards copyright and freedom of expression, with the differences between the DMCA and EU regimes evidence of that. It would be even harder to reach an international consensus when nations with more diverse legal, social and political beliefs are factored in. Government regulation of the Internet is still a controversial topic, with the likes of John Perry Barlow campaigning against their influence extending into online spaces.\(^{141}\) It could also be that there would be a lack of appetite from some governments for performing a role similar to that currently played by ISPs. The US is in theory committed to the unfettered rights provided by the First Amendment, though this has been challenged by attempted legislative developments such as SOPA.\(^{142}\) Meanwhile the consensus in Europe, at least on a supranational level, is that ‘information society services’ must thrive and contribute to the internal market, which arguably requires a free online market.\(^{143}\)

These concerns should be read in the context of Waelde and Edwards’ important observation that, ‘[a]t its heart, this debate is as much about the
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regulation of technology as it is about copyright.' For me, the file-sharing war needs to be seen as a more than just a two-party conflict, but as something that could set a template for our overall policy towards regulating the Internet and technology. A similar debate is occurring in the context of Google's Book Search Project, which aims to create an online library of books, which will variously be available in full, for preview, and for purchase. However, this technology-enabled project is under threat from legal action by authors and publishers, who are contesting a deal proposed by Google whereby copyright holders would ‘opt-out’ if they didn’t want their work to be included, as well as the fact that Google has to copy a whole book to display its ‘snippets’. The emphasis of the judgment was that copyright necessitated a right holder opting into such a project, rather than the reverse as proposed by Google. This is the epitome of the ‘permission culture’ that Lessig fears, and the diminishment of the commons and encroachment of the public domain that was the subject of my first chapter. Right holders, seeking to maintain their monopolies at the expense of society’s benefit, could similarly hinder file-sharing technology. They have a history for this, with technologies from the piano roll to analogue tape recorders similarly threatened. Technology will continue to develop, but with barriers being put in their way by an older generation seeking closure rather than competition, to what effect?

It is important to consider the form these barriers take, given that they have effect in cyberspace. Lessig’s Code Version 2.0 argues that cyberspace demands a new form of regulation; one of code, as code is law in cyberspace. A notice-and-takedown regime is a form of regulation by code, or West Coast regulation, as opposed to the ‘command and control’ East Coast regulation by legislation. Laws directed towards real-world regulation rely on society’s conformity, with punishments for deviating from a norm, but nevertheless do not preclude an individual from so deviating. The notice-and-takedown West Coast regime offers no alternative but to conform because the architecture of the online space has been designed to remove all element of choice. As Brownsword argues, West Coast regulation is characterised by efficiency and control but at the cost of agent morality. Whilst we lose the ability to do the ‘wrong’ thing, we also lose the choice to do the ‘right’ thing, leading to an erosion of a moral community. It must be accepted that notice-and-takedown regimes are not in reality completely effective, as the same material
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can be placed elsewhere, and there are mechanisms to subvert technological barriers.\textsuperscript{156} However, with the above discussion of the legitimacy of these code-based regimes in mind it seems wrong that we should be so dehumanised by private actors, losing not only the right to freedom of expression but also the ability to choose to freely express ourselves. The potential lack of accountability and transparency in West Coast regulation also sits uncomfortably with the prior mentioned possible abuses of the notice-and-takedown mechanism.\textsuperscript{157}

\textbf{A Market-Led Solution}

Throughout the research and writing process for this paper I have had in mind Lawrence Lessig’s four modalities of regulation: law, norms, architecture, and market.\textsuperscript{158} Solving the file-sharing debate of great importance, but equally of great difficulty. The analysis of Europe’s notice-and-takedown procedure in Chapter II revealed a flaw in the legal provisions in that removal or blocking of material took precedent over users’ freedom of expression. Further, ISPs as self-regulators created a regulatory framework that suffered from an inherent lack of legitimacy, whilst copyright was made to fulfill a suppressive role. The architecture of the Internet lends itself to regulation by code, but how and to what effect this would be implemented is unclear. Equally, the design of the Internet is based on and breeds freedom of expression and so constraining this through code is at odds with the values inherent in the Internet as an entity.

For me, it is important to recognise the context in which the law operates and particularly the relevance of the creative industries and their consumers. This entails a focus on the last two modalities, those of the market and norms. By looking at the issues through these modalities, a constructive solution might be found that could take advantage of these evolving technologies through new business models that will be embraced by consumers. This would represent a change from the attitude of ‘forceful repression’ that has seen right holders advance an increasingly strong copyright agenda through mechanisms such as notice-and-takedown.\textsuperscript{159} The content industries have chosen to see file-sharing as representing contempt for copyright, rather than interpreting it as feedback of consumer dissatisfaction with their outdated delivery models.\textsuperscript{160} Instead of seeking to relieve themselves of the technology, right holders should invest in it to create a mutually beneficial state of affairs in which consumers are happy with the services they are receiving and the content industry has control over their creative works.\textsuperscript{161} The dominance of the Internet in modern life has fostered a culture of expecting everything and anything to be easily, quickly and cheaply attainable. This free culture represents a norm that must be accepted if the competing interests are to be reconciled, and puts an onus on the market to cater to it. The success of
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services such as iTunes and Spotify represent one such constructive attempt to see some of the principles of file-sharing as an opportunity rather than a threat to right holders.

Of course, some users may spurn the opportunity to take advantage of such legally compliant mechanisms, but a concerted effort by the right holders to cater for the digital age would at least set up a constructive dialogue between stakeholders. Further, it would represent right holders embodying copyright’s spirit of social enrichment by offering their works to the world. Whilst the market would not be as tightly controlled as it is in hard-copy creative works, it would undoubtedly be larger and overall is likely to represent an economically sound investment. Crucial to this vision is that traditional file-sharing technologies could live on. The actual economic damage to the content industry is hotly debated, with some suggesting that, for example, downloads have not had a statistically significant effect on record sales. Further, file-sharing can aid the sale of music by enabling users to sample music before purchasing it, and by allowing users to discover new artists who they might not otherwise have heard of whose music they might later buy. It also allows undiscovered artists the opportunity to distribute their work and build a reputation without the expenditure of producing and marketing hard copies of their works. Bands such as the Arctic Monkeys already had an established fan base before signing with a record company thanks to the spread of their music by file-sharing sites, and are no doubt considered to be a valuable asset by their label.

It is possible that by looking towards the state of the market for creative content a less destructive solution to the perceived problem of file-sharing could be found, which would instead see it as an opportunity. Viewed in this way, file-sharing technologies could even be beneficial to the content industry. A constructive approach to market reform would also do less violence to users’ freedom of expression online, and would preserve the social enrichment function of copyright. Such a solution would not require copyright to continue on its trajectory of greater holder rights and a diminishing commons. Further, the position of ISPs as key facilitators of online communications would be preserved, rather than distorting them into virtual policemen along with the apparent privatisation of our digital rights.

**Conclusion**

Throughout this paper, I have presented the file-sharing phenomenon as one of competing interests. There are those of the file-sharers, exercising their right to freedom of expression; and those of the right holders, seeking to
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protect their IP, which has become a byword for creative capital and monopoly. These have been joined by a third party, that of the ISPs, drafted into the war on file-sharing by the right holders, desperate to bring order to the expansive battle ground that is the Internet where the users occupy the high ground.

In Chapter I, I presented a view of copyright that had social utility at its heart, playing to the strengths of the digital world that we now occupy. If adopted, this instrumentalist view would represent a check on the steady encroachment on the intellectual commons by copyright, and would be complementary to the realities and possibilities the Internet now offers in terms of world-wide delivery of cultural material. However, a further investigation could be to question whether copyright is still relevant in the online context. Chapter II saw an analysis of the liability regimes for ISPs and the notice-and-takedown procedures operating in the USA and UK. The overall effect of these procedures was the erosion of users’ freedom of expression with copyright as the suppressing tool, with the effect that the rights of copyright holders were disproportionately valued ahead of the right to freedom of expression. Chapter III suggested that the balance should be redressed in favour of freedom of expression and questioned the legitimacy of the self-regulatory role imposed upon ISPs. The regimes fail to recognise the distinguishing features of ISPs from other intermediaries; that in providing access to the Internet, they facilitate users realising fundamental rights. I highlighted the perpetuation of these issues caused by the uncertainty as to how the Internet as an entity should be regulated. A constructive solution of market reform, which would help to change user norms was suggested. It is hoped that such an approach would see the content industry embrace file-sharing technology to the mutual benefit of themselves and users. Perhaps then we could drop the ugly rhetoric of war surrounding this technological development and that has peppered my writing.

This debate has been sparked by the unique immaterial nature of IP, which has challenged right holders’ monopolies based on the scarcity of traditional media. Their attempts to prematurely extinguish this new technology are based on a fear for their profit margins, not creativity, and have been played out through a manifest abuse of the copyright system. There is a growing resistance by those who know the Internet best to the ongoing struggle to contain it. This was most evident in the recent backlash against the proposed SOPA and PIPA legislation in the USA, with many of the Internet’s cornerstone sites speaking out against the Bills. Wikipedia’s statement included the pertinent phrase: ‘We want the Internet to remain free and open, everywhere, for everyone.’ This attitude has been fostered in relation to Web 2.0 services, and promisingly looks to define our expectations as to our freedom of expression on the Internet. Technology must be allowed to grow
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for the benefit of everyone, everywhere, regardless of whether they seek to
create or consume. Such an approach would encompass the popular appeal of
a Number One song with the legacy of an Oscar winning picture.
Protecting the reputation of defamation law: How defamation law can remain justified in an age of globalized communications, science, human rights and democratic values

Charlotte Leigha Cruise.

The 59,511 signature strong petition for libel reform clearly demonstrates the impetus for reform of Anglo-Welsh defamation law. This dissertation identifies the increased importance of freedom of expression in modern society as underlying the need for reform, with the emergence of the internet highlighting the inadequacies of the current law. It is argued that the increased importance of free expression is a result of three ideological developments in society; the ideal of representative and accountable governance, the ideal of the advancement of society and societal goods through science and the recognition of freedom of expression as a fundamental human right. This dissertation determines what limits theoretically should be imposed on the protection of reputation in order to achieve these ideals and compares this position to the protection afforded to reputation under the current law and in the coalition’s proposals for reform. From this comparison the changes needed to meet the demands of modern society become apparent. To achieve the ideal of representative and accountable governance it is argued a new statutory defence for information which is conducive to political discourse and is honestly believed to be true should replace the Reynolds privilege. It is also considered a single publication rule bolster the protection of such material and provide a more principled and pragmatic approach to the reality of multiple publication over the internet. To assist the advancement of society and societal goods through science it is argued that it is justifiable on utilitarian grounds to provide absolute privilege to scientific expression.

To reflect the recognition of free expression as a fundamental human right it is proposed that further reforms are needed including limiting the right to sue in defamation to natural persons and implementing statutory reform of the defences of ‘justification’ and ‘honest comment’. It is proposed that the defence of ‘justification’ is renamed ‘truth’ and should available for imputations not complained of, as this may help the defendants demonstrate that the damage to the claimants reputation is not as extensive as alleged. It is proposed that the defence of ‘honest comment’ should be renamed ‘honest opinion’ and should require a public interest element. It is concluded that the implementation of these proposals will allow for a principled approach to the
protection of reputation that is aligned with modern demands. However, it is recognised that this may only be the first step on the road to achieving a balance between protection of reputation and freedom of expression that is appropriate to modern society. It is recognised to fully achieve this aim the disincentive to free expression, embodied in the potentially high cost of defending an action in defamation, must also be combated.

Introduction

It has been argued that defamation law is ‘unsatisfactory’. Arguably this is mainly because the current law is too restrictive of free expression. This view is adopted by the government in justifying its proposals for reform in the Defamation Bill 2010; they claim that consultation with interested parties and recent reports demonstrate ‘mounting concern ... that our defamation laws are not striking the right balance, but rather are having a chilling effect on freedom of speech’. This statement signifies that it is ultimately the level of protection offered by the law itself that is the root cause of the unjustifiable inhibition of freedom of expression. Whilst there is clearly extensive literature which indicates that the costs of defamation cases are very high, it is argued that fundamentally the cause of the concern that free expression is being unduly inhibited is that the substantive law does not offer protection to expression in scenarios in which modern values and interests demand that it should. It can be seen that if individuals felt that their expression was adequately protected, then they would not unduly censor their expression. This is because they would be confident that there was little risk of losing an
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action brought in defamation, therefore having to pay the potentially considerable costs.

This dissertation aims to unpick the motivations behind the desire to greater protect of freedom of expression and reputation. Thus discovering how the balance the law strikes between two rights can be recalibrated to better serve modern values and interests. Chapter 1 identifies the situations in which modern sensibilities and values demand that the balance between protection of reputation and freedom of expression be reassessed. These will provide the principles to which, it is argued, defamation law must conform in order to remain justified. In Chapter 2 these principles will be employed to analyse the extent to which the current law is justified in light of modern values and interests. The current law, identified as having significant effect on the balance struck between freedom of expression and protection of reputation, will be compared to the principles uncovered in the first chapter, to discover how the law can be modified in order to remain justified in light of modern sensibilities. Where appropriate this task will be assisted through analysis of relevant proposals in the Defamation Bill. Finally the extent to which implementing the modifications suggested can enable defamation law to remain justified will be considered.

**To what extent should the law of defamation protect reputation to remain justified in modern society?**

This chapter aims to determine the extent to which the law of defamation should protect reputation. This will be done through uncovering why reputation is protected from the publication of falsehoods and balancing this against relevant reasons for which free expression is protected. From this the situations can be identified in which protecting reputation would be an unjustifiable infringement on free speech.

It can be seen a person’s reputation needs protection because if they are defamed they suffer damage to their identity. Arguably if they are defamed they are subjected to damage in how they are perceived by others and in how they perceive themselves. It can be seen that an attack on an individual’s reputation is damaging to their identity because reputation is inextricably linked to identity. Support for this viewpoint can be seen in sociological and psychological theories such as labelling theory or the theory of self-fulfilling prophecy. Following this a person who has been defamed is potentially subject not only to external damage of their reputation (as others now see them in a negative light) but they are susceptible to internalisation of this new identity, as they take on the characteristics that are imposed on them in a cycle of positive feedback of belief and behaviour. In this sense the defamed individual has had their original autonomous identity destroyed by the defamatory statement and replaced with a less favourable one. Arguably this is the primary harm that the protection of reputation aims to prevent; because a
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6 Defamation Bill HL Bill (2010-2011) 55/1
8 See Generally; Robert K Merton, *Social Theory and Social Structure* (Free Press 1968)
claimant will not succeed in an action to protect their reputation (regardless of the negative social or financial ramifications of a lowered reputation) if such a reputation does not match their true identity. This can be seen in the operation of the defence of justification being such as to treat ‘true accusations as ... lowering reputation only to its rightful level’. From understanding that the exact harm that defamation law aims to protect is identity harm then we can begin to conceptualize scenarios in which such harm may be inflicted and therefore determine the situations in which free expression should be curtailed in order to sufficiently protect reputation.

It can be seen that a statement that is capable of lowering the reputation of an individual that is true, should not be protected by defamation law. This is because there is no risk of harm to the individual’s identity, as the identity imposed on the individual through the statement corresponds to their actual identity. Therefore even if undesirable consequences flow from the statement such as differential treatment or financial repercussions these do not flow from harm to the individuals actual identity and therefore should not be protected by defamation law. The balance of harm to reputation can therefore be seen as falling in favour of free expression of the truth regardless of the circumstances of the expression.

If a defamatory statement is false then a greater tension arises between protection of reputation and free expression. This is because in the statement may cause identity harm, as the statement does not reflect the individual’s original autonomous identity but dangerously imposes a less favourable one onto them. In order therefore to justify free expression in these circumstances we must identify the harm to the individual that arises from the prohibition of free speech and compare this to the identity harm caused by the expression to determine whether it is in the public interest to protect reputation against the free expression of falsehoods. Arguably the harm an individual sustains from being prevented from expressing themselves is also linked to identity. This is because the ability to express oneself freely is essential for one’s ‘freedom of conscience, personal identity and self-fulfilment.10

Following this it can be seen that violation of this right is also tantamount to striking at an individual’s identity. It can be seen therefore that protecting free expression and reputation directly conflict. Therefore a choice must be made as to which right should prevail, based on the level of harm to identity that may result from denying protection to either right in certain situations. This may be done by making a distinction between when someone believes a statement to be true and when they do not. Arguably expressing something you do not believe to be true is not expressing oneself in a way that is beneficial to identity. This is because it is argued the reason free expression enables self-understanding and development is that expressing one’s own ideas makes them more concrete and accessible thus one understands them

9 Jenny Steele, Tort Law; Text Cases and Materials (2nd edn, OUP 2010) 771
Thus expression of material that is not one’s own idea cannot enhance the individuals understanding of themselves which is essential to identity. Therefore it can be seen that the harm to the defamed individual’s identity in such situations is greater than that to the person prohibited from self-expression. Furthermore as it is against the interest in protecting individuals identity through protection of reputation to allow statements that are untrue. Therefore arguably protection of free expression should not extend to situations which may encourage the expression of untrue statements. Consequently if a statement is false and not believed to be true it can be seen that defamation law should protect reputation at the expense of free expression.

This however leaves unresolved the conflict between the two rights in scenarios in which the individual believes their statement to be true. Here it is harmful to the identity of one individual to allow free expression but it is also harmful to another’s identity to limit it. To afford proportionate protection to these competing rights, we must exercise an analysis of the comparable degrees of harm to find a solution that minimises the potential identity harm to both parties concerned. Arguably this should be that free expression of defamatory and false material should be allowed only when it is clearly in the form of an opinion, representing the honest belief of the person expressing it. This still allows for expression but minimises the potential harm to an individual’s reputation because arguably people are less likely to uncritically attribute the new identity to the individual. This is because it is presumed that if the statement is not asserted as fact a reasonable recipient of the information arguably will not simply accept it as factual. Thus it can be seen that they will not automatically lower their opinion of the individual defamed. Instead they may be inclined to dismiss the expression as mere opinion or critically assess it which may lead to discovering of the truth. Therefore it can be seen that the harm done by such statements of opinion will be minimal. Thus it can be seen that the limit of the protection of reputation is reached when the statement in question is clearly an opinion and that opinion is one that is honestly held by the person expressing it.

If a statement is capable of lowering the reputation of an individual but cannot be proven to be true or false then we are arguably faced with the dilemma that one cannot identify whether it is more or less harmful to the individual to prohibit the publication of such material. If the statement is true from the analysis above it is clear there is more harm in prohibiting the publication. However if it is false there is more harm in publishing the material (unless it is a clear honest opinion). Therefore in order to find a justification for allowing or prohibiting the publication of such material we must look beyond conflicting concerns about where identity harm may lie. In such situations it has been argued that the only resolution can be to take a utilitarian approach. Taking this stance if there can be proven to be greater good for the public as a whole in receiving particular information then this outweighs any harm caused to the individual whom the statement defames. The European
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Court of Justice has explained that the importance of protecting free expression as 'one of the essential foundations of a democratic society and one of the basic conditions for its progress'. From this it can be seen that free expression should be protected for reasons beyond the individual concerns previously discussed. It can be seen securing 'progress' and 'democracy' are in the interests of public as a whole. Therefore applying utilitarian reasoning it can be seen that anything which may advance these ideals should not be prevented on the basis that it harms the individual. Subsequently it is proposed that free expression should be protected at the expense of reputation if it can lead to the advancement of these which represent the greater good for society.

Arguably free expression is a basic condition for progress because progress can only be achieved through ascertaining the truth which requires free expression. This is because having the widest possible set of information in public circulation means debate can take place in which there is the opportunity for the truth to emerge or for error to be replaced by truth. Mill argues that this is because inevitably wrong ideas 'yield to fact and argument' but this is only possible if such fact and argument are allowed to face these ideas. It can be seen however that only 'truths' which are capable of achieving the progress should be protected on the utilitarian grounds advanced above. Therefore the definition of progress and how this is achieved presently must be considered. Arguably progress is anything that advances the earthly 'comfort and happiness' of man. It can be seen that for the conditions in which man lives to maximise his comfort and happiness anything which causes discomfort must be eliminated. Arguably the only way we can achieve this is through understanding the operation of the undesirable phenomena enough to understand how to eliminate them. Science can readily be seen as the predominant means by which society seeks to understand phenomena, therefore in order for progress to be achieved arguably scientific discovery and understanding is essential. Some argue that science understood as 'systemized positive knowledge' is the only human endeavour which can truly be seen as leading to progress. Without the realisation of this more accurate or 'truthful' understanding of phenomena it is proposed such phenomena cannot be manipulated effectively to further advance the ends desired by society, consequently the ideal of progress cannot be attained. Therefore it can be seen that free expression should be protected in order to achieve the modern ideal of progress through science. Consequently it can be seen that in order to secure the ideal of progress any information regardless of its defamatory nature which could trigger investigative discourse eventually uncover the scientific truth should be allowed. Even demonstrably false defamatory
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statements should be allowed in this vein because it can be seen that in the long term free speech in this area would prevent misinformation as scientific theories and practices may be critically discussed and the truth may be discovered. This hindrance of scientific discourse is one of the reasons it is claimed that the current law is unjustifiable. This can be seen in the libel reform campaign’s use of proceedings brought against Dr Singh’s criticism of medical claims made by certain chiropractors as an example of the need to better protect free speech. Moreover the desire for greater protection of scientific discourse to aid progress through science is embodied by the ‘keep libel laws out of science’ campaign.

Arguably the utilitarian argument can be applied similarly to justify the protection of free speech that secures the modern ideal of democracy. It can be seen that free expression is essential to democracy if one understands, as it submitted it commonly is, that the basic premise of democracy is that sovereignty is located in the population at large. This is because it can be seen to ensure the exercise of their sovereignty the electorate need to receive all the relevant material that may be necessary to make a decision about how they should be governed. Arguably limiting the dissemination of such information, through prohibiting free expression, hinders the capacity of the electorate to make a rational and informed decision regarding their governance thus their capacity for self-governance and ergo democracy is inhibited. Furthermore if democracy requires the sovereignty lies in the people then it logically follows that governments are subservient to the will of the sovereign. Therefore it can be seen that free expression is essential to allow the electorate to criticise the government and ensure that it is the will of the sovereign alone which is realised. To assess whether the government is ensuring that the best interests of the majority are met and to ensure that the electorate have the capacity to make decisions that can enforce their will it can be seen that it is essential that there is free expression surrounding serious social and political issues which indicate governmental failures or malpractice. Without political discourse surrounding major societal issues, participation in democracy would be reduced and thus the representative and democratic nature of governance would be reduced. Therefore it can be seen that free expression is essential to democracy.

However it has been proposed that protection of reputation itself serves democracy. Lord Nicholls recognised that protection of reputation is not only important for the individual but it is also important for the well being of society because it influences the decisions people make. Arguably one of the
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most important decisions people make that affects others is how they are governed. Therefore it can be seen that in such situations it is essential that they the public are not misinformed by false defamatory statements. Arguably for the electorate to make 'an informed choice' they need to be 'able to identify the good as well as the bad'.\(^{26}\) If the defamation causes them to overlook the good, it is detrimental to the realization of the will of the electorate. This is because they are prevented from identifying and electing an option that may best serve their interests. It can be seen that these considerations do not undermine the arguments advanced above that free speech is essential to democracy. This is because it is acknowledged that reputations will only suffer prolonged damage if there is no 'opportunity to vindicate one's reputation'.\(^{27}\) Arguably with public figures such as politicians there is ample opportunity for them to protect their reputation against scandal because of the attention they demand. Therefore it can be seen that their reputation if wrongly defamed will only suffer temporary damage because they have the opportunity to re-assert their good name thus free expression can be seen as preventing the dangerous misguidance of the public.

However it is not guaranteed that every politically significant individual will have adequate opportunity to vindicate their reputation. Therefore it can be seen that certain safeguards to reputation must be put in place in order to prevent misguidance of the public which could hinder the operation of democracy. Arguably restricting speech to clear and honest opinions as previously suggested\(^ {28}\) would not be appropriate. This is because when an opinion based approach is taken serious issues that might be politically important may be trivialised as a matters of opinion rather stimulating important engagement or discourse. Furthermore not protecting material that may be conducive to political discourse, because it is not presented as a mere opinion, could have a chilling effect on important political information. This is because publishers may feel more confident in publishing mere opinions than factually orientated articles. Arguably this concern about the level of protection afforded to factual material causes the press to become 'polemical' and to avoid serious factually orientated publications.\(^ {29}\) It can be seen that an appropriate safeguard to prevent misinformation would be that the individual expressing opinion must honestly believed it is true. If someone does not honestly believe their statement to be truthful it can be seen that this indicates that it does not have a reliable basis thus is unlikely to be true.

In conclusion from the analysis it can be seen that for defamation law to remain justified it should not infringe upon free expression when: The statement is truthful. The statement takes the form of an opinion and that opinion is honestly held by the individual expressing it. The statement is in the public interest of enabling or promoting political discourse, provided that the expression is honestly believed to be true by the person expressing it. The statement is directed at scientific theory or practice.

\(^{26}\) Reynolds v Times Newspapers [2001] 2 AC 127, 200

\(^{27}\) Reynolds v Times Newspapers [2001] 2 AC 127, 200

\(^{28}\) See page 5

How can defamation law protect reputation to an extent that is justifiable in modern society?

This section will analyse areas of the current law in which it is considered that the appropriate balance between freedom of expression and reputation as outlined above is not clearly struck.

Justification

The first situation identified as requiring protection is when the defamatory statement made is truthful. The defence of justification currently is the most robust form of protection such statements have. However it can be seen that defence does not offer a level of protection that is justifiable in light if modern values.

Firstly it can be seen the name ‘justification’ is potentially misleading thus may unjustly prohibit free expression. It is argued that this is because ‘justification’ conveys to the layperson that the defence applies only statements which have a valid reason for publication. This may cause the belief that truthful publications, which are motivated by malice or are not in the public interest, will not be covered by the defence. However the defence is available to those who are actuated by malice and for matters that are not in the public interest. This potential confusion can be seen as leading to an unjustifiable suppression of free expression because individuals may be too afraid to make truthful expressions which are motivated by malice or are not in the public interest because they wrongly believe these would not be protected by the defence. This is an undesirable restriction on free expression as all statement which are truthful should be allowed to be expressed as no harm to an individual's autonomous identity can arise from them. For this reason the proposal in the Defamation Bill 2010 that the defence be put on a statutory footing and renamed ‘truth’ is arguably a welcome reform that may go some way to reducing the undesirable inhibition of free expression which may arise due to the public's misconceptions of the current law.

It can be seen that it is unjustifiable in light of modern interests for the defendant to have to justify a greater level of harm than they have actually inflicted because it offends the ideal of proportionate protection of convention rights. Arguably however this may be a reality because of the way in which Section 5 of the Defamation Act 1952 operates. Section 5 is operative in scenarios in which the publication complained of contains 'two or more distinct charges.' That is to say that the allegations in the publication can be
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distinctly separated as conceptually embodying two different defamatory meanings. If one charge cannot be justified but is insignificant in the harm it causes to the defendant once the truthfulness of the other charge is considered the defendant will not be liable for the harm arising from the unjustified charge. Furthermore even if the harm is not insignificant in relation to the justified charge the evidence raised for the justified charge can operate like a partial defence of justification as the claimant will only be entitled to be compensated for the harm arising out of the unjustified charge alone. This can be seen as reflecting modern interests because it only seeks protect the worthy reputation of the claimant. This is because arguably the right to free expression outweighs that to reputation when the reputation is not deserved, as there can be no harm to one’s autonomous identity if reputation is merely lowered to its rightful level. A problem however arises if one considers that the protection afforded by section 5 can effectively be circumvented by the claimant in the framing of their claim. For example there may in reality be two distinct stings in one publication but claimant may choose to pursue only one of these. Therefore the defendant is in a worse position than if the complaint had been made about each allegation, as they are prevented from giving evidence relevant to justifying the allegation that was not complained of. This means that the defendant is prevented from proving that the damage to the claimant’s reputation is in fact insignificant or not as high in light of the truthfulness of the other allegations.

The Neill Committee recommended that particular misconduct not covered by a plea of justification should be admissible evidence. This would solve the problem highlighted that the defendant unfairly has to justify a greater level of harm than they have actually inflicted because defendants would be able to rely on any evidence to show that they had not caused as extensive damage as the claimant suggested. However it can be seen that such an extension of admissibility of evidence is not necessary and could have the unwelcome consequence of increasing costs in relation to the search for and presentation of evidence and may conflict with the claimant’s right to privacy. Therefore it can be seen that the problematic nature of section 5 defence, offering differential protection to defendants based on the claimant’s choice, must be addressed alternatively. Arguably this could be achieved through altering the rules on pleadings. In the cases where there may be distinct stings if distinct meanings all of these should be the subject of the proceedings (even those advanced by the defendants themselves).
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Honest Comment

A further situation identified as requiring freedom expression is when a statement is in the form of an honest opinion. The current law protects such statements in the defence of honest comment. For the defence to be operative it also requires that there is a public interest in receiving the opinion and sufficient factual basis for the opinion indicated within the publication. It will be analysed whether these elements represent a disproportionate protection of reputation.

It can be seen protecting only honest opinions on matters of public interest is an unjustifiable restriction on the freedom of speech because it disregards the personal nature of the right to free expression. The ideal of respecting persons by securing them certain freedoms, such as that of free expression guaranteed under the convention, requires ultimately that the individual's right is protected at a basic level against others interest. If such a right could only be enforced when it coincided with the public interest then it can be seen as devoid of meaning as a fundamental human right as it would become inseparable from other's interests. However as previously discussed this is not the case, freedom of expression is protected not merely because it is an essential means by which other public interests can be satisfied but because it is an important interest in itself for each individual. To proportionately balance free expression against protection of reputation it can be seen that it is essential that we do not forget that free expression is protected because it is integral to the individual not just society. As such honest opinions should be allowed even if defamatory, because the harm done to reputation will be the minimal necessary to ensure the actualization of an individual’s right to express themselves. This is because the honesty requirement acts as a safeguard against the reckless expression of untruths. Whilst only allowing opinions to be expressed minimizes the potential harm to individual reputations as opinions are less likely to cause the recipient to lower their view of the defamed. Moreover this is not a disproportionate restriction of free expression as the individual is still allowed to express their ideas freely which it is argued is key to securing the underlying good emanating from free expression; namely the protection of an individual's right to an autonomous identity.

Arguably the injustice that results from the disproportionate balance between the competing rights of free expression and reputation caused by the public interest requirement is more keenly felt because of the emergence of the internet. This is because arguably the emergence of the internet has led to increased vulnerability of the general public to actions in defamation. Due to the significantly larger audience available, it can be seen that expression over the internet carries a greater risk than previous s commonly available forms of
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expression. Arguably legal action is more likely to ensue because the defamed individual is more likely to become aware of the defamation due to the greater audience. Moreover they may feel a greater desire to vindicate their reputation because more people may have lowered their opinion of them due to the defamatory statement. Furthermore much communication over the internet is accessible for a significant time after the initial act of expression,\textsuperscript{47} arguably this increases the potential liability of the general public because expression moves from being merely slanderous if defamatory to being libellous. This is because previously it can be seen that speech was the most common form of communication which is only potentially slanderous.\textsuperscript{48} Whereas now many people use the internet to communicate with others and express themselves\textsuperscript{49} and the majority of communication over the internet is in (semi)permanent form which makes it potentially libellous.\textsuperscript{50} Consequently the general public can be seen as experiencing greater risk of an action in defamation for expressing honest opinions because libel, unlike slander, is actionable without proof of special harm.\textsuperscript{51} Therefore it can be seen that the development of the internet highlights the inadequacy of the public interest requirement of the defence of honest comment because as self expression moves online the risk of facing an action for expressing an honest opinion that is not in the public interest is increased. Subsequently it is proposed that in order for defamation law to remain justified in light of modern values the public interest requirement in the defence of honest comment must be abolished.

Removing the public interest requirement may also be beneficial as it removes a partial overlaps with the protection that may be afforded to information in the public interest by the Reynolds privilege.\textsuperscript{52} The overlap of the defences may operate to cause unnecessary complexity in the law as the publisher may be uncertain whether to seek to rely on the defence of honest comment or the Reynolds privilege in relation to any action brought against publication of material that is in the public interest. This could hamper confidence in decisions concerning whether to or how to publish certain information. Publishers may unnecessarily censor material or expression in which the public interest in receiving that information outweighs any potential harm to the individual’s reputation because they may feel that it has to fall under 'honest comment'. Through the separation of honest opinion and matters of public interest arguably publishers may more clearly see how material should be presented to best satisfy the public's interest in not being unduly misled, having informed discourse on matters in the public interest and giving proportionate respect to individual's rights.

\textsuperscript{47} Matthew Collins, \textit{The Law of defamation and the Internet}, (2nd edn, OUP 2005) Ch 2
\textsuperscript{48} Jenny Steele, \textit{Tort Law Text Cases and materials} (2nd edn, OUP 2010) 760
\textsuperscript{49} For example social networking sites have become popular means of interaction and so too has the use of blogs and chat rooms.
\textsuperscript{50} David Price and Korieh Duodu, \textit{Defamation; law procedure and practice} (3rd edn, Sweet & Maxwell 2004) 39, 421. Also see \textit{Monson v Tussards} [1894] 1 QB 671 in which it was deemed a waxwork figure could be potentially libellous (but not slanderous) as it was not transient in nature.
\textsuperscript{51} Jenny Steele, \textit{Tort Law Text Cases and materials} (2nd edition, OUP 2010) 760
\textsuperscript{52} \textit{Reynolds v Times Newspapers Ltd} [2001] 2 A.C 127; See subsection III above.
Arguably requiring the factual basis of the comment to be in the article itself is too restrictive on free speech because it can be seen that if information is deemed to convey merely an opinion then it will be less likely to be uncritically accepted as fact by the recipient and therefore it can be seen that there is little or no harm done to the reputation of the claimant. However having a factual basis (indicated in the article itself unless easily ascertainable) can be seen as essential to determining if the statement is merely an opinion or if it is an assertion of fact. This is because if an individual expresses themselves in a manner which grammatically asserts fact, even though this is an opinion, without the factual basis for the opinion being present or easily ascertainable then the recipient of the statement will not be able to discern the statement as opinion and may instead see it as an assertion of fact. Therefore it can be seen that undue harm will arise from the opinion as the recipient may accept it as factual, as it appears to claim to be so, thus they are more likely to lower their opinion of the defamed. Conversely if a factual basis is easily ascertainable or identified in the article then the recipient is more likely to identify that the statement, whilst grammatically taking a construction that asserts fact, is simply a conclusion that the author has drawn from the relevant information. Therefore it will be seen as an opinion and not an assertion of fact and thus it is less likely that damage to the defamed individual's reputation will ensue.

Moreover it can be seen that having such a factual basis is essential for the successful operation of the test of honesty. This is because the test cannot simply be a subjective one as every defendant could claim that their comment was an honest one even when it was not. Therefore there must be an objective element and this naturally must be that the defendant can demonstrate that considering the factual basis from which the opinion was construed the opinion is one that an honest individual could reasonably have reached. Due to these practical considerations it can be seen that requiring the factual basis of the opinion to be indicated in the publication does not represent an unjustifiable restriction on freedom of expression.

The Reynolds Privilege

Statements in the public interest of promoting political discourse are identified as requiring protection. Such discourse is currently protected by bars on who can bring a claim in defamation and Absolute Privilege. For example 'a democratically elected body' cannot bring a claim in defamation and statements in Parliament, in the course of judicial proceedings and forming a fair and accurate report of judicial proceedings cannot be subject to proceedings. However given the wide recognition of information that can encourage political discourse, the protection afforded by these bars are not extensive enough. This is because statements that may be conducive to political discourse (through informing debate on social and political issues) which are defamatory to individuals or non-democratically elected bodies are not protected. Arguably this type of political discourse, which lays the foundations upon which governments can be held to account on the interests
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of democracy, is currently best protected by the Reynolds privilege.\textsuperscript{55} The Reynolds privilege is available to any information for which there is a public right to know irrespective of truth or falsity.\textsuperscript{56} 'This 'right to know' and therefore the application of privilege depends on certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{57} This section analyses whether the Reynolds Privilege can satisfy the public interest in allowing expression that is capable of being conducive to political discourse to prevail over protection of reputation thus securing the ideal of democracy.

It is argued that any honestly believed expression that is in the public interest in enabling political discourse should be protected because the value of the electorate being able to make informed choices and secure the ideal of democracy outweighs any harm to an individual’s reputation caused by free speech in pursuance of this goal. Honesty is the only necessary safeguard because it can be seen that if something is not honestly believed that this is because it is likely to be untrue and since falsehoods hinder, instead of help, the electorate to make an informed choice anything that is not honestly believed to be true should not be permitted. However the current law poses restrictions for ‘responsible journalism’\textsuperscript{58} that arguably require the publisher to show far more than honest belief in a statement that is in the public interest of promoting political discourse. Such restrictions originate in Lord Nicholls judgement and operate to indicate whether privilege should be operative.\textsuperscript{59} Reference to the 'nature of the information'\textsuperscript{60} is one of the factors to be taken into account when considering if privilege should apply. Arguably this is unnecessary because simply restates that the information in question is in the public interest. It can be argued that having it as a separate consideration can only cause confusion over whether or how this requirement applies which may exacerbate the chilling effect on information that is important to political discourse as publishers may be unsure about the legal ramifications of publishing such material.

Reference to the seriousness of the allegation\textsuperscript{61} is arguably also an unnecessary consideration. This is because the basis for this is that there should be less protection available to serious allegations as these have the potential of causing more harm.\textsuperscript{62} Consequently it can be seen that
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consideration only acts to diminish the protection afforded for serious allegations which is contrary to the public interest as it is arguable that it is more important such allegations are published because of their seriousness and therefore ability to inform political discourse and influence the decisions of the electorate. Furthermore it can be seen that this is a misplaced attempt to offer greater protection to reputation as it can be seen that the Reynolds privilege is not 'expressly concerned with the interests of potential defendants' and rather puts a higher vale and emphasis on the 'desire to protect the democratic function of free speech'.

Reference to the 'source' of the material again seems an unnecessary consideration that can only serve to diminish protection of freedom of expression of material capable of informing political discourse, because it can be argued that if the information is potentially beneficial to informing political discourse then where it originated from should be irrelevant. It should be the material in question being in the public interest alone that determines whether it should be published. Moreover consideration of the source of the material presumes that publishers will irresponsibly publish material which they suspect is untrue because the source is unreliable. It seems this is farfetched especially considering that to do such a thing would be to invite claims in malicious falsehood as the publisher would be publishing material which they knew or suspected to be false. Therefore it can be seen that this consideration is an unnecessary restriction on free expression that gives disproportionate protect to reputations against the public interest in securing the ideal of democracy. Further guiding categories in the Reynolds privilege can be seen as unnecessary restrictions on freedom of expression for the same reason, for example reference to verification of the information by the publisher and the status of the information.

Finally it can be seen that reference to whether there is comment from the claimant or a gist of their side of the story and the tone of the article are also unnecessary considerations that only serve to complicate the operation of the defence and therefore cause a chilling effect on the circulation of important political information. This is because these are issues that arguably will be dealt with when addressing the question of whether the statements complained of are capable of having the defamatory meaning alleged. When determining if the defamatory meaning is conveyed the operation of the doctrine of bane and antidote applies so if the sting of the article is effectively removed by further information in the publication then there will be no cause for action. Arguably the tone, comment from the claimant and a gist of the
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claimants argument are all potential 'antidotes' to the alleged defamatory sting and therefore as these will already have been considered to determine if the statement is actionable it seems an unnecessary and burdensome hurdle to consider them again when determining if a defence is available.

From the above analysis it therefore can be seen the Reynolds privilege does not strike the right balance between freedom of expression in the public interest and protection of reputation but instead causes confusion and the potential chilling of the circulation of important political information. Arguably the only viable solution would be to replace the Reynolds privilege at common law, with a defence that publisher will feel more confident to rely on, as suggested by the Draft Defamation Bill.\textsuperscript{71} The Defamation Bill proposes that in its place should be a statutory defence of 'responsible publication in the public interest'.\textsuperscript{72} Arguably this only achieves putting a slightly simplified version of the Reynolds privilege on a statutory footing, which may do little to combat the undesirable effect in this area as it merely clarifies but does not alter substantially the law.\textsuperscript{73} This is because akin to Reynolds extensive considerations to determine what amounts to responsible publishing are outlined as guiding factors as to whether the defence is operative.\textsuperscript{74} This can be seen as unnecessary and unlikely to achieve a more desirable balance between free expression and protection of reputation because as it has been considered previously anything that goes beyond the necessary considerations of public interest and honest belief in the truth of the statement is only conducive to creating complexity and exacerbating the chilling effect on the circulation of important political information. For these reasons it is suggested that statutory the Reynolds privilege is too complex and should be abolished and replaced with a statutory defence of 'responsible publication in the public interest'. However the public interest should be construed only as far as matters that have a social or political importance and can therefore enhance political discourse. Moreover the only consideration relevant for the publication to be deemed 'responsible' should be that the publisher has an honest belief in the truth of the statement.

Absolute privilege

Publications that enhance scientific discourse are identified as requiring protection in the interests of the public, even if they have defamatory imputations, because they can lead to the discovery of the truth and therefore societal progress which outweighs any harm to the defamed individual's reputation. Any statement whether it be an opinion or assertion of fact is capable of informing important scientific discourse essential for progress. This is because potentially every possible criticism of scientific theory or practice

\textsuperscript{71} Draft Defamation Bill Consultation Paper (CP3/11, March 2011) [7]-[11]
\textsuperscript{72} Defamation Bill HL Bill (2010-2011) 55/1, s1(5)
\textsuperscript{73} Robin Shaw and Paul Chamberlin, 'No alarms and no surprises.' (2011) 155 Solicitors Journal 11
\textsuperscript{74} Defamation Bill HL Bill (2010-2011) 55/1, s1(4). These include; the nature and context of the publication, 'the nature and seriousness' of the allegations, the steps taken to verify the publication, whether the claimant had an opportunity to comment, the urgency of publication and the extent of compliance with relevant codes of conduct or guidelines.
no matter how meekly or strongly expressed has the opportunity to revolutionise thinking in the field and ultimately advance practices towards more fruitful ends. Through debate weaker theories in light of new evidence and criticisms will be weeded out and material that was dangerously misleading to society will be disproven. Without an approach that weighs in favour of this continual and eventual enlightenment through debate, scientific progress and societal understanding of the world will become stagnant, thus the ideal of progress will become unachievable. However unfortunately it can be seen that the protection afforded to scientific discourse may not represent the public's interest in the achievement of the ideal of progress through science.

Firstly, it can be seen that the protection afforded to scientific discourse is not extensive enough to achieve the ideal of progress through science because statements of fact which cannot be proven as true are not protected unless they fall under the defence of qualified privilege. Arguably it may be difficult for certain scientific criticism to be defended as it would be reliant on the operation of the Reynolds defence which may not be able to offer extensive enough protection. This is because if publication is to the public at large then there is a risk that the necessary interest in receiving the material is not met. This can be envisaged if the publication complained of is highly technical and requires specific expertise to be understood. Arguably receiving such information cannot be seen as directly in the public interest as the public as the general public will not possess the expertise necessary to engage with such material. This does not reflect the protection that should be afforded in the public interest, because it may prevent the communication of expression conducive to scientific discourse to those who may be able to understand and engage with it.

Moreover it can be seen that the protection afforded to scientific discourse is not extensive enough to achieve the ideal of progress through science because if there is a lack of honest belief in an opinion capable of informing scientific discourse then it is not protected. Arguably this is irrelevant, because it aims to prevent the public being unnecessarily misled and reputations being unnecessarily harmed by statements that are likely to be untrue (indicated by the lack of honest belief in their truth). However in the context of scientific discourse it can be seen that misstatements of fact are not unnecessarily misleading or harmful to reputation. This is because progress through science is a gradual in which the disadvantages of being temporarily misled are outweighed by the benefits of such expression leading to the discovery of the truth. Science is effectively the rationalization of particular phenomena, and since the most truthful explanations will logically be the most rational it can be seen that when an error collides with the truth this will not lead to individuals being misled but instead enlightenment. Arguably in this context the collision of error with the truth is not unduly harmful but serves to

75 Under the defence of honest comment see above subsection II. Thus will have to rely on the defences of qualified privilege or justification which it may not be always be available. Due to a lack of corresponding duty and interest between the publisher and all recipients or a lack of interest to the public at large or inability to demonstrate the truth of the allegation.
highlight the superior rationality of the truth thus reinforces understanding and acceptance of the truth.\textsuperscript{76}

Furthermore it can be seen that even where the law does purport to offer protection to free expression that can promote scientific discourse, this ideal is not actually achieved. This is because of the apparent ease by which an action can be brought against such material and the difficulties in defending such an action. This can clearly be exemplified in recent high profile cases. For example Dr Singh faced an action for publishing an article which made the defamatory comment that the BCA 'happily promote bogus treatments' reliant on his professional opinion that there was no reliable scientific evidence to support such claims.\textsuperscript{77} Dr Singh in an official statement claimed the defending case has left him '£200,000 out of pocket' and cost him two years of life in which he was under considerable stress due to the potentially devastating financial risks of losing the case.\textsuperscript{78} Arguably this litigation only serves to create further fear of legal repercussions for those who wish to engage in public evaluation of scientific endeavour. This is a climate of fear is acknowledged by the government's proposals for reform aiming to respond to concerns that current defamation law is being used to frustrate scientific debate.\textsuperscript{79}

If there is any fear of repercussion of legal action for the criticism of scientific endeavour then ultimately the public at large bear the sufferance, because society will continued to be plagued by issues that prevent individuals attainment of comfort and happiness. Without an approach that weighs in favour of this continual and eventual enlightenment through debate, societal understanding of the world and scientific progress will become stagnant and therefore progress cannot be made to increase the comfort and happiness of individuals. This is why it seems wholly inappropriate to maintain that the operation of defamation law in this area. It is clear that defamation law is not the correct mechanism by which such expressions should be regulated. Therefore it can be seen that to offer a more robust and appropriate protection ion to scientific discourse, criticisms of scientific endeavour should be protected by absolute privilege as this is the only way that the chilling effect in this area can be hoped to be irradiated. It can be seen that this is not a disproportionate protection of freedom of expression at the expense of the protection of reputation because arguably reputations can be sufficiently protected through open scientific debate. This is an opinion that is widely held in the scientific community for example in the popular Sense about science campaign to 'keep libel laws out of science'. Moreover this commitment is clearly embodied in the World Federation of Science Journalists statement that 'The WFSJ deplores the targeting of individual science journalists by such means as libel or any means other than full and frank discussion in a public
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forum'\textsuperscript{80}. The ability of the scientific community to protect rightful reputation and the public interest without deference to the court is embodied by a commentator at the World Conference of Science Journalists who noted that; "The courts are not the place to settle such matters - unless you’re afraid that the facts are not on your side!"\textsuperscript{81}

**The republication rule**

One of the ways in which it can be seen that the law no longer strikes a justifiable balance between freedom of speech and protection of reputation is the application of the republication rule, which dictates that each communication of the material to a new reader amounts to a new publication. \textsuperscript{82} This is because the republication rule can be seen as unnecessarily restricting free expression because it may operate to impose liability on publications which cause no further harm to the claimant’s reputation.

The development of the internet has highlighted the potentiality for unjustifiable restriction of free expression as copies of potentially defamatory publications are being made available in the form of online archives. Arguably such republications should not incur liability because they have limited readership which is unlikely to go beyond that of the original publication, therefore it is unlikely to cause any additional harm to the defamed individual’s reputation. Moreover if such publications are not protected then not only is this an unjustifiable violation of the individual’s right to free expression but it is also against the public interest in the availability of certain information. It can be seen that due to the fear of legal action there may be a chilling effect on the republication of certain material. This is because after the original publication developments may have occurred which prevent the successful operation of a defence that may have previously been operative. For example the factual basis of an allegation may have been disproven which would prevent publishers from relying on the defence of Justification or honest comment as these require proof of factual basis to be operative. More likely however is that there is a risk that the ‘public interest’ requirement necessary to rely on the Reynolds defence may be lost as the concept of public interest is very context dependent.

The chilling effect on the republication of such material is arguably contrary to the public interest as archive material is recognised as ‘an important source for education and historical research’. \textsuperscript{83} Furthermore it can be seen as especially damaging if material that would pass the public interest test is prevented from republication due to a fear that at some point it will lose this
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protection. This is especially damaging as it could prevent reflection upon serious issues which could in turn hinder the continuance of political discourse surrounding such issues which is essential for the operation of democracy. For these reasons the implementation of a single publication rule which will apply to 'publication of the same material by the same publisher' where 'the manner publication is not materially different'\textsuperscript{84} can be seen as a welcome reform that will prevent the disproportionate restriction of free expression and reduce the chilling effect on the circulation of information which the public have an interest in receiving.

However arguably this proposal does not go far enough to tackle the potential injustice in this area because the clause does not cover the instances in which a different publisher republishes the same material after the one year limitation period. This is potentially a scenario which the internet has made highly likely as publications on the internet can be linked or framed. When material is linked a website redirects users who seek to access the link to the source publication of the material on the internet from which the link was made. When material is framed, the website from which the material was framed and the website framing the material appear simultaneously on the users screen. Internet users who link or frame defamatory material often may not be able to rely on the defence of reportage as rather than being a neutral reporting of allegations the publication is a direct carbon copy of the original defamatory material, therefore those who link or frame material may incur liability as they purposely make the information available to persons other than the defamed.\textsuperscript{85}

Arguably the linked or framed material if there is not significantly different audience because there no further harm has been caused to the defamed individual's reputation. In this sense it can be seen that it is unfair the linking or framing party do not receive the same protection as an original author would in effectively republishing material in an archive if the nature of the new audience does not significantly differ from the original. The harm from the publication has already been done and therefore if it has been compensated or the limitation period has passed thus no further harm can legitimately be claimed as flowing from the publication regardless of the different publisher. Therefore it can be seen that the single publication rule should extend to situations in which the publication is identical and is published by a different publisher to an audience that is not materially different.

Who is capable of being defamed?

Currently the law is capable of offering protection to the reputations of 'any (legal) person'.\textsuperscript{86} Therefore trading and non-trading corporations and companies, partnerships and unincorporated associations are capable of bringing a claim in defamation.\textsuperscript{87} Arguably only natural persons should be
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protected by defamation law. This is because it is identified that reputation is primarily protected to respect the individual's right to autonomous identity. Arguably non-natural persons cannot suffer this same harm as the violation of the autonomous identity arises through the psychological process of internalizing the projected the less favourable identity imposed by the defamatory statement. Therefore it can be seen that the modern interest in prohibiting freedom of expression only as far as is necessary to proportionately protect of reputation is not served by the unnecessary protection defamation law offers to the reputations of non-natural persons. Arguably the harm to non-natural person’s reputations should be prevented because false debasement of such reputations can cause the body to suffer unwarranted financial consequences such as a loss in business. It can be seen however that defamation law is not necessary to protect reputation in this context because it is protected already by the tort of malicious falsehood which offers such persons relief when false statements are published recklessly and cause pecuniary damage or are published with a view of causing such damage to the claimant. Furthermore it can be seen that this approach may be beneficial in reducing the chilling effect on the circulation of information which is in the public interest. This is because it has been argued that certain large corporations or associations are so financially well-resourced that they are perceived to pose a very high libel risk therefore publishers because of the threat of expensive defamation proceedings will not take the risk of publishing any material that is potentially defamatory towards them even if it is in the public interest. This has been referred to as 'structural chilling' and is recognised as being an unquantifiable but potentially significant hindrance to free expression which is in the public interest.

Conclusion

It has been identified that in order for defamation law to remain justified in light of modern ideals it must reflect the importance of proportionately protecting the individual’s right to reputation and free expression. To achieve proportionate protection of these rights it is essential that the motivations for protecting these rights are considered. Therefore it must be acknowledged that free expression and reputation are important to the individual because protecting them ensures that the individual’s autonomous identity is not threatened. Moreover when balancing these rights one must consider that there are wider communal interests at stake that must be factored in. These include the contribution reputation and free expression can have to the achievement of the ideal of democracy and the significance free expression holds to the ideal of achieving progress through science.

To achieve the goal of recalibrating the balance between protection of reputation and free expression to better reflect modern values and interests it
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has been proposed that significant changes to the substantive law need to be made. These include extending the reach of section 5 of the Defamation Act 1952, and restricting those who are capable of being defamed to include only natural persons. These reforms ensure that protection of reputation, which does not protect autonomous identity nor contribute to achieving the ideal of democracy, does not unduly restrict freedom of expression. Moreover it is considered that the defence of ‘justification’ be renamed ‘truth’ to prevent any potential chilling effect the misleading name may have on expression which is not harmful to identity or the achievement of the ideal of democracy. To serve the public interest in achieving the ideal of democracy it is proposed that the Reynolds privilege be simplified to bolster the protection offered to important political discourse. To serve the public interest in the advancement of goods through science, it is proposed that scientific discourse should receive complete protection through the operation of absolute privilege. It is also proposed that the single publication rule is abolished to reflect the emergence of the internet and prevent disproportionate protection of reputation.

Areas for further investigation

Whilst it is essential that such substantive changes in the law are made, to recalibrate the balance between protection of reputation and free expression, these changes may be limited in their efficacy of achieving a balance that reflects modern interests. This is because, even if the law does strike the right balance between protection of reputation and free expression, if publishers still consider that the risk of losing an action is too high then they may continue to unnecessarily censor their publications. Arguably this problem is likely to arise if a publisher stands a good chance of successfully defending a publication yet losing the case would be so devastating as to prevent them even taking the small risk of losing an action. Therefore it can be seen that investigation into the alleged chilling effect the costs have on freedom of expression is needed to discover whether and how changes to the costs of defamation cases could help secure a balance between freedom of expression and protection of reputation that is justifiable in light of modern values and interests.
In the Battle of Doctor vs. Patient: ‘Sorry’ really does seem to be the hardest word.

The ‘Duty of Candour’

Kelly O’Brien

This dissertation discusses the ‘Duty of Candour’ as a mechanism for encouraging openness within the NHS. It examines the emergent history of the duty of candour highlighting what has influenced the modern need for openness, and how these developments are reflected through differing perspectives on the current debate. It reviews the current desire for openness, and the respective barriers to openness, in order to formulate a four-fold hybrid of the objectives of candour. This analysis then influences the crux of the of this dissertations discussion: whether these mechanisms are likely to achieve candour within the NHS. It comments on the ‘duty of candour’ as a duty at common law; a statutory duty; and a contractual duty and their respective success in implementing a culture of openness, both idealistically and realistically, factoring in governmental objectives. The later discussion focuses on the current parliamentary debate surrounding the implementation of either the statutory or contractual duty of candour, considering the effectiveness of each proposed form of the duty’s implementation. This highlights potential political motivations and varying incentives which has led to differing opinions on the form candour should take. Concluding by arguing the effectiveness of ‘duty of candour’ in achieving the four-fold aims and ultimately changing culture within the NHS, will be inhibited by relying on either of the discussed mechanisms alone. Finally suggesting the duty ought to be accompanied by the measures of; education; appraisal; and reform of the clinical negligence system.

Introduction

The NHS over the last decade has been criticised as “too secretive”,¹ and professing a culture of blame and denial owing to ‘anecdotal evidence’², that patients do not receive the explanation or apology sought following the occurrence of med ial error. There is currently a professional duty of
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¹ Department of Health, Good doctors, Safer patients: proposals to strengthen the system to assure and improve the performance of doctors and to protect the safety of patients, (2006) Sir Liam Donaldson.
² Department of Health, Implementing a ‘Duty of Candour’; a new contractual requirement on providers, (Cm. 16501, 2011) p.7 para.2.6.
openness and honesty enshrined in General Medical Council (GMC) guidance, in an attempt to create openness through individual responsibility, yet non-disclosure still occurs. Consequently the current debate centres on the implementation of a ‘Duty of Candour’ to secure a culture of openness within the NHS. This duty forms the subject matter of this dissertation. The ‘duty of candour’ is to be a duty imposed on healthcare providers to be open with patients when mistakes occur. Being open entails providing patients with an explanation, apology, and implementing lessons learned. There has been extensive debate over the form this duty should take, namely whether it is to be statutory or contractual. The latter reflects the government’s proposal: Implementing a ‘Duty of Candour’, currently at the consultation stage.

This duty proposes inserting a contractual mechanism into NHS standard contracts requiring all organisations to be open with patients, and publish a ‘declaration of a commitment to openness’. The requirement of openness will be managed by the commissioners of healthcare through the contract management process. Consequences for breach include; financial deductions for failure to publish the declaration; remedial action such as written apologies; and publication of breaches on the provider’s website. This contractual duty of candour is a form of institutional responsibility, as opposed to holding doctors individually responsible for failures to be open. The communication required of organisations will be derived from the current Being Open guidance, but will be reiterated in separate guidance to support the contractual obligation. This mechanism’s scope would not extend to primary carers such as General Practitioners (GP’s), as their contracts differ in construction. Further it would only apply to patient safety incidents resulting in moderate harm, severe harm, or death.

The alternative is a legal mechanism, which would require the Secretary of State to introduce a statutory duty of candour for all registered healthcare providers, by amending the Care Quality Commission's (CQC) registration regulations. This duty was moved as an amendment to the Health and Social Care Bill 2011, in the House Lords on the 13th February 2012, but was not passed. Amendment 17, so called, was supported by ten prominent patient and health organisations, and lost by just thirty four votes. The duty would have been monitored in the same way as all other core essential requirements.
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regulated by the CQC. This legal duty is similar to the contractual requirement in that it relates explicitly to institutional rather than individual responsibility. However it differs in scope, encompassing all NHS care providers and not just hospital staff.

This dissertation explores the comparative merits of the statutory and contractual duty of candour, as mechanisms for achieving openness within the NHS. An exploration of the duty’s historical origins, map its emergence into modern society whilst illustrating how differing objectives of candour, namely patient safety and patient rights, have played a role in defining the duties form. Building upon this contextual background, the objectives and respective barriers to openness will be explored, formulating the four-fold objectives of candour, which will inform an analysis of the current debate. Finally this dissertations conclusions and suggestions for progression will be submitted.

**History of the duty to be candid**

Medical law is constantly required to change, update, and move forward to reflect the societal moral frame work, and medical advances of the time. However arguably the law ‘moves more slowly than either the medical or public mores’, thus failing to keep pace with changing attitudes, and the current lack of a duty of candour could be such a case. In order to understand the need for a duty of candour, candour’s emerging history will be explored, highlighting the development of the doctor-patient relationship in relation to disclosure. It shall become apparent that the doctor-patient relationship has endeavoured to become a ‘partnership’ moving away from earlier paternalistic times. The changing views throughout medical history are reflected in medical guidance, case law, academic and judicial commentary, and finally by the views of medical practitioners themselves. Each of these sources shall inform this historical discussion.

Notions of a duty to be candid can be traced back to the early twentieth-century and specifically to the English case of *Gerber v Pines* [1933], which is analysed in some detail below. At this time the dynamics of the doctor-patient relationship were predominately paternalistic, and the ‘general ethos among practitioners was one in which doctors would not readily admit mistakes’. Therefore it remains unsurprising that notions of candour were relatively rare. As a basic principle, truth-telling, had been absent from the medical code since the time of the Hippocrates. This is partially because doctors were viewed with a superiority, which encouraged secrecy as the
practising norm. In 1871, Holmes instructed a graduating class that ‘the patient has no more right to all of the truth than he has to all of the medicines in your saddle bag. He should get only get so much as is good for him’. This assumption, that it was good medical judgement to partially inform a patient about his condition, persisted well into the twentieth-century. At this time patients had no right to be warned about the risks inherent in medical procedures, which actively encouraged medical paternalism. The case of Hatcher v Black [1954] provides an example. In this case the doctor was accused of lying to his patient about the risks involved in a surgical procedure. Lord Denning’s justification of his actions; ‘he told a lie, but he did it because in the circumstances it was justifiable’, reflects the predominating view of mid-twentieth-century judges.

**Early notions of the duty to be candid**

As established, prior to the 1970s a paternalistic view dominated medicine, as confirmed by the textbooks of the time which claim ‘the medical man may in some cases be entitled to exercise his discretion to withhold information from his patient or even give false answers’. Emphasis is added to ‘some’ to indicate that at the time, 1957, there was some albeit limited interest in a duty of disclosure. The case of Gerber v Pines [1934] is something of a diamond in the rough, providing a rare early example of liability for failure to tell the truth. In this case, during the course of a hypodermic injection the needle broke and part remained in the patient’s body. When the doctor was unable to retrieve the needle, the patient was not informed. In an action brought by the patient, Mr Justice Parcq held there was no breach of duty in relation to the act itself. Instead the doctor was negligent for failing to inform the plaintiff or her husband of the mistake. Whilst this appears an early statement of the duty of candour, it has had minimal effect on English law, receiving fairly negative judicial treatment.

Some support can be found in the Irish case of Daniels v Heskin (1954), albeit by the dissenting judge. The facts were similar to Gerber v Pines as a patient was not told a needle was left in her perineum. Maguire CJ supports Mr Justice Parcq, claiming his Lordship had ‘laid down the rule correctly...no reason is given why the defendant should be excused what seems to me to be his obvious duty’. The majority however, denied the existence of a duty to tell the patient what had gone wrong. These cases evidence a judicial minority desire for a duty of candour from the early twentieth century. However by
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25 Daniels v Heskin (1954) 87 I.L.T. 189 per Maguire CJ.
1972 even this minority support was shrinking and notions of candour were abruptly closed down by Lord Justice Edmund Davies. His Lordship described Pines as “a lone ranger in our law”, before reinstating the position “that apart from such special circumstances, I do not think that the law recognises any obligation on the doctor to tell the truth.”

This position was consolidated in the medical guidance of the time, and in 1981 ‘The Handbook of Medical Ethics’, reflected the perception that doctors possessed superior knowledge that patients were unable to contend with, stating “circumstances do arise which render it undesirable for a patient to be told the full implications of his conditions”. There appeared to be a mutual understanding that open disclosure would cause unnecessary worry, unhelpful to patients, and even against their best interests. Unsurprisingly then, early professional guidance makes no explicit reference to a duty, or even suggestion, that the doctors ought to be honest with patients when things go wrong. However it did recognise that “the commonest cause of problems between doctors and patients is failure of communication”. A point still reiterated by guidance today.

Changing attitudes

In some respects, the mid-1980s marked the beginning of changing attitudes. The imbalance of power, arising from a failure to share information, began to be redressed as new bioethical tenants of the doctor-patient relationship commanded increasing respect. Beauchamp and Childress’s four principles of biomedical ethics; respect for autonomy; non-maleficence; beneficence and justice, profoundly influenced modern thinking about how doctors should conduct themselves. These principles support the view that doctors must behave ethically, and paternalism no longer prevails, evidenced by the emerging principles of ‘informed consent’. Whilst ‘there is no English law doctrine of informed consent’, in Sidaway v Bethlem the court recognised that the duty to disclose information to the patient prior to a medical procedure, is part of the doctor’s duty of care. This relatively novel concept was developed ‘a result of the growing importance of the principle of patient autonomy’. It soon became no secret that autonomy based reasoning
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had begun to dominate medical law,\(^{38}\) owing to increased recognition that patients had a right to know sufficient information so as to exercise a level of control over their medical care. These albeit disputable notions of informed consent\(^{39}\) began to address the imbalance of knowledge and power in the doctor-patient relationship, as part of the imbalance can be attributed to the patient’s lack of information.\(^{40}\)

**The duty of candour at common law**

Amidst this growing emergence of patient autonomy, and consequent change in judicial attitude, notions of candour were resurrected. However *Sidaway* marks both a move away and move towards candour: the former due to the rejection of fiduciary duties, and the latter by influencing notions of candour as part of the duty of care. In the United States, there is considerable support for mandating disclosure on the basis of the judicial doctrine of fiduciaries duties.\(^{41}\) American commentators argue the law imposes a ‘trust’ on doctors: a fiduciary responsibility stemming from the vulnerability of the patient, and the disparity of knowledge between patients and physicians.\(^{42}\) The doctor is in breach of this fiduciary duty, by failing to disclose medical error, where the non-disclosure has caused them greater harm than if it were disclosed. However *Sidaway* confirmed fiduciary duties were not a basis for medical law. His Lordships expressly confined this judicial doctrine to the disposition of property and breach of trust,\(^{43}\) for which it had been developed. Whilst it is arguable, that the doctor by failing to disclose information has abused his position of trust, the English courts took the firm view that to breach a fiduciary duty the doctor must stand to make a personal profit.\(^{44}\) Due to the public nature of NHS care such personal gain does not occur, and accordingly the concept of fiduciary duties in healthcare is no longer entertained, and therefore could not form a basis for the duty of candour in this jurisdiction.
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\(^{39}\) There is no doctrine of ‘informed consent’ in English law it is merely useful short hand. The judgements in *Sideway* are by no means coherent, and neither is its application.


\(^{43}\) Sidaway v Bethlem *Royal Hospital Governors* [1985] AC 871 per Lord Justice Dunn.

\(^{44}\) Ibid, per Lord Browne-Wilkinson.
Despite the rejection of fiduciary duties, the emerging principle of the duty of candour as part of the duty of care is based on the contextual background of redressing the imbalance of power and disparity in knowledge, brought to the fore by Sidaway. Shortly after this case was decided in Lee v South West Thames Regional Health Authority, Sir John Donaldson suggested that doctors failing to disclose information regarding performed treatment, may constitute some form of malpractice. His Lordship stated: 'if the patient is refused information to which he is entitled, it must be for consideration whether he could not bring an action for breach of contract claiming specific performance of the duty to inform'. This obiter statement is rather problematic, considering there is no contract in NHS cases. However in reference to the duty to disclose procedural risks established in Sidaway, his Lordship claims to ‘see no reason why this should not be a similar duty’ in relation to disclosure after treatment, asking ‘why is the duty different from what it is afterwards?’. Thus suggesting the duty of candour should take the form of an extension of Sidaway as part of the duty of care owed to patients.

Sir John Donaldson reiterated this view in Naylor v Preston Area Health Authority, where his Lordship held, obiter, that there was a ‘duty of candour resting upon the professional man’, and this duty arose not only out of an implied contractual term, but also gave rise to a right in tort. His Lordship identifies the contractual term would only benefit private patients and not patients of the NHS, and accordingly suggests the duty of candour ‘is but one aspect of the general duty of care’. As these early expressions of the duty were borne out of autonomous judicial reasoning, they focus primarily on the patient’s right to receiving honest explanations. This position was reiterated in medical guidance issued in 1986, which stated: ‘the patient is entitled to a prompt and sympathetic and above all truthful account of what has occurred’.

Whilst the above judgements appear indicative that some form of duty to be candid exists in English law, few members of the judiciary agreed, and the existence of any enforceable duty was dismissed in Powell v Boldaz [1998]. This was confirmed in Powell v United Kingdom [2000] where the European Court of Human Rights held, that Lord Butterfield correctly stated ‘doctors have no duty of candour to the parents of a deceased child about the circumstances surrounding his death’. This remains the case today, over a decade later. An exploration of Boldaz highlights the difficulties with enforcing the duty of candour at common law. In this tragic case, the plaintiffs
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48 Lee v South West Thames Regional Health Authority [1985] 2 ALL ER 385, p. 389-90, per Sir John Donaldson.
49 Naylor v Preston Area Health Authority [1987] 2 ALL ER 353, 360.
51 Naylor v Preston Area Health Authority [1987] 2 ALL ER 353, 360; per Sir John Donaldson.
52 Medical Defence Union (1986) 2, Journal of the MDU,2. [emphasis added]
sought to rely on the dicta of Sir John Donaldson, in order to find out information surrounding the death of their son. They argued that a doctor may owe a patient a duty of candour to disclose information after treatment, particularly when if informed, the plaintiff could choose to complain about the treatment he received. The Court of Appeal dismissed this strand of argument outright. Lord Stuart-Smith stated that the dicta ‘affords no authority for the proposition that there is some kind of free standing duty of candour, irrespective of whether the doctor-patient relationship exists’ and secondly that to hold otherwise would ‘involve a startling expansion of the law of tort’.56 The second reason appears just another variant of the floodgates argument. However the first reason taken together with his Lordships anxiousness to rely on the absence of a doctor-patient relationship to avoid this dicta, suggests a duty could only exist where there is a continuing doctor-patient relationship.57

If the duty of candour were dependent on the existence of the doctor-patient relationship, this raises issues of to whom the duty is owed in tort, and how long the duty would be owed after the doctor-patient relationship ceased to exist. If as suggested in Lee v South West Thames, the duty is a natural extension of the duty to inform the patient,58 it would be a duty existing between doctor and patient to the exclusion of all others. However in Lee59 the mother sought to find out information regarding her son’s development of brain damage. Consequently such a limited duty cannot have been his Lordships suggestion, as this would leave the mother without an action. Further such a limitation would be inconsistent with Gerber v Pines,60 where it was held that the doctor should have told the patient or her husband of the needle left in the patient’s foot.

Further difficulties arise when categorising the duty of candour as part of the duty of care. Breach of this duty, which could be defined as a duty to disclose any error that occurred following or during treatment, needs to have caused harm ‘but for’ the lack of disclosure. This may be problematic as non-disclosure occurs after the treatment, and therefore cannot be said to have caused the harm sustained. There is a plausible argument for extending the rules of causation, as in Chester v Afshar [2004]62 the court expressed a willingness do this in special circumstances. Such an extension could allow the categorisation of non-disclosure in loss of chance.

Loss of chance argues that the defendant’s breach, which usually relates to misdiagnosis,63 has diminished the claimant’s chances of a better outcome. Consequently it could be argued that the doctor by failing to disclose the error, within a reasonable time period, has reduced the claimant’s chance of recovery on the balance of probabilities. However in Gregg v Scott [2005]64
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whilst the minority of his Lordships were of the view that where there is ‘a breach of this duty [of care] the law must fashion a matching and meaningful remedy’, the majority were reluctant to allow such loss of chance cases and limited the actionable reduction of chance to 50% or more.

Finally Lord Donaldson’s dicta did not directly address appropriate remedies, apart from indicating there ought to be ‘specific performance of the duty to inform’, suggests a desire to mandate disclosure. In addition to mandatory disclosure, there could be some award of exemplary damages for breach of duty, but such analysis is speculative in the face of inconclusive judicial guidance. Therefore the duty of candour at common law are not easily implementable and such concepts are largely absent from current debate, serving only to illuminate past attempts to implement candour based on the right’s of the patient.

Modern History of the Duty of Candour

From analysing the history of the duty, what remains surprising is how far societal and judicial attitudes changed with regards to patient’s rights, whilst the duty of candour continued to take a back seat. However this would not remain the case for long. Following the reinstatement of the lack of a duty of candour in Powell v United Kingdom, reports and guidance came in abundance in attempt to rectify the lack of openness within the NHS. Prior to Powell v Boldaz, guidance hinted at a desire for openness by including ‘to be honest and trustworthy’, as one of the duties of doctors registered with the GMC. However by 1998, guidance directly addressed the issue of being open, stating that if patient suffers serious harm ‘you should explain fully to the patient what has happened and the likely effects’, and ‘when appropriate you should offer an apology’. This provides a marked step towards recognition of the need for openness, but at this time we were only beginning to understanding the size of the problem, and its ramifications.

At the beginning of the twenty-first century the landmark report An Organisation with a Memory, and the government’s response, Building a
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safer NHS recognised that in order to prevent error, previous errors must be learnt from. With this realisation, openness was viewed from a different perspective: improving patient safety through open reporting. This shift away from patient rights saw openness begin to centre on openness amongst professionals, as opposed to openness with patients. Although the 2001 GMC guidance reiterated the need for doctors to provide patients with explanations, the government’s primary focus became improving patient safety, and with this the National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA) was established in 2001.

Improving patient safety

In 2003 the Chief Medical Officer (CMO) Sir Liam Donaldson issued ‘Making amends’, which reiterated that learning from previous mistakes can only occur, if errors are admitted and recorded openly. It recognised that secretive reactions stand in the way of learning and improvement of the health service. As a result Recommendation 12 provides the first formal proposal of a duty of candour. It was to be a statutory duty ‘requiring clinicians and health service managers to inform patients about actions which have resulted in harm’. However the government chose to continue their focus on openness amongst professionals and declined to implement this recommendation, instead establishing the National Reporting and Learning System (NRLS). This system enables patient safety incidents to be anonymously reported in order to collate risks and hazards, which can then be learnt from. This evidences a desire for open reporting, but not necessarily a desire for open communication with patients.

Despite the establishment of the NRLS, the improvement of patient safety is still a key objective of candour. Whilst the NRLS is fairly successful with 4 million incident reports having been submitted to the NPSA since its establishment, non-disclosure, and lack of reporting still occurs. It has since been recognised that the proper reporting of incidents requires ‘an open and just culture so that healthcare professionals feel able to report’. The rationale being: if doctors feel able to report to the NRLS, incident reporting
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will increase leading to greater internal investigations, improving the understanding of why errors were made. \(^8^3\) However instead of focusing primarily on improving medical culture, the government have favoured a more robust stance in attempting to increase reporting, and by 2010 reporting to CQC had been made compulsory. \(^8^4\) However the improvement of patient safety is not the only potential benefit of open reporting. The reporting system also demonstrates the accountability of health professionals amidst lost public confidence, \(^8^5\) a key objective of candour.

**Restoring public trust**

In 2005, the first *Being Open* policy was issued by the NPSA, and by 2008 the GMC guidance added: ‘never abuse the patients trust in you or the public’s trust in the profession’, \(^8^6\) to the duties of doctors registered with the GMC. This additional duty is symptomatic of the recognition that public trust in healthcare was declining, partly due to increased media attention in the scandals of malpractice\(^8^7\) following high profile cases, such as that of Harold Shipman. \(^8^8\) With this a new dimension is added to the need for openness: a lack of trust. The ‘cumulative picture of professionals who pose a danger to their patients erodes public trust’, \(^8^9\) as the unveiling of medical error undermines societies core moral expectations of doctors and can lead to ‘breach of trust, suspicion and anger’. \(^9^0\) This is illustrated by the steady rise in complaints.

The annual report of Fitness to Practise statistics shows the GMC received 7,153 complaints against doctors in 2010, compared with 5,773 in 2009. \(^9^1\) In 2005 there were only 4,980 declining to 3,000 in 1999. \(^9^2\) The Patients Association describes the figures as indicative of falling public confidence. Openness seeks to rectify this, as currently when patients have to fight for the truth ‘they lose all confidence in the Healthcare system and are more likely to take legal and disciplinary action’. \(^9^3\) Therefore open disclosure is seen as a way

\(^{84}\) Care Quality Commission (Registration) Regulations 2009 SI 2009/3112 reg.18.
\(^{87}\) Harpwood, V, Medicine, Malpractice and Misapprehensions,(Routledge-Cavendish, Oxon, 2007)
\(^{90}\) Ibid p.3.
\(^{92}\) Jeremy Lawrence, Record number of patients complain about doctors, *Independent* July 2006.
of restoring trust, with the effect of reducing this rise in complaints. Similar attempts were made in relation to decreasing litigation. In 2009, the NSPA re-distributed the *Being Open* guidance as a patient safety alert. This strived to encourage effective communication with patients as research had shown patients are then more likely to forgive, and refrain from litigating. Thus adding further dimensions to the need for openness: restoring public trust and patient satisfaction, leading to a reduction in litigation and complaints.

Thus far the exploration of the history of the duty of candour appears to suggest numerous motivations for openness within healthcare. These collectively constitute the four-fold objectives of candour which are; the improvement of patient safety; restoration of public trust; reducing clinical negligence litigation; and fulfilling patient expectations. The next chapter will explore these, whilst drawing upon their respective barriers to openness.

### Arguments in favour of Openness vs. Barriers to openness

#### Patient expectations

When the NHS was introduced after the Second World War, the general public received this new free healthcare with gratitude and ‘grateful patients were reluctant to sue doctors in this environment when there was a strong culture of deference to professional people’. Now the NHS is well established ‘patients are no longer in awe of doctors’. As demonstrated in the chapter 1, medicine has progressed since the Dark Ages where a patient’s duty was merely to be a patient, and some even suggest it has moved on too far. Either way the judicial recognition of patient autonomy has led to patients expecting more from their doctors, and consequently patient’s needs are more tentatively catered for by the NHS. There is a fear that ‘patient expectations of the healthcare system are unduly high’, and indeed patients can fail to understand that through no-one’s fault, a perfect result to care is not always achieved. Nonetheless honesty and openness sit at the heart of one’s moral
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obligations, and society’s expectations of professionals such as doctors, and thus openness is what patients expect.\textsuperscript{101}

When patient expectations are not fulfilled, they are forced to seek alternative means of gaining the honest explanation sought, and turn to the law. Bismark and Dauer suggest that there are four motivations to medico-legal action, which commutatively constitute redress; restoration, including financial compensation; correction; communication, which may include an explanation or apology; and sanction.\textsuperscript{102} The Medical Protection Society (MPS) weights the importance of these motivations concluding that 52% of patients think financial compensation is important,\textsuperscript{103} whilst nine in ten think an apology is important.\textsuperscript{104} This was further emphasised in \textit{Making Amends},\textsuperscript{105} where it was found that even if patients receive financial compensation, they remain dissatisfied without an explanation.\textsuperscript{106} Consequently if patient’s expectations were met with honest explanations and apologies, the need to turn to the law would be diminished. Therefore an objective of candour is meeting patient’s expectations, not only to ensure patients receive full redress, but in order to deter medical litigation.

\textbf{Clinical negligence and complaints}

Through the tort of negligence patients can make a claim against the NHS if a doctor has caused harm through negligent treatment, litigation of this sort has been rising since 1976 albeit with a plateau in the 1990s.\textsuperscript{107} The financial implications of this are worrying for the government. Therefore reducing litigation expenses is high on the government’s agenda and openness has been identified as one way of achieving this aim. As suggested above, openness may achieve this aim as the law is used as a means of obtaining information, or because patients are angry about the lack of information and lack of apology received.\textsuperscript{108} Therefore negligence litigation can be seen as a response to the lack of candour, however it also acts a disincentive to openness through its need to individualise blame.

The adversarial nature of law, as it does in all contexts, encourages parties to see themselves in opposition to each other.\textsuperscript{109} This effect is extenuated in the
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\textsuperscript{104}Ibid p. 8.
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\textsuperscript{108}House of Lords 2011-2012 Session, Hansard Volume 735, Part 267, 13/02/12, column 581.
medical context, due to the unique and personal nature of the doctor-patient relationship, and therefore the subjection of medicine to the general law is far from a simple matter.\textsuperscript{110} Most doctors appear willing to be open, unless the patient seeks information with a legal army in place for battle, as doctors see complaints and claims as threats to their individual autonomy and integrity.\textsuperscript{111} Therefore adversarial processes such as these are ‘extremely blunt tools by which to identify and respond to mishaps...as they encourage the propensity to individualise blame’.\textsuperscript{112} Clinical negligence is often argued as being damaging to the doctor-patient relationship and more hostile than complaints.\textsuperscript{113} Yet they both involve making accusations, and therefore promote a defensive rather than conciliatory response.\textsuperscript{114} These defensive reactions are escalated by a fear of liability due to the devastating implications both legal, and non-legal liability, can have on a physicians’ reputation.\textsuperscript{115}

Consequently clinical negligence litigation is particularly problematic in terms of securing openness within healthcare. It is both a response to, and cause, of the lack of candour, and thus appears to circularly maintain the culture of denial. The detrimental effects of clinical negligence do not end here. In addition to damaging the doctor-patient relationship, such litigation has also profoundly influenced institutional medical culture.

Medical culture

Medical culture is predominately inhospitable to medical error, creating an environment which acts as a fundamental barrier to openness. This culture which exists among clinicians and management has been influenced by traditional attitudes, and negligence litigation.

For many years the general ethos among practitioners was one in which doctors would not readily admit mistakes.\textsuperscript{116} Ian Kennedy in 1980, claimed doctors were hostile to any form of accountability due to the superiority they felt.\textsuperscript{117} It became normal practice to assert that doctors didn’t make mistakes; unless a court of law had proven that a specific doctor had made a specific error.\textsuperscript{118} This still occurs as negligence through the element of causation has
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meant error must be blamed on a specific act, and thus errors are regarded as someone’s fault, despite the infamous view ‘to err is human’. In a professional culture that values perfection, disclosing error and admitting failure becomes psychologically difficult. This unsatisfactory position is encumbered by the way mistakes are perceived, namely as the result of inattention, laziness, and carelessness. Accordingly reports and proposals have argued that a ‘blame culture’ currently exists within the NHS, which inhibits health professionals from acknowledging their own errors and reporting the errors of others.

There is evidence to suggest doctors want to be open, but 70% are left feeling they receive little or no support, due to the hostility of management towards medical error. Baroness Masham of Ilton gives the anecdotal example of one doctor trying to be open, prevented only by hospital management and the National Health Service Litigation Authority (NHSLA). This hostility occurs as despite the exclusion of liability in the Compensation Act 2006, organisations still fear honest explanations as admissions of fault. Thus the institutional norms create a culture with a propensity to blame that encourages secrecy. Arguably this culture continues to grow; as much of the practice of medicine is learned through a form of apprenticeship. Thus junior doctors look to their supervisors for an exemplar of how to act, and covering up errors quickly becomes the norm.

The various objectives for securing openness within healthcare have been identified as; discouraging complaints and litigation; restoring public trust; increasing reporting of patient safety incidents; and meeting patient expectations. The above analysis suggests securing the four-fold objectives of candour depends upon changing medical culture from a ‘culture of blame’ to a ‘culture of openness’. The question then remains as to how the duty of candour is to achieve this. The following chapters discuss the potential forms
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of the duty of candour, in order to discern their comparative merits and likely success in meeting these objectives of candour, and implementing cultural change. This comparison draws upon the varying approaches to candour, identified in chapter’s 1 and 2 as patient safety and patient’s rights, and concludes by offering an explanation for the differing opinions regarding the duty of candour’s form.

Professional Discipline

Professional discipline, as a potential mechanism for enforcing candour, reflects to some extent the current regulatory attempts to secure openness in the form of GMC guidance, and option 1 of the consultation document ‘to do nothing’. It is a form of individual responsibility as opposed to institutional responsibility, as it holds doctors individually accountable. Theoretically this ought to be more threatening to the individual, as sanction by the GMC threatens physicians’ careers, as opposed to the public purse. However in reality sanction by the GMC is simply not a real fear for breaching the duty to be open. The idea of the GMC using its powers strike off a doctor for failure to be open is implausible, and to date there is not a single example of them bringing a case against a doctor for breach of this professional duty.

Professional discipline is also a form of collective responsibility, applying to all those providing NHS funded care, and thus its scope is fairly wide reaching. This is beneficial as it applies holistically to all healthcare providers and recognises the historic premise, that candour is based on patient rights, and such moral obligations cannot be applied selectively. However its scope is fundamentally limited by failing to encourage institutional responsibility, namely holding organisations accountable for doctors’ failures to be open. This is essential to securing candour, as cultural change ‘must start with leadership’, due to the current lack of institutional support.

Despite these flaws, support for professional discipline, can be found in an interpretation of Baroness O’Neill’s Reith lectures, where it is suggested that increased accountability can build a culture of suspicion, and encourage professional cynicism. O’Neill claims ‘professional life may not flourish if we constantly uproot it to demonstrate that everything is transparent and trustworthy’, a conceptualisation that may be applicable to healthcare professionals. Evidence of this can be found when analysing the correlation
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between rising complaints, and the implementation of new levels of accountability. See Fig.1\textsuperscript{134,135}

This theoretical analysis suggests that where there is an increase in guidance relating to openness, or the implementation of new mechanisms of accountability, complaints rise in steady correlation. Portraying that growing awareness of the lack of openness, followed by attempts to address it, may encourage defensive or secretive reactions from doctors symptomatic of professional cynicism to accountability. These reactions then prompt patient dissatisfaction, leading to increased complaints. Consequently ‘to do nothing’ may be favourable, however this would invariably make no difference to the rising complaints pattern within ‘the currently most overregulated sector of professional life’,\textsuperscript{136} that is healthcare. At best by not introducing new mechanisms complaints could plateau but there are eternal influences on the rise of litigation, such as the ‘no-win, no-fee’ culture\textsuperscript{137} that would see this increase continue albeit potentially at a slower rate.

In conclusion professional discipline as mechanism of enforcement is too limited in scope to implement cultural change, failing to offer institutional responsibility. Thus even if the GMC took a more punitive stance to ensuring


\textsuperscript{136} Harpwood, V, Medicine, Malpractice and Misapprehensions, (Routledge-Cavendish, Oxon, 2007) p. 147

openness, this would not address the unsupportive culture fostered at administrative level. Furthermore ‘doing nothing’ will fail to address falling public confidence, and more importantly for the government it will fail to relieve mounting political pressure. The high profile media coverage of medical malpractice has spurred public interest and ‘raised the political temperature’\textsuperscript{138} to such an extent that leaving securing openness to a version of current mechanisms is simply not an option for the government. Additionally it would fulfil the 2010 Coalition Agreements commitment to requiring openness.\textsuperscript{139} Therefore this option neither achieves the cultural change required to meet the four-fold aims of candour, nor is it a realistic option for the government.

**The ‘Duty of Candour’: statutory or contractual?**

The implementation of the duty of candour as either a statutory or contractual mechanism, informs the current debate. These mechanisms are realistic options for progression, and one is likely to be implemented in the near future. In order to discern their comparative merits and likelihood of achieving the four-fold aims of candour, these mechanisms shall be analysed in a comparison which illuminates their key similarities and differences, whilst exploring their effects.

**Institutional responsibility**

The statutory and the contractual mechanisms will, on a theoretical level, work in a similar way, both using institutional responsibility to promote cultural change through administrative processes. Thus they both entail holding the institution to account for the collective failings of hospital staff to be open with patients. The contractual mechanism differs, as its enforcement will be policed within healthcare institutions, rather than by a statutory regulatory body. Therefore it supports a move away from legalism in healthcare, instead aiming to improve forms of accountability and redress that rely on bureaucratic, rather than legalistic processes. A method preferred by academics such as Montgomery who suggests ‘the source of norms most influential in practice may be found principally in the institutions of healthcare rather than those of law’.\textsuperscript{140} This is not contested, however arguably both the statutory and contractual mechanisms would adhere to this premise.

Earl Howe, speaking for the government, claims that commissioners are better placed to regulate the duty of candour as ensuring ‘openness needs to rest as close to the front line as possible, rather than being the responsibility of a remote organisation such as the CQC’.\textsuperscript{141} Theoretically for candour to become
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a cultural norm it ought to be promoted by those working closely with hospital staff, and indeed commissioners fulfil this role. However the CQC, the regulator of the statutory duty, will merely be monitoring the organisations compliance, the source of norms that doctors will adhere to will still come principally from hospital management, effectively nullifying this argument. Instead the government may be opposed to statutory regulation, as it renders them directly accountable through the Secretary of State and the CQC. Whilst the contractual mechanism places the power to hold the NHS to account as close as possible to the people affected by the lack of openness, it also keeps the duty at arm’s length from the government, allowing them to hive off criticisms to the organisation and commissioners in charge of regulating this duty.

Administrative institutional attempts at securing openness, by their very nature, run the risk of becoming a ‘costly bureaucratic mechanism ... or one which would simply create a tick box exercise’. Whilst the contractual mechanisms ‘declaration of openness’ has been criticised as precisely this, this criticism does not hold weight in relation to the administrative implementation of openness. As demonstrated in the chapter 3 discussion of medical culture, it has become increasingly recognised that it is not necessarily the doctors’ unwillingness that prevents honest disclosure, but those behind the organisation or the ‘pen-pushers...who are afraid that the organisation will come into disrepute’. Therefore if the management were driven by institutional financial incentives, or sanctions, this desire for openness could be reflected in management style and culture.

Such inferences can be drawn from the rail industry. The current structure of the railway was established by the Railways Act 1994. The infrastructure manager is Network Rail, a monopoly, regulated by statutory Office of Rail Regulation (ORR). Under the Act, Network Rail receives a license to operate, and every five years the ORR determines how much money Network Rail receives to deliver the governments required outputs. Network Rail also has contracts with each train operating company for access to the tracks. These contracts require Network Rail to deliver the service at agreed levels. Network Rail’s expectations are therefore governed by statute and contracts, and the delivery of these outputs are financially motivated and implemented by management. The statutory and contractual expectations placed on Network Rail ensure management secure them, by focusing
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themselves and their teams on achieving these goals to avoid potential sanction. Thus adherence to governmental expectations has become the practicing norm for both management and staff dealing directly with customers.\textsuperscript{148} This comparative indicates that either mechanism could secure a change in management style, which would communicate to doctors that being open is necessary in order to fulfil their statutory of contractual requirements, as opposed to preventing them from disclosing to patients, as currently occurs.

\textbf{Sanctions}

Despite the fact both the statutory and contractual mechanisms encourage institutional responsibility, the Alzheimer's society suggest a statutory mechanism will be more effective in encouraging cultural change, as it has the 'force of law'.\textsuperscript{149} Herein lays a contestable difference between the two mechanisms: the degree of influence they have on management. Across industries sanctions enforced by government regulators are typically more expansive and threatening than those stated in contracts, and the same could be true for healthcare.

Failure to comply with the contractual requirement of openness would result in a 'deduction of a percentage of the annual contract value'\textsuperscript{150} capped at a maximum. Arguably this sanction is weakened by its financial nature, which the MPS argue will not foster the development of an open culture.\textsuperscript{151} Sanctions for the statutory mechanism purportedly hold greater force, as the CQC's expansive enforcement powers under the Health and Social Care Act,\textsuperscript{152} allows for licence suspension, and even criminal proceedings.\textsuperscript{153} Fear of these sanctions will force organisations to implement systems and procedures, to ensure they are meeting statutory requirements. However the conceptualisation that CQC sanction gives the duty greater force, is somewhat flawed. As demonstrated through the discussion of professional guidance and the GMC, fear of sanction is voidable by failure to implement it in practice. In reality the CQC, for non-compliance that does not directly impact on people’s safety, would examine a lesser sanction than license revocation, such as guidance.\textsuperscript{154} The CQC favours less punitive measures such as working with hospitals to ensure they are compliant, the Queen’s Hospital investigation
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provides an example. Here despite much more direct threats to patient care than failure to disclose, such as abusive staff, and poor clinical care, the focus of the CQC remained on working with the hospital as opposed to threatening to close it. Consequently the practical enforcement of sanction, will be similar for both the statutory and contractual mechanism, and thus the effect the CQC and the Commissioners’ are likely to have on hospital management, is analogous.

This leads to the conclusion that it is not the practicalities of the statutory mechanisms enforcement that gives it the force of law, rather it is the profound message it conveys: ‘a legal duty to disclose gives physicians a tangible, concrete requirement that undercuts any rationalizing of a need for concealment’. Furthermore reporting incidents, and thus securing openness between institutions, is a statutory duty. Failure to mirror obligation this with a statutory duty of candour, which relates more directly to openness with patients, questions the governmental commitment to securing a culture of openness. This divergence in priorities is explained by the government’s patient safety approach to candour. Yet such prioritising hinders the contractual duty of candour, suggesting it is ‘not really important at all’.

Scope

Differences in scope reflect the largest practical distinction between the contractual and statutory mechanism. The scope of each proposed mechanism influences their ability meet the four-fold aims of candour, and has particular impact on the reduction of litigation, and the restoration of public trust.

Both mechanisms are limited to ensuring open disclosure regarding patient safety incidents that result in moderate harm, severe harm, or death. Such limitations, as shall be explored, are likely to have an impact on the mechanism’s ability to restore public trust. The statutory mechanism is wider in scope and encourages collective responsibility, not only in the sense of applying at a management level and to individual doctors, but it encompasses primary careers such as general practitioners and dentists. This wider application is more likely to secure holistic cultural change across the NHS, as opposed to just in hospitals, as proposed by the contractual duty. These variations in scope impact on the mechanisms ability to reduce negligence
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160 House of Lords 2011-2012 Session, Hansard Volume 735, Part 267, 13/02/12. Column 574
161 Department of Health, Implementing a 'Duty of Candour'; a new contractual requirement on providers, (Cmd. 16501, 2011) p.12 para. 4.10.
litigation. It is submitted, the contractual mechanism limitations on scope, are for reasons unrelated to its ability to secure openness. Such limitations hinge upon the governmental focus on improving patient safety whilst reducing NHS expenses, unconcerned with securing a holistic patient right. Consequently government fear the potential financial implications of the far reaching statutory duty. This shall be illustrated by the following discussion of litigation and public trust, and the final chapter's discussion of differing opinions.

**Litigation**

The reduction of litigation has been identified as an objective of the duty of candour. However whether openness will lead to a less litigious society is debatable, and hinges upon conflicting evidence. A study conducted by Hickson et al,\(^{162}\) suggests openness could lead to a decrease in litigation because, as previously explained, litigation is often an attempt to obtain information. Such findings are supported by a paper written by Obama and Clinton.\(^{163}\) However Studdert et. al\(^{164}\)suggests a 95% chance of an increase in litigation, as people will be prompted to make a claim on the basis of the information they received.\(^{165}\) Therefore evidence is ‘inconclusive’,\(^{166}\) and largely anecdotal,\(^{167}\) so the government remain unconvinced as to which way the pendulum will swing,\(^{168}\) and fail to make an estimation of the financial effects, in the consultations Impact Assessment.\(^{169}\)

An expansive mechanism such as the statutory duty, would equate to increased disclosure, as it is applicable to a greater number of healthcare providers. This is beneficial if approaching candour from a patients’ rights perspective, as it entitles more patients to this right. However increased disclosure will also have an increased effect on clinical negligence litigation, either dramatically increasing or reducing it, depending upon which evidence materialises as accurate. The financial implications of increased litigation would be undesirable for the government, and would run counter to a fundamental objective of candour: reducing negligence litigation.

The statutory duty of candour could have further financial implications. Transatlantic comparisons of the United Kingdom with the United States should be treated with caution as there are important structural differences in
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both the health care and legal systems. However the problems encountered with mandatory disclosure laws in the US, could inform theoretical discussions of the potential for a rise in litigation, following the implementation of the statutory duty. According to the MPS research, in the six States that have such a law, there appears to be confusion around its interpretation. Confusion manifests itself around the definition of a ‘triggering event’, namely one that demands disclosure, and the appropriate mechanism or mode of disclosure. This could indicate potential problems with ‘different interpretations’ of the proposed amendment, such as what constitutes ‘the reasonable opinion of a healthcare professional’.

The amendment although drawing upon the existing wording and definitions used in the current CQC regulations, may still leave scope for debate under these new circumstances. The interpretation in itself may lead to litigation, and the ‘Bolam test’ may be used to decide what is a ‘reasonable opinion’, leading to criticisms of practitioners regulating themselves, as it does in other contexts. In terms of the mode of disclosure there is currently guidance, but this was not formulated on the basis it would hold statutory force. Thus complex questions surrounding the interpretation of the statutory duty, such as whether the organisation delivered the disclosure in the correct mode, may increase the need for litigation.

Public trust

Both mechanisms limit their scope to the disclosure of patient safety incidents resulting in moderate harm, severe harm, or death. Such limitations appear merited, not only because the disclosure of all incidents would be too time consuming to be practical, but because offering too much information can be counter-productive. Whilst it is commonly assumed that providing individuals with more information is the key to building trust, some sorts of transparency actually encourage suspicion, and trust has seemingly receded as transparency has advanced. Consequently it may be sensible to limit disclosure to incidents of necessity, in order to prevent public anxiety and increased apprehension in relation to low harm incidents. Similarly, limiting the publication of breaches on the providers NHS choices web page, proposed by the contractual duty, to such incidents would ensure public accountability, without providing patients with unnecessary information that
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could arouse suspicion. Such limitations are pragmatic, however it should be borne in mind that deciding what incidents patients should be told of, appears much like the medical paternalism that caused an imbalance of power between the doctor and patient in the twentieth century, discussed in Chapter 1.

Despite these positive implications the duty of candour is may have on public trust, the ability of the statutory mechanism to restore trust is somewhat flawed, due to its regulation by the CQC. The government and the CQC have claimed that it does not have the resources to monitor the additional requirement of openness. Critics have termed this ‘nonsensical’, 179 as it questions the CQC’s ability to monitor all other core standards. However the public have, and do, question the ability of the CQC to regulate. In 2011, it was revealed by the BBC that the Commission had failed in its duties, proving incapable of confronting abuse in residential care homes in Bristol. 180 This media attention caused public unease. Consequently the public may not necessarily trust, or at least are suspicious of the CQC, and will therefore question its ability to regulate the duty of candour.

Conclusion

The contractual and statutory duty in terms of practical effect are invariably similar, both offering a form of institutional responsibility. The sanctions imposed although different in how they encourage greater compliance, in practice hold similar force in relation to their effect on securing a culture of openness. As the comparison with Network Rail illuminated, financial incentives, as proposed by the contractual mechanism, are likely to have a profound influence on institutional compliance. However the contractual duty centres on a patient safety perspective to candour, and its scope is limited to hospitals, suggesting it will have lesser effects on cultural change, albeit with proportionately smaller risks of adverse financial implications.

Conversely the statutory duty is based upon a patient rights perspective, seen in the 1980s, and consequently has the added benefit of a wider scope. Its application to all NHS professionals arguably provides ‘the robust framework necessary’, 181 communicating the seriousness of candour to NHS staff, patient’s rights groups, and society as a whole. As a result, one hundred and ninety eight members of the House of Lords, 182 and numerous prominent

182 Amendment 17 had 198 contents.
patient and health organisations,\textsuperscript{183} believe that the statutory duty of candour is the mechanism \textit{most likely} to secure openness. However, the government and remaining members of the House of Lords disagree, and it is important to discern why.

\textbf{Differing opinions}

The divergence in opinion can be explained through governmental motivations for candour. As established in Chapter 2, the government are approaching candour with the primary objective of improving patient safety through encouraging open reporting, as opposed to the moral perspective of securing patient’s rights. While reducing error is a crucial aspect of medical care, this vigilant focus on patient safety coupled with the need to reduce NHS expenses, explains the detrimental limitations of the contractual duty’s scope. The government have focused all current healthcare reforms, such as the Health and Social Care Bill 2011,\textsuperscript{184} around reducing NHS costs. As previously demonstrated they remain sceptical about the financial effects of candour, and this fear is not unmerited. Greater regulation often leads to increased costs, and the evidence of candour’s effects on litigation is conflicting. The wider scope of the statutory duty equates to greater risk, as it could exasperate the effects on litigation in comparison to the more limited contractual duty.

Earl Howe has suggested the government should ‘undertake a future review of the effectiveness of the duty of candour after an appropriate interval’.\textsuperscript{185} Accordingly the contractual mechanism could function as a ‘test run’ in order to gain a more concrete understanding of candour’s effects, substantiating largely speculative evidence. Erring on the side of caution until less anecdotal evidence can be adduced may be wise. New governments are critiqued for introducing numerous untested healthcare reforms, but to no avail. Hammond satirically emphasises this point: “Healthcare secretary is seldom a good career move, and almost invariably ends in failure because you’ve stoked up expectations you can’t hope to deliver ... so you panic and introduce wave upon wave of untested reforms”.\textsuperscript{186} Whilst this may be a comical exaggeration it bears truth. In 2005-2006, soon after Labour was re-elected, the Labour government issued a report titled “Compensation Culture”\textsuperscript{187}, and soon afterwards the Compensation Act 2006,\textsuperscript{188} and the NHS Redress Act 2006,\textsuperscript{189} found their way into the statute books. Neither of these have been a runaway
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success; the latter has not been implemented, and the former has failed to encourage apologies following medical error, despite the statutory exclusion of liability. The new government has a lot to prove as the first full coalition government since 1945.\textsuperscript{190} Failed statutory reform leading to increased NHS expenses in light of the current economic climate would reflect badly upon them.

**Suggestions for progression**

Despite the differing opinions regarding which form of the duty of candour should take, it has been recognised that cultural change takes time,\textsuperscript{191} and cannot be remedied by any form of the duty alone.\textsuperscript{192} The duty of candour will merely mark a further commitment to openness within healthcare, and thus regardless of the chosen mechanism, the duty is somewhat symbolic of dedication to cultural change. Some may view this as mere cosmetics or lip-service\textsuperscript{193} to securing openness, but it should be seen as a step in the right direction. However for the duty of candour, in either form, to achieve culture change it needs to break down the fundamental barriers to openness identified in Chapter 3. To achieve this, the duty ought to be accompanied by three crucial elements: education, appraisal, and the reform of the clinical negligence system.

**Education**

Whilst the proposal suggests the ‘implementation of any lessons learned following a review of the failure’,\textsuperscript{194} this statement appears vague and sweeping, undermining the importance that should be placed on learning.

As discussed in Chapter 1 since the millennium the NHS has focused primarily on improving patient safety through learning.\textsuperscript{195} However this learning is crucially more absent regarding improving openness with patients. Although the *Being Open* guidance informs clinicians of how to communicate mistakes to patients, the premise of this debate is that guidance isn’t working. Reading about something is not the same as learning on a practical level. As suggested by the Royal College of Surgeons ‘a pragmatic alternative to financial penalty

\textsuperscript{190} Winston Churchill’s War cabinet was formed in 1940.
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\textsuperscript{192} House of Lords 2011-2012 Session, Hansard Volume 735, Part 267, 13/02/12 per Baroness Tyler of Enfield.
\textsuperscript{194} Department of Health, *Implementing a ‘Duty of Candour’; a new contractual requirement on providers*, (Cm. 16501, 2011)
in some circumstances may be the provision of specific training and support'. However it is not submitted here as an alternative, rather as a complimentary measure. As aforementioned much of medicine is learned by way of apprenticeship. If senior clinicians are advocating secretiveness, this attitude will be absorbed and followed by junior staff. Consequently in order to begin a generational culture change, junior doctors need to learn from experienced clinicians how to approach the matter of medical error. Therefore all staff ought to attend training workshops, in which they would learn the correct protocol for disclosure through role play of specific scenarios. This should detail what they are required to say, in what circumstances and what this means in terms of liability, informing them of the Compensation Act 2006 exclusion of liability for apologies.

**Appraisal**

At Network Rail, the subject of previous comparison, management staff receive yearly appraisals and bonuses for high performance, if they deliver the governmental outputs expected of them. Similarly, in order to foster a supportive environment tolerant of error healthcare institutions ought to receive a form of appraisal for high quality and consistent delivery of open explanations. MPS support an appraisal approach and agree that ‘the CQC should be monitoring all indicators of high performance on this issue as well as poor performance, highlighting Trusts who have improved as exemplars.’ Consequently the number of breaches should be recorded and published as currently proposed by the contractual mechanism, but the number of open disclosures should also be recorded and published, and individuals as well as institutions should be praised and rewarded for high compliance. The success of such an appraisal scheme could be hindered as low disclosing hospitals could be hospitals with few errors. Impeccable patient safety should not be penalised by misleading data indicating minimal open disclosure. As the NRLS currently publishes data on reporting mishaps, a sensible approach for an appraisal scheme would be to mirror this report, detailing after each mishap whether there has been an open disclosure. Appraisal can then be monitored on a percentage basis, taking into account the number of errors in relation to the number of disclosures.
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Reform of the clinical negligence system

The reform of the clinical negligence system has been a hotly debated topic for many years, and this brief discussion does not seek to provide a conclusive account. *Making Amends* provided the first formal proposition of a statutory duty of candour; however this duty was not the focus of the report. It proposed reform of the clinical negligence system, to a *sui generis* system of care and compensation. This suggests that from as early as 2003 reform of the tort of negligence, and the implementation of candour, were seen as complimentary forms of securing openness within the NHS. The clinical negligence system encourages a propensity to blame, as discussed in Chapter 3, and therefore is a fundamental barrier to openness. In order to encourage openness with regards to error the law needs to become less punitive. Punishment is not the intended role of tort law, yet the law’s translation into medical culture has had this effect.

Therefore compensatory systems which remove the battle between the medical profession and the public by bitter and protracted litigation, such as ‘no-fault’ compensation are fairly widely supported. ‘No-fault’ compensation means compensating patients without the requirement of proving fault, and therefore the doctor-patient relationship is not strained through the element of blame. However the government are firmly opposed to any reform of the clinical negligence system. A ‘no-fault’ scheme was defeated by parliament in Westminster Private Members Bill, the *Making Amends* proposals of a sui generis system were rejected, and the recent report, *Complaints and Litigation, 2011*, rejected the scheme through fears of increased costs. However it is submitted that such a stance may need to change, as ensuring patients are compensated should not have to occur at the expense of securing openness. Arguably a ‘no-fault’ scheme could provide such a balance, benefitting patients by ensuring they receive not only financial redress, but the full redress they seek which necessitates openness.

There are strong opposing arguments to such a scheme; however the aim here is merely to emphasise that the Chief Medical Officer proposed the duty of candour, in the context of reform of the clinical negligence system, for good
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As negligence has been identified as a fundamental barrier to openness, which has profound detrimental effects on medical culture, without some form of reform that removes the element of blame, the duty of candour’s success will be invariably limited.

**Concluding Statement**

The historical discussion sought to aid an understanding of how societal attitudes have influenced the need for the duty of candour, elucidating where the divergence in motivations for candour began. The formulation of the four-fold objectives of candour illustrated what openness seeks to achieve, highlighting the fundamental barrier to openness that is negligence, whilst illustrating that achieving these collective aims rests upon cultural change. This background informed the discussion of the current debate.

Weighing out the disparities between the statutory and contractual mechanism in achieving cultural change, does not leave the route for progression much clearer. As identified both mechanisms have their merits and respective shortcomings. However this analysis does illuminate that if approaching candour from patient right perspective the statutory duty is the obvious choice, as it gives all patients and not just patients of hospitals, the right to openness. However if taking a more sceptical or mindful approach, depending on one’s view, the governments cautious or ‘test run’ approach to candour manifested in the contractual duty, may be favourable. Nonetheless, neither affords sufficient weight to education or appraisal nor breaks down the fundamental barrier to openness that is negligence.

The government appear to be ‘set’ in their decision to implement a contractual duty. The consultation document suggests some, albeit weak, desire to focus on education, and the government are unlikely to hasten at implementing an appraisal scheme. However they are unwilling to reform clinical negligence due to its financial implications. Such an approach may be pragmatic due to the strained resources of the NHS, but it brings the question of openness down to one unfortunate conclusion that will determine its success: how much is securing openness worth? The answer is a political decision which only the government can decide.

---
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An ‘Institutionalist’ Perspective of European Integration: Evaluating European integration using the development of British agriculture under the Common Agricultural Policy

Adam Turner

Ever since the inception of the European Coal and Steel Community, and through its subsequent guise as the European Community and into its present form as the European Union, academics have been attempting to explain how European integration occurs and is sustained, and what the roles of the Member States and the supranational EU institutions are in the process. The two competing theories that have been favoured at different times throughout the existence of the EU have been neo-functionalism and intergovernmentalism. This study uses the development of Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) of the European Union, the most ambitious area of economic integration in Europe, to argue how a different theory of European integration, based on fundamental principles of historical institutionalism, can provide a far more accurate explanation of how European integration has occurred in the past. This study contends that reform, as the most fundamental stage of the integrative process, is the best barometer against which to judge the competing theories of integration. My argument will use the apparent failure of European integration to develop the British agricultural sector as quickly as it has developed the corresponding sectors in the other Member States to illustrate the accuracy of the integrative theory that I support. I believe this can be explained by the British government’s attitude towards its own farmers in the implementation of the most recent substantial reform of the CAP, the Mid-Term Review. It is argued that the future direction of the CAP, which can be gauged from the recent proposals for the policy’s reform, can validate the theory that my study seeks to support. I contend that the proposals provide evidence of the CAP moving away from the interests of British farmers, which is a gap that the principles of historical institutionalism on which I rely suggest will only continue to widen in the future.
Introduction

The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) of the European Union (EU) is the most ambitious area of European integration. The policy represented 47% of the total expenditure of the EU in 2008, which equates to just over €55 billion. The scale and ambition of the policy is reflected in what it aims to achieve, which is the successful integration of every agricultural sector within the EU. How European integration occurs has been the subject of intense academic debate. The two traditionally competing views have been those of the state-centric ‘intergovernmentalists’ and the ‘neo-functionalists’, who prefer to perceive the EU as an autonomous supranational body. However, my proposal is that a separate theory of European integration, based on the principles of historical institutionalism, provides a more accurate explanation of the integrative process, and the scale of the CAP makes it the best tool to use with which to prove this assertion.

The competing theories that will be analysed all place considerable emphasis on the role of the Member State in the process of European integration and also consider how European integration could affect the Member State on a national level. I intend to evaluate the role of the Member State in a particularly important aspect of the integration process, which is reform. Therefore, in terms of the CAP I will use the case study of British agriculture and consider how it has been affected by the most recent reform of the CAP, and the role of the British government in implementing the reforms, in order to prove that a theory of integration founded on principles of historical institutionalism is accurate. This will then allow me to identify how British agriculture could receive increased benefits from European integration.

At this particular moment in time we are fortunate that we can also use the future of the CAP as a lens through which we can evaluate the existing theories of European integration. This is because the European Commission has recently released proposals as to the reforms of the CAP due to take effect from 2014. I will assess these proposals and the reaction of British farmers to them, and establish whether the theory of integration I support can explain this reaction more adequately than intergovernmentalism and neo-functionalism can. This will allow me to evaluate what the European integration of the agricultural sector will mean for British farmers looking beyond the proposed reforms according to historical institutionalist reasoning, and what the consequences will be for the British agricultural sector if it leaves the CAP.

An Overview of the Common Agricultural Policy, European Integration and the Provisions of the Mid-Term Review

A brief introduction to the CAP

The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) has been a fundamental feature of the European Union (EU) since the policy was first implemented in 1962. The objectives of the CAP were stated in the founding Treaty of Rome, and have remained unchanged to this day under Article 39 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). These objectives are:

(i) To increase agricultural productivity;
(ii) To ensure a fair standard of living for the agricultural community;
(iii) To stabilise markets;
(iv) To assure the availability of supplies;
(v) To ensure supplies reach consumers at fair prices.

The policy was introduced by the Member States to facilitate recovery of the agricultural sector in Europe in the aftermath of World War Two. The Treaty of Rome made satisfying the quantitative needs of the Member States the primary objective of the European Economic Community’s agricultural policy. In order to achieve this objective, the policy provided subsidies to farmers linked to the amount of food they produced. Therefore, farmers were encouraged to produce as much food as they could in order to satisfy the food shortage in Europe. By the end of the 1970s, the CAP had succeeded in achieving a massive increase in productivity. However, this success was mitigated by the new problems that were affecting European agriculture, some of which were created by the short-term approach the CAP had adopted towards agricultural development.

In the short-term, a system of subsidies linked to productivity had addressed the European food shortage. However, this eventually generated a surplus of food that created a massive financial burden on the EU, as the cost of exporting excess food had to be subsidised. All of these issues had to be addressed while ensuring that the CAP was integrated successfully into an ever-expanding European Community, and the policy had to take account of the large disparity between the levels of rural development in each country. All of these issues contributed to the CAP using 70% of the EU’s Budget in 1985. There was becoming an evident need to restructure the policy in order to limit its spiraling cost.
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All policies must be adjusted over time in accordance to its context, which constantly evolves. This is the process of reform. The 1992 ‘MacSharry’ reforms introduced a new architecture to the CAP, which was intended to make it more cost efficient. These two ‘pillars’ are:

(i) Market and Direct Aid;
(ii) Rural Development

The first pillar of this new structure of the CAP concerns the aid to the farmers in terms of subsidies. This is essentially what the CAP provided for before it was reformed. The introduction of the ‘rural development’ pillar suggests a change of emphasis of European agricultural policy, away from the short-term and towards the long-term. It is a commitment by the EU towards making its agricultural policy more sustainable, through developing European agricultural systems, so that firstly every Member State attains the same level of rural development, and, secondly, that level is progressively raised through implementation of the second pillar.

In summary, the objectives that the CAP has striven to satisfy have remained unchanged since its inception. However, although the policy was first created by the Member States to address the European food shortage in the wake of World War Two, the integration of the policy has created different challenges that the CAP has had to respond to through reform. This illustrates the importance of the process of reform in European integration, as it allows policy to adjust to address these new challenges. The analysis of the process of reform of the CAP can therefore help with the evaluation of the various theories of European integration.

An overview of the theories of European integration

European integration is the process in which the laws, policies and economic sectors of Member States are harmonized for the benefit of the Member States who participate in the process. The dominant theory as to how European integration occurs has constantly changed, as the reality of the EU’s development has disproved the each favoured theory at a different point in its evolution. The theory that was favoured at the time the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) was formed was that of neo-functionalism. The neo-functionalist structure of integration asserts that a supranational authority is required when two or more states wish to integrate in a particular economic sector. In order to fully integrate that economic sector, it is necessary then to draw cognate economic sectors into that integrative web, an effect that was


labelled ‘functional spillover’7. Economic integration then leads to ‘political spillover’8, where states become integrated to such a degree that the EU begins to represent a single state. Political spillover ‘would require a process of loyalty transference’9 of individuals from the national to the supranational realm, under the realisation that greater prosperity is available under supranational governance. This has proved to be the main empirical problem of neo-functionalism. It disregards the importance of the Member State and attributes ‘greater autonomy to supranational actors than can be plausibly sustained’ when the Member States ‘remain the most powerful decision makers’10 in the EU.

Intergovernmentalism regards the Member States of the EU as the ‘primary actor in the development of European integration’11. Under this theory of governance the institutions of the EU act as mere ‘faithful agents of intergovernmental bargains’12, whose role it is to facilitate the efficient negotiation of policies between Member States and which ‘have little independent impact on integration at all’13. The role of the Member State under intergovernmentalism is therefore the polar opposite to its role under neo-functionalism. Although I support the liberal intergovernmentalist view of ‘the relationship between society and government as one of principal and agent’14, where it is the role of the Member State to protect the interests of its individuals on the European level, this state-centric view of integration was again disproved by the development of the EU, as more authority and power have transferred to its central institutions.

The theory formulated by Stone Sweet and Sandholtz, viewing the EU as a multi-level structure of governance, is the concept that this study supports. It incorporates the fundamental historical institutionalist concept of ‘path-dependence’ in the process of institutionalization. Pierson, a strong advocate of historical institutionalism, describes ‘path dependence’ as ‘a single alternative and continued movement down a specific path once initial steps are taken’15. An illustration of this concept is evident in the formative years of the CAP, where the policy continued to encourage food production even as a surplus was being generated, as this was the path the initial policy was placed on. The problem with integration based on historical institutionalism, therefore, is that policies can become ‘locked-in’16; meaning the path the policy is placed on becomes difficult to alter. This links to the concept of ‘critical junctures’, which are ‘crucial founding moments of institutional
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formation’\textsuperscript{17} capable of determining or altering the path a policy will follow during the integrative process. Policy reform is the form of critical juncture that this argument will contend with.

Despite its parallels with historical institutionalism, Craig labels Stone Sweet and Sandholtz’s theory\textsuperscript{18} of European integration as ‘new institutionalism’\textsuperscript{19}. The theory introduces the concept of ‘a continuum that stretches between two ideal-typical modes of governance: the intergovernmental (the left-hand pole), and the supranational (the right-hand pole)’\textsuperscript{20}, and each competence of the EU is at a different point on the continuum. This then explains ‘the comparative development or lack of development of different policy sectors’\textsuperscript{21}. I propose that the CAP represents a EU institution that is at the supranational end of this spectrum. This is because it conforms to Stone Sweet and Sandholtz’s description of a supranational institution as a centralized government structure that possesses jurisdiction over a specific policy domain within the territory of the Member States.

The multiple levels of governance recognised by Stone Sweet and Sandholtz are ‘subnational, national and supranational’\textsuperscript{22}. This theory is therefore favourable because it does not neglect the importance of either the Member States or the EU in the process of European integration. They recognise that integration is the result of inter-state bargaining, so integration cannot occur without the involvement of the Member States. However, Stone Sweet and Sandholtz also propose that governments are ‘powerful actors who cannot always impose their preferred outcomes on other players in the EC political system’\textsuperscript{23}, as the EU institutions also have a significant amount of authority over the direction of European policy. The theory of institutionalism regards the subnational ‘non-state’ actors as the main beneficiaries of European integration, as they are the actors who initially created the need for States to integrate by transacting across States. In the context of the CAP, the non-state actors are farmers, and which leads to the conclusion that European integration should benefit European farmers.

The context for change in the 21st century

At the turn of the millennium, the ‘Agenda 2000’ agreement between the Member States of the EU outlined the objectives for subsequent reforms of the
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CAP over the next decade, with the intention of producing a CAP with more effective policies and a better financial framework. These objectives were

(i) To increase competitiveness of EU agriculture;
(ii) To assure food safety and food quality;
(iii) To maintain a fair standard of living for the agricultural community and stabilise farm incomes;
(iv) To better integrate environmental goals into the CAP;
(v) To develop alternative job and income opportunities for farmers and families.

Future reform would also have to handle the effects that the impending expansion of the EU would have on agricultural policy. The former Communist states that were joining the EU had agricultural sectors that were seriously under-developed, which created a need for emphasis on the ‘rural development’ pillar that would help these countries modernise their agricultural systems. These countries also had a much higher rate of employment in the agricultural sector than in the present 15 Member States, illustrated by the 57% increase in EU farmers upon the joining of just 8 new Member States. The CAP therefore had to find a means to support a much greater number of farmers. This suggested that the CAP would need to promote sustainability and move away from a focus on productivity.

The interests of British farmers in the reform of the CAP

Every Member State of the EU had a personal interest in gaining the best possible bargain for their State under the reformed CAP. Each state had different priorities and concerns relating to their own unique agricultural systems, which is the main issue with a universal agricultural policy applying to the entirety of Europe. It is impossible to tailor a policy to suit every agricultural system throughout Europe, because of the difference in factors such as climate. However, because we are assessing European integration of the agricultural sector through using Britain as a case study, it is necessary to evaluate what British farmers wanted from the new CAP.

It was declared in 2002 that ‘farming in the United Kingdom is in a state of crisis’, which was primarily due to the outbreak of foot and mouth disease, which decimated over 2000 herds of livestock across the UK and resulted in the slaughter of 6 million animals in 2001. British farmers therefore needed a form of income support that would protect them from the volatility of the agricultural market, which this episode highlighted. The initial outbreak of foot and mouth had cost the government £2.5 billion in compensation alone.

If there were to be another outbreak of the disease, then British farmers
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couldn’t rely on the same level of government support. One means of reducing the financial pressure on the government would be to ensure that farmers still receive financial support from Europe even if they cannot produce food for the market.

The Committee for Environmental, Food and Rural Affairs also emphasised that ‘the primary role of farmers is to produce food that consumers want’. Subsidies linked to production do not encourage producing to the market. A policy that placed more emphasis on market orientation would benefit both the farmer and the consumer in Britain, as the farmer would obtain a better price for a commodity that is in demand in the market and there would be a plentiful supply of the commodity for the consumer, available at a fair price.

What is apparent from the Committee’s report on the state of British agriculture and the impending reform of the CAP is that European policy must regard the role of farmers in agriculture primarily as producers of food, but in order to be subsidised by the taxpayer farmers must also deliver ‘public goods’ associated with farming as well. In terms of agriculture, these public goods would mainly consist of maintaining land so as to protect the environment. The problem with public goods is that there is no market for them and so a value cannot be put on their provision. However, after decades of inflated spending on the CAP, the government was anxious to justify its expenditure on the European agricultural policy by ensuring taxpayers received better value for money from the policy. The government therefore wanted a policy that rewarded farmers for maintaining rural areas, which would be to the benefit of the public as a whole.

The fundamental reforms contained in the Mid-Term Review

After much deliberation and compromise, the final draft of the Mid-Term Review was adopted on the 26th June of 2003. The reforms under the Review were radical and addressed many of fundamental problems with the CAP that had emerged at the end of the 20th century. The provisions, which were codified in Council Regulation (EC) 1782/2003, were accompanied by the declaration by Commissioner Fischler that the reforms would mean ‘our products will be more competitive, and our agricultural policy will be greener, more trade-friendly and more consumer oriented’. This section will identify the most significant changes to the policy that were contained in the Mid-Term Review.
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The most significant restructuring of the CAP in the Mid-Term Review was found under Title 3 of the Regulation. This established the Single Payment Scheme, which has been implemented in the UK as the Single Farm Payment (SFP). This concept completely decoupled income support from productivity. This addressed the problem of the growing surplus of food within the European market, and also helped to simplify the CAP, making it easier to understand for the farmers and easier to administer and implement for the national authorities. Linked to the introduction of the SFP was the establishment of cross-compliance requirements under Article 4. These are requirements that farmers who receive direct payments from the EU have to satisfy in order to receive their full allocation of income support. Article 4 outlines the three areas in which such requirements can be imposed:

(i) Public, animal and plant health;
(ii) The environment;
(iii) Animal welfare.

If a farmer fails to satisfy a cross-compliance requirement, then under Article 6 the EU is entitled to disallow a proportion or the entirety of a farmer’s direct payment for that calendar year. The introduction of cross-compliance requirements allows the EU to impose duties on farmers that fall outside of food production, and recognise the role of agriculture in helping to address issues such as the environment. They also ensure that the quality of the process in which food is produced is a consideration in providing farm support, instead of under the previous system where only the quantitative amount produced was relevant.

The other significant restructuring of the CAP came in the form of modulation of the financial support to the two pillars of the CAP. Under Article 10, money payable to each Member State in terms of direct support to farmers would reduce year-on-year, with the funds generated from the reductions being applied to schemes under the ‘rural development’ pillar of the CAP. This provision was aimed at giving the CAP a more long-term outlook, as it would gradually reduce over a number of years the dependence of EU farmers on income support from the EU while aiding the development of individual agricultural systems throughout Europe.
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Conclusion: the CAP after the Mid-Term Review

The CAP as it exists after the Mid-Term Review is very different from the policy that first emerged in the 1960s, which is due to the process of European integration. The implementation of the initial policy solved the European food shortage in the aftermath of World War Two, but it soon became a financial black hole, as it encouraged farmers to maximise their output while subsidising the cost of storing and exporting the surplus of food that was being generated. These new issues were addressed through reforming the policy, firstly through the ‘MacSharry’ reforms and most recently through the Mid-Term Review.

Not only did the Mid-Term Review address the problem of the European food surplus through introducing a subsidy decoupled from production, but the new form of European subsidy was also to the benefit of British farmers, as it gave them a stable source of income in a volatile market. This suggests that Stone Sweet and Sandholtz’s theory of European integration is accurate, as in the instance of the CAP the farmers, or non-state actors, have benefitted from European integration. However, British farmers did not benefit from the Mid-Term Review to the extent other European farmers did. It will be the aim of the next chapter to explain this outcome through the Stone Sweet and Sandholtz’s theory of European integration.

The Implementation of the Mid-Term Review in Britain

In the previous chapter, the most significant reforms to the CAP contained in the Mid-Term Review were identified, and the policy considerations behind these changes were highlighted. In this chapter I will explain how a Member State’s implementation of European policy can help to illustrate the accuracy of Stone Sweet and Sandholtz’s theory of institutionalism. I will then evaluate how Britain implemented the major reforms of Mid-Term Review and the effect this had on British agriculture and farmers and conclude with what institutionalism tells us about Britain’s approach to the European integration of the agricultural sector.

How the role of the Member State in the implementation of European policy can aid the evaluation of European integration

Stone Sweet and Sandholtz’s theory of European integration relies on transactions between non-state actors to generate the need for Member States to integrate economic sectors. Integration then develops transnational society and encourages further interactions between non-state actors, leading to further integration. Therefore, according to this theory, European integration should benefit the non-state actors who initially created the requirement for Member States to integrate. However, the NFU’s advisor to the European Parliament has stated that the British government has a negative attitude
towards the CAP\textsuperscript{38} that has affected the prosperity of British farmers under the policy.

I contend there is a link between the negative attitude of the British government to the CAP and the prosperity of British agriculture that supports an institutionalist perspective on European integration. This link emerges in considering how a Member State implements European policy. The principle of subsidiarity is fundamental in the application of EU law, as it is enshrined in the Treaty of European Union\textsuperscript{39}. It is especially important in the instance of the CAP. The European Commission has stated that ‘striking the appropriate balance between a common EU framework, on the one hand, and local specific situations, on the other, is one of the most important challenges faced by the system’\textsuperscript{40}. The principle of subsidiarity is viewed as the most effective method of striking this balance through delegating as much authority over the implementation of the CAP to the Member States as is possible, as the Member States can adapt the policy to suit the needs of their specific agricultural system.

The importance of this principle was reiterated in the very recent decision of the ECJ in \textit{Monsanto SAS and others v Ministre de l’Agriculture et de la Pêche}\textsuperscript{41}. This case concerned a EU Regulation\textsuperscript{42} on food safety that was established during the Mid-Term Review. Article 34 of this Regulation provides for a State authority to issue ‘an emergency measure’ when it is evident that a genetically modified (GM) crop was ‘likely to constitute a serious risk to human health, animal health or the environment’\textsuperscript{43}. The court had to decide whether the EU was to define such a situation or whether this was left to the competence of the Member States. The ECJ answered that the Regulation ‘requires Member States (emphasis added) to establish…the existence of a situation which is likely to constitute a clear and serious risk to human health, animal health, or the environment’\textsuperscript{44}. This judgment demonstrates how it is left to the Member States to define the extent of their obligations under the CAP. The level of authority Member States have in implementation is therefore very high.

If a Member State has a negative attitude to European integration then they can choose to implement European policy in a manner which inhibits the activity of the non-state actors who initiated the need to integrate, such is the degree of control the Member States have over implementation of European policy. This will then mean that integration doesn’t occur as readily in the specific policy sector in that Member State, which will affect its development.
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and prosperity. Therefore, in order to prove that the institutionalist theory of European integration is accurate, it is necessary to identify ways in which the British government implemented the Mid-Term Review to the detriment of British farmers.

**Implementing a broader legal definition of the term ‘farmer’**

A significant consequence of the reforms contained in the Mid-Term Review was a result of the new ‘single payment’ subsidy system and the introduction of cross-compliance requirements. The requirements for financial support under the CAP are a means of identifying the legal definition of a farmer, especially under a single payment system where farmers receive remuneration for directly fulfilling what Europe perceives their responsibilities to be. When subsidies were directly linked to food production the definition of a farmer was a producer of food.

The new definition of the role of a farmer can now be found within EU legislation establishing the SFP. In order to receive financial support from the CAP an individual must prove that they are ‘a farmer within the meaning of Article 2(a) of Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003’.

According to this provision, a farmer is someone who ‘exercises an agricultural activity’. Therefore, the new definition of a farmer is dependent on what constitutes ‘an agricultural activity’ under European law. This is defined as:

> *(T)*he production, rearing or growing of agricultural products *including* harvesting, milking, breeding animals and keeping animals for *farming* purposes, or *maintaining the land in good agricultural and environmental condition as established under Article 5.*

This definition of an agricultural activity obliges a farmer to maintain the countryside as well as produce food. According to the NFU, rewarding farmers financially for maintaining their land was a positive development because, as Commissioner Fischler highlights, they are being ‘rewarded for the quality products they supply, the environmental services they perform and their role in conserving country landscapes’. The new system rewarded farmers for duties they have traditionally performed. Recognizing the role of a farmer as beyond that of producing food also helps to justify a subsidy that is decoupled from production, as farmers only receive their full entitlement of support by performing duties beyond food production. British farmers now have a stable source of income in a volatile market that can be hugely disrupted by factors such as weather and disease.

---
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The positive effect of the reforms for European farmers was mitigated in Britain in the manner they were implemented. In accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, the EU legislated that ‘Member States shall define, at national or regional level, minimum requirements for good agricultural and environmental condition’ 49. Therefore, the Member State defines the minimum thresholds to satisfy cross-compliance requirements. The government established this standard in The Common Agricultural Policy Single Payment and Support Schemes (Cross Compliance) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 200450. This legislation has subsequently been the subject of litigation before the ECJ.

The case of *Horvath v Secretary of State for Environmental and Rural Affairs*51 suggests that the provisions of the 2004 Regulations do not prioritize promoting the economic activity of farmers in establishing minimum requirements. The case concerned an application for the judicial review of the provisions contained in the 2004 Regulations that placed obligations on farmers to maintain ‘public rights of way’52 as a condition of maintaining their land in good environmental and agricultural condition. This was challenged on the basis that such provisions ‘cannot be considered as minimum requirements because they impose significant supplementary burdens on farmers’53. The contention was made that the minimum requirements referred to in the Regulation54 must only relate to ‘standards which are relevant in the agricultural sector’55, of which public rights of way were not.

The ECJ rejected this argument, stating that Member States can impose, under the ‘good agricultural and environmental condition’ requirement, an obligation on farmers ‘for environmental purposes’56. The Court also stated that, when implementing cross-compliance requirements, Member States are allowed ‘a certain discretion with regard to the actual determination of those requirements’57. This judgment illustrates both the level of authority a Member State has over the implementation of the CAP and how a Member State has the freedom to choose how far it participates in European integration. Member States fear that ‘the imposition of anything but the lightest requirements on their farmers could lead to a competitive
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disadvantage. As British farmers are having obligations placed on them that serve no agricultural purpose whatsoever, they are put at a competitive disadvantage by giving them responsibilities that distract them from agricultural concerns. This indicates that Britain has adopted a negative approach to participation in the European integration of the agricultural sector, as its attitude is hindering the activity of its non-state actors that integration looks to encourage.

Implementing the new architecture of the CAP

The second major reform contained in the Mid-Term Review was the introduction of modulation between the two pillars of the CAP. This was another attempt to promote sustainable agricultural practices in the EU. While the first pillar of the CAP that concentrated on direct aid to farmers had always existed, the second pillar, which focuses on rural development, was only established in 1999. The Mid-Term Review introduced compulsory modulation to begin to close the massive gap between the budgets of the two Pillars, and to quicken the process of making European agriculture self-sustainable.

Modulation involves reducing the amount of direct payments that were to be made to farmers receiving a single farm payment over €5000 year-on-year, beginning with a 3% reduction in 2005 rising to a 5% reduction in 2012. This 5% limit for 2012 was subsequently doubled to 10% in the ‘health check’ of the reforms in 2008. As this is a universal standard that applies throughout the EU modulation should not be able to tell us anything about an individual Member States attitude to integration. However, Britain adopted a unique stance on modulation. It is ‘currently the only Member State to apply voluntary modulation in the EU’. It will voluntarily modulate an extra 9% of its Pillar 1 budget in 2012, which equates to a total modulation rate in Britain of 19%, meaning British farmers will see their direct support reduced by almost twice the amount of other European farmers. Although this money isn’t taken out of British agriculture, as the extra funds are being used for British schemes under the ‘rural development’ pillar, the government are still taking direct support away from farmers in order to achieve better value for money. This is harming the competitiveness of British farmers in the European market.
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The NFU have emphasised that they view the introduction of the second pillar of the CAP as a positive measure. They also believe that the budget accorded to rural development schemes is insufficient. However, they also stress modulation is not the correct way to provide sufficient funding to the second pillar. The NFU, representing the farmers of Britain, view modulation as a negative measure because it means one pillar will benefit at the expense of the other. Instead the NFU believes that the two pillars should have separate budgets, both of which are sufficient to satisfy the objectives of each pillar. Therefore, British farmers and the British government have completely opposing views on how to finance the new architecture of the CAP. Modulation may be a necessary feature on a European level as the CAP already has such a significant proportion of the Budget allotted to it. However, by taking direct support away from British farmers at a much faster rate than other European farmers, the British government is clearly not implementing the provisions of the Mid-Term Review in such a way as to promote the economic activities of their farmers.

The next issue to address is what the funds being generated through modulation are being spent on in Britain. The EU amended the Regulation that states the objectives of the second pillar of the CAP in the 2008 ‘health check’. The NFU evaluated that this Regulation ‘clearly identifies that one of its key aims and objectives is to improve the competitiveness of the agricultural sector’. However, the NFU highlights that ‘close to 80% of the available funds in England (are) currently spent on agri-environment actions’ which are ‘largely focused on nature and biodiversity measures’. Therefore, instead of using the second pillar to improve the competitiveness of British farmers in accordance with European policy, the British government is using the funding on measures that will protect the environment, which is of much more interest to the general public. So while this approach may help the government justify CAP expenditure to the taxpayer, it is not helping the British farmers, who are the actors that European integration intends to benefit.

Conclusion: Evaluating European integration through Britain’s implementation of the Mid-Term Review

I have identified two major consequences of the major substantive reforms to the CAP contained in the Mid-Term Review that were outlined in the previous chapter. The first was the broader role a farmer was expected to perform under the new subsidy system and cross-compliance requirements, and the second was the consolidation of the two-pillar architecture of the CAP through modulation. The emphasis on subsidiarity meant that Member States had a
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significant power over how these changes were implemented into their national legal systems. However, what I believe I have established is that the British government has not prioritized the interests of its farmers in implementing the substantive reforms of the Mid-Term Review. Instead, the government have implemented the changes in a manner that appeases the taxpayer.

Rosamond submits that neo-functionalism has been the most widely accepted theory of supranational governance, stating that for ‘many, “integration theory” and “neo-functionalism” are virtual synonyms’\(^{68}\). According to this theory, when two or more countries integrate a specific economic sector this automatically generates an increased level of transactions between states, which requires regulation by central European institutions. However, Stone Sweet and Sandholtz\(^{69}\) propose a theory that can explain the link between the negative attitude of the British government to European integration of the agricultural sector and the lack of prosperity of British agriculture under the regulation of the CAP. In their theory the interaction of non-state actors is crucial to explaining how the development of European integration occurs, and it is these actors who engage in transnational activity, such as farmers in the context of the CAP, which European integration is meant to benefit.

However, it appears that the British government has implemented the Mid-Term Review with the main priority of extracting as much value for money as possible from the policy. This is to promote the best interests of the taxpayer, who ultimately fund the considerable cost of the CAP. They have done this in three ways that are detrimental to British farmers:

(i) By placing extensive obligations which do not relate to agriculture on farmers which they have to fulfil in order to receive their full annual subsidy through cross-compliance requirements, which is beyond the lightest possible obligations placed on farmers in other Member States;

(ii) By imposing a voluntary modulation rate of 9% on top of the compulsory European rate of 10%, which takes direct support away from farmers and allots the money to the Rural Development Pillar, which the UK government views as providing better value for money than the Market and Direct Aid Pillar;

(iii) By using the majority of the Rural Development budget on agri-environmental schemes that do not help to improve the competitiveness of British agriculture in the European market but which are more justifiable to taxpayers.

Institutionalist logic would then determine that if European policy were not being implemented to further the interests of the non-state actors who generated the need to integrate a specific sector then this would affect the participation of the Member State in the integrative process. This is because

\(^{68}\) Ben Rosamond, ‘Theories of European Integration’ (n 9), at p.50.
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integration is a cycle, linked by ‘three interrelated dimensions’\textsuperscript{70}, which are transnational society, the EU organizations and EU rules. If one dimension is inhibited then the whole process of integration is affected. The NFU have stated that the reforms contained in the Mid-Term Review were all measures that will benefit European farmers in the short-term and long-term\textsuperscript{71}. However, because the reforms were implemented in Britain in a way that had a detrimental affect on British farmers it has affected the development of British agriculture because British farmers are not receiving the full benefit of European integration that farmers from other Member States are receiving.

According to Stone Sweet and Sandholtz’s model of European integration, the outcome of participating in European integration is the ‘development of transnational society’\textsuperscript{72}. European integration of the CAP should therefore aid the development of British agriculture. The supranational governance provided by the CAP is not hindering the development and prosperity of British agriculture. If British farmers wish to receive the full benefit of the CAP and future reforms, they need a government who implements the policy in the most beneficial manner for farmers, who are the transnational actors whose activities European integration is meant to encourage. In other words, Britain needs to more actively involve itself in the integration process in order for the CAP to provide better support for British farmers.

\textbf{The Future of British Agriculture under the CAP}

So far this study has assessed the European integration of the agricultural sector in terms of its past and present. This final section will look to the future. We can identify the future direction of the CAP from the recently released proposals for its next reform, due to be implemented from 2014. My contention is that the reaction of the British farming community to these proposals can provide proof that the institutionalist integration theory is accurate, and I will conclude with what the theory can tell us about the long-term well being of British agriculture under European governance.

\textbf{The new challenges faced by European agriculture}

In order to understand the proposals for the new reform of the CAP it is necessary to identify the challenges that the proposals needed to address. The Commission identified the following concerns for European agriculture\textsuperscript{73}:

\begin{itemize}
  \item [(i)] Rising concerns about food security, both within the EU and worldwide;
  \item [(ii)] A need to enhance sustainable management of natural resources;
  \item [(iii)] Increasing pressure on production conditions caused by climate change;
\end{itemize}
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(iv) A requirement to make better use of the diversity of farm structures and production systems within the enlarged EU;
(v) To make CAP support more equitable and balanced;
(vi) To simplify CAP implementation.

These challenges were then formulated in the three objectives that the reforms should pursue74:
(i) Viable food production;
(ii) Sustainable management of natural resources and climate action;
(iii) Balanced territorial development.

Within the objective of viable food production was the recognition of the need to contribute to farm incomes and ‘limit farm income variability’75. This meant that the Single Payment Scheme was likely to survive the reform process, as it provides farmers with a guaranteed yearly income. However, the report did highlight the need to provide a better targeting of income support leading to a more equitable distribution of the budget allotted to the first pillar76. This suggested that the impending proposals would contain significant changes to how a farmer would qualify for the single payment and the method that dictates the size of the subsidy.

The second objective of CAP reform recognizes that agriculture is ‘an industry peculiarly vulnerable to the effects of climate change’77, such as how crop yields can be affected by rises in temperature and increased competition for water, and livestock can be harmed by new diseases that can thrive in a warmer climate. The Commission outlined two types of measures needed for agriculture to effectively deal with climate change. The first type were measures that encouraged greener agricultural practices under the Rural Development Pillar, which included ‘adopting new technologies, developing new products, changing production processes, and supporting new patterns of demand’78. The second form of measures that was required, according to the Commission, would mitigate the impact of climate change on European farming, so as to ‘reduce the negative effects of climate change’79.

The third objective the Commission set for CAP reform focuses on the development of rural society. These measures should, according to the Commission, focus on encouraging and supporting employment in agriculture, and help ensure that people stay in rural areas and do not migrate to urban areas. The emphasis placed on ensuring the wellbeing of rural communities by the Commission was further evident in highlighting of the need to ‘optimize the use of additional local resources’80 and ‘improve the conditions for small
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farms and develop local markets because in Europe’. Better support of small farms and local agricultural resources and services will ensure greater economic prosperity for the agricultural sector. This is why the Commission’s report stresses the requirement to ensure the long-term social wellbeing of agriculture through CAP reform.

The proposed reforms of the CAP

The Commission’s proposals retain the two-pillar structure of the current policy. However, they contain extensive changes to first pillar. It was indicated in the Commission’s report prior to the proposals that there would be significant changes to how a farmer qualifies for the annual payment and how the payment would be distributed, which the proposed Single Payment Regulation81 proved to be accurate. The proposals introduce a new ‘active farmer’82 criteria for farmers to satisfy, which is done through the two limbs of the following test:

(i) The ‘economic’ limb: the annual amount of direct payments an individual receives must not be less than 5% of the total receipts the individual obtained from non-agricultural activities in the most recent fiscal year;

(ii) The ‘land management’ limb: an individual must perform the minimum activity established by the Member State on their agricultural areas naturally kept in a state suitable for grazing or cultivation.

Under the current system, to qualify for a direct payment as a farmer it is necessary to own land on which ‘an agricultural activity’ 83 has been carried out. However, this system can attract claims such as in the case of MacPherson v Scottish Ministers84. The claimant in this instance bought land that at the time was the subject of a grazing agreement with a third party, which subsequently expired. It was argued that, as an agricultural activity was being carried out on the land at the time it was bought, the claimant was eligible to claim a Single Farm Payment. The claim was rejected on the basis it was made during the period of transition between the old subsidies and new single payment scheme, and during this period only farmers who had previously qualified for support were recognised as eligible for the new single payment. The individual in question perhaps could have succeeded if the timing of the claim had been different. The more strenuous ‘active farmer’ criteria will ensure that the EU is only supporting farmers who are contributing to Europe’s food security, and not individuals who claim support for simply maintaining agricultural land, such as was the case in MacPherson.
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The Commission also completely restructured how direct payments are distributed in order to provide a more equitable subsidy system. The current system is very simple, with a payment being allotted to each farmer with deductions being made for failing to comply with cross-compliance requirements. However, under the new proposal each Member State is accorded a ‘national ceiling’\(^\text{85}\), equates to the total value of all direct payments made to farmers from that Member State. The ceiling is then distributed under a number of different payments, as depicted below:

![Diagram of proposed new structure of the Single Farm Payment](image)

**Figure 1 The proposed new structure of the Single Farm Payment**

Figure 1 displays how a farmer will only receive a maximum of 58\% of the Single Farm Payment that they currently receive under the proposed new structure in return for the obligations they currently fulfil under the Basic Payment Scheme. However, in order for a farmer to receive up to 88\% of their current Single Farm Payment a farmer must fulfil additional ‘greening’ requirements on their land. There are 3 such requirements\(^\text{86}\):
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(i) To have 3 different crops on arable land exceeding 3 hectares in size, with each crop covering no less than 5% and no more than 7% of the eligible land;
(ii) To maintain permanent grassland;
(iii) To ensure that at least 7% of their land is maintained as an ecological focus area.

The introduction of greening payments is aimed at achieving the sustainable management of natural resources, and ‘unequivocally confirmed that Pillar 1 support could be employed as an engine for the delivery of climate change objectives’\(^87\). Cardwell categorizes this payment as an enhanced form of cross-compliance requirement. I dispute this label, as a deduction for failing to comply with a cross-compliance requirement is a penalty imposed for a farmer failing to meet obligations which farmers traditionally assumed were part of their duties to the countryside, whereas greening payments impose additional, much more strenuous obligations upon farmers. I believe it was because the ‘obligation to maintain all agricultural land in good agricultural and environmental condition has received “light touch” implementation across most Member States’\(^88\) that this new system is being proposed, as it limits the amount that Member States can lessen their farmers’ environmental obligations through implementation.

The ‘small farmers scheme’\(^89\) allows farms that qualify for this payment to receive a lump sum that cannot exceed 15% of the average single payment per farmer in that Member State\(^90\), but which isn’t subject to sanctions for not complying with cross-compliance requirements and without having to meet the additional greening obligations. This aims to provide more viable food production, as smaller farms can focus on being much more productive if they are not being distracted by all the regulations that would have to otherwise comply with to receive their full annual subsidy. The scheme also recognises that small farms who will qualify for this subsidy will have a negligible environmental impact compared to the large farms who have to comply with the more strenuous requirements concerning green agricultural practices. Finally, small farms are also more likely to use local resources and services than large farms as it is more cost efficient, which will mean the money provided by this payment will stay in rural areas and help them develop.

The proposals also introduce a progressive reduction, or cap, on the subsidies the largest farmers receive from the EU\(^91\), with the minimum threshold for capping set at €150 000. This provision is an attempt to quicken the process of making farmers less reliant on the CAP and encourages them to be more self-sufficient. By targeting larger farmers to begin with, the EU is making a statement that the levels of support previously provided are no longer viable.
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and that large farms should by now have the resources to cope with a reduction in their annual payment after being supported by the CAP directly throughout the last decade.

The final substantial provision of the reform proposals I wish to highlight is the measure that increases the flexibility in funding between the two pillars of the CAP. This presents itself in the form of the reintroduction of voluntary modulation, where Member States can use up to 10% of their national ceiling available for direct payments for the period 2014 to 2020 for rural development measures instead. Also, for the first time there is the opportunity for certain counties whose national ceiling is less than 90% of the average national ceiling for direct payments to use up to 5% of the budget allocated to rural development measures for direct payments instead. The consequence of this measure is that the two pillars of the CAP become even more interdependent in terms of how they are financed.

The reaction of British farmers

The NFU, who represent British farmers, identified four aspects of the agricultural policy that needed improving through the reforms in order for the CAP to provide better support for British farmers, which are:

   (i) Simplicity;
   (ii) Commonality;
   (iii) Market Orientation;
   (iv) Competitiveness.

The NFU wanted the reforms to produce a simpler policy for farmers that will reduce red tape and paperwork, so farmers can concentrate on being as productive as possible. For small farmers this may have been achieved through the small farmers scheme. However, the NFU have highlighted that the UK has ‘larger than average farm structures’. The proposals therefore present a much more complicated subsidy system for the majority of British farmers. There is already a considerable amount of paperwork and red tape for farmers, who will receive a maximum of 58% of their current Single Farm Payment under the Basic Payment Scheme. In order to receive any further payments, such as through the greening scheme, farmers are likely to have to complete a considerable additional amount of paperwork.

‘Commonality’ essentially means that the provisions of the reforms should be implemented in a universal form throughout Europe. The NFU highlighted that the Mid-Term Review contained ‘proposals that were generally helpful but unfortunately our own government implemented them in a way which was
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unequal for English farmers’. The NFU wanted British farmers placed back on an equal footing in Europe. However, the proposal to cap the payments large farms will receive will ‘disproportionately affect UK farmers’, according to the NFU, because the UK has larger than average farm structures. The NFU also strongly believes that voluntary modulation is ‘damaging and distortive’. The introduction of reverse modulation will further distort the budget allotted to each country for each pillar of the CAP. The NFU believes that either there should be no modulation between pillars or a compulsory and universal modulation rate is enforced throughout Europe so as to not put farmers from Britain, the only Member State to implement voluntary modulation, at a competitive disadvantage.

The concepts of market-orientation and competitiveness are linked, because if a farmer is restricted in their ability to produce to the demands of their market then this will harm their ability to compete in that market. The greening payment appears to be the main obstacle to a policy with better market orientation. The requirement for a farmer to put a minimum of 7% of their land effectively out of production and into ‘an ecological focus area’ makes little sense when cereal prices are currently extremely high because of market demand. Therefore, a farmer cannot cultivate all of their land and therefore maximise their arable output. The requirement to ensure that a diversity of crops is maintained also harms the ability of farmers to produce to the market, as a farmer cannot produce use more than 70% of his land to grow a particular cereal that the market may have a particularly high demand for. This greening requirement will therefore restrict the ability of farmers to meet the demands of their market, and it will harm their ability to compete with farmers who do not operate under such restrictions.

Conclusion: Evaluating the future of British agriculture under European governance

The Mid-Term Review contained provisions that were devised in the interests of British farmers. However, the new proposals display how the interests of the EU and the interests of British farmers have diverged. Stone Sweet and Sandholtz’s theory claims historical institutionalism can explain why ‘significant gaps emerge between member state preferences and the functioning of EC policies and institutions’. Pierson also highlights how the competing theories of integration struggle to explain this development.

Intergovernmentalists believe that the EU is ‘essentially a forum for interstate
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bargaining’. This means that the interests of the EU should not be able to diverge from those of the Member States, as it is not capable of having its own autonomous interests. Pierson highlights that neo-functionalism attributes too much autonomy to the EU institutions, and does not adequately explain ‘why, in an open confrontation between Member States and supranational actors, the latter could be expected to prevail’, especially when the Member States control important aspects of the institutions such as their budget. Therefore, neo-functionalism does not explain why Member States would allow the EU institutions to create policies that worked against their interests.

Pierson contends that ‘intuitionalism provides a clear account of why gaps emerge in Member State authority’ through the concept of path dependence. According to Pierson’s reasoning, which is adopted by Stone Sweet and Sandholtz, the preferences of the Member States will change after the critical juncture that determines the path a policy will follow. The Mid-Term Review was a critical juncture where the path of the CAP was altered from a policy that encourages the productivity of European farmers to a policy that started to address concerns about the sustainability of agriculture through the introduction of cross-compliance requirements. Britain’s preferences have moved towards a competitive policy since the Mid-Term Review, but the emergence of the greening payment suggests that the CAP has become locked into a path in which environmental concerns have become a priority. In their current form, the proposed reforms are not a critical juncture changing the integrative path of the CAP, like the Mid-Term Review. Instead, they are a continuation of the integrative process that began with the Mid-Term Review, which will further restrict the policy to a path down which British farmers do not want to go.

The final issue to address is the future hold for British farmers under the CAP. Stone Sweet and Sandholtz’s theory indicates that once gaps emerge between the preferences of Member States and the supranational institutions, the ‘states cannot simply close them’ as the policy has become locked into the path it has been placed on by previous reform. The British farming sector is reaching its own critical juncture where it can either continue investing into a policy that is likely to continue to move away from its interests, or leave the CAP. However, leaving the CAP is a decision with severe economical implications, not only because it would deprive farmers of the Single Farm Payment. Pierson highlights the issue of sunk costs is also relevant, as Britain has invested many billions of pounds in the CAP and if Britain were to leave the CAP now it would lose the benefit of, for example, the rural development projects that it has helped to fund. Pierson states that ‘continuing integration could easily reflect the rising costs of “non-Europe”’. In other words, the longer Britain continues to involve itself in European integration the more it stands to lose from potentially exiting the process.
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Conclusion

The main contention of my argument in this study is that the theory of European integration proposed by Stone Sweet and Sandholtz, based on principles of historical institutionalism, is an accurate representation of how European integration occurs. The example of how the CAP has been integrated supports the main principles and concepts that Stone Sweet and Sandholtz have formulated.

A central feature of Stone Sweet and Sandholtz’s theory asserts that European integration is a dynamic cycle that is initiated at the subnational level and continues through the national and supranational levels of governance, which will ultimately benefit the transnational actors who generated the initial need to integrate. The CAP was established to encourage the prosperity of farmers who were devastated by the effects of the Second World War, through introducing production subsidies. The reforms contained in the Mid-Term Review changed the direction of the policy again through provisions aimed at the transnational actors, primarily in the form of the Single Farm Payment. This demonstrates the accuracy of the first aspect of Stone Sweet and Sandholtz’s theory, that the need for integration is generated at the subnational level through transnational actors, such as farmers, and it is at the subnational level where integration is first achieved.

Further than this, it is the transnational actors who sustain the process of European integration. If they do receive any benefit from European integration then they will not drive the need for further integration through transacting across states, which will hinder the development of a particular economic sector. The development of the British agricultural sector under the CAP illustrates this facet of European integration. The reforms contained in the Mid-Term Review were beneficial to all farmers across Europe, but the British government implemented the provisions in a manner that minimized the benefits to British farmers. The development of the British agricultural sector since the Mid-Term Review has been slower than that seen in the agricultural sectors of the other Member States because the activity of farmers are not as encouraged in Britain as they are throughout the EU. This displays the direct correlation between the activity of transnational actors and the development of the economic sector in which those actors operate that is a fundamental concept of the theory of European integration proposed by Stone Sweet and Sandholtz.

The CAP is also in a unique position being able to display the trend of path dependence that is a central feature of historical intuitionalism and the theory of Stone Sweet and Sandholtz, which is fundamental to explaining why gaps emerge between European policy and Member State preferences. Previous academic theory has not been able to demonstrate in practice how previous decisions made at a critical juncture concerning a specific policy will ‘lock in’ the future integration of that policy down a specific path. However, I believe the CAP provides a practical example of this integrative process, illustrated by the proposed reforms for the future of the policy. The proposals are heavily influenced by environmental concerns, which indicate that the policy is now
locked into a path focused on sustainable agriculture, although British farmers would prefer a policy that promotes competitive agricultural practices. However, the further the CAP follows this integrative path the more difficult it will be for the policy to change its focus, and the more difficult it will be for Britain to exit the policy due to what it has invested in the policy. The CAP can therefore validate the concept of path dependence because we can assess the future direction of the policy. Path dependence allows historical institutionalism to explain the future development of the CAP and the British agriculture sector under the process of European integration in a way that the competing theories neo-functionalism and intergovernmentalism cannot, and that ultimately is why I believe it is the most accurate theory of European integration.

Further avenues of research

The theory of European integration of Stone Sweet and Sandholtz for which I have argued relies heavily on the interaction between the EU at a supranational level and transnational society. However, due to constrictions on space in this study, what I have not analysed in any depth is how, and to what extent, the transnational actors can influence the process of devising policy on a supranational level. I would research this avenue, in the context of the British agricultural sector, through considering the influence of the National Farmers Union in the previous and current reform processes. The NFU has a direct presence in the European Parliament, who I interviewed in the course of this study. It is their role to represent the interests of British farmers on a European level. According the Stone Sweet and Sandholtz, the greater the level of European integration then the larger the influence the transnational actors can exert on a supranational level. Therefore, the level of influence organizations such as the NFU can have on devising European policy could both be explained in terms of the theory I have relied upon in this study and clarify the level of integration that the CAP has achieved.
A Preference for Innominate Terms: The Good, the Bad Bargain and the Ugly

Oliver Williams

At less than ten pages in length, the succinct judgment of Lord Justice Diplock in *Hongkong Fir Shipping Co Ltd v Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha Ltd* succeeded in altering the legal landscape of modern contract law forever. In departing from the traditionally accepted a priori determination of an innocent party’s entitlement to elect to terminate for breach of contract, based on classification of the term, the innovative ‘innominate terms’ doctrine shifted attention to the consequences resulting from the breach.

Subsequently, this emerging doctrine flourished as it was soon recognised, first by Lord Justice Roskill in the Court of Appeal, and thereafter by the House of Lords, that where there is a discretion in classifying a term as a condition or innominate term, favour should be given to the latter, save in the context of time clauses in mercantile contracts. The preferential treatment afforded to innominate terms, entrenched by over three decades of legal pedigree, and as loyally restated in the most recent High Court decision regarding the construction of contractual undertakings, has become a well-established rule of thumb when constructing contracts. Notwithstanding the longevity of the preference, this essay challenges the reasoning underpinning the judicial reluctance to classify terms as conditions in the context of non-time clauses in commercial transactions.

This essay critiques the preference for innominate terms by examining the development of the right to terminate from a defence against an action for non-performance of a ‘condition precedent’. By ascertaining the purpose of the right to terminate, this essay is able to compare and contrast the success of both types of term in achieving ‘the good’ envisaged by the rule in the context of the ‘characteristic commercial contract’ in English law (contracts for the
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carriage of goods by sea), 6 and contracts for the sale of goods and commodities. As this is entwined with the broader function of contract law as an ‘engine for trade’, 7 this is considered in conjunction with the ability of innominate terms to facilitate competitive exchange, encapsulated by the market-individualism ideology promulgated by Adams and Brownsword. 8.

This essay also questions whether the importance the judiciary place on preventing the discharge mechanism being ‘misused’ to escape a ‘bad bargain’ can be rationalised by the market-individualism and consumer-welfarism ideologies. 9 To exemplify the multifarious and contesting policy issues of relevance to this exploration, a distinction between ‘predatory termination’ and ‘terminatio ex culpa’ is pioneered, exemplifying the significance of the fault of the party in breach in answering this question.

By undertaking the aforesaid research this essay exposes the inadequacy of the reasoning supporting a preference for innominate terms. The present attitude towards termination, influenced by the belief in the need to prevent termination enabling escape from bad bargains, neither accords with the purpose of the law nor oils the engine of trade. Moreover, the inability of the law to scrutinise the fault of the party in breach, as necessitated by market-individualism and consumer-welfarism, exposes an ugly truth: it’s time for a new approach to discharge for breach.

Introduction

D escribed as ‘one of the most perplexing problems in the English law of contract’, 10 the cause of action available to an innocent party following a breach of obligation by his contractual counterpart is of notable theoretical and practical significance. Of the options available, the right to bring contractual performance to a premature end by terminating the relationship is one of the most highly valued, 11 yet it is also one of the most draconian. 12 Although much judicial ink has been spilt in furtherance of justifying the position taken by English law, the current law is by no means immune from criticism. 13 This essay seeks to reinvigorate the debate concerning the determination of a right to terminate for breach of contract

9 JN Adams and R Brownsword (n 8).
under English law by questioning the validity of the reasoning advocated for a preference for innominate terms.

A Right to Elect to Terminate in English Law

Contemporary English law determines a right to elect to terminate using the test enunciated in *Hongkong Fir Shipping Co Ltd v Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha Ltd.* This test is composed of two distinct stages. The first stage involves classifying the term in question by constructing the contract in order to ascertain which approach to apply in the latter stage. Although classification may result from Statute, judicial precedent, or by the parties themselves, this essay is only concerned with the method used by the judiciary to classify the hitherto uncategorised term to which the aforementioned options provide no guidance. The method of construction for such stipulations remains unaltered by the *Hongkong* doctrine, and can trace its ancestry to the defence against an action for non-performance of a ‘condition precedent’.

Construction is achieved by ‘looking at the contract in light of the surrounding circumstances’ to identify the objectively ascertained intention of the parties. Subsequent rulings have reaffirmed that construction should not be confined to the ‘four corners of the document’ but should have regard to the ‘factual matrix’. If the contractual undertaking in question is such that inaccuracy is likely to compromise the ‘substance and foundation of the adventure which the contract is intended to carry out’, using a hypothetical inaccuracy (i.e. breach) as guidance, the term in question is a condition. By contrast, if the substance and foundation of the contract is unlikely to be
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affected by breach of the undertaking, the term will be a warranty, sounding in damages only. Following the Sale of Goods Act 1893, this division was treated as exhaustive but this was exposed as a fallacy, and the innominate label was designed to fill the lacuna created by the rigidity of the ‘black and white’ condition-warranty division.

In practice, it is the distinction between ‘condition’, and ‘innominate term’ which is of most significance. This is because the latter stage of the *Hongkong Fir* test is a hybrid, balancing the operation of two separate approaches to determine when an innocent party is justified in terminating. The traditional approach, retained for breach of terms classified as conditions and warranties, centres on the ‘nature of the term’ breached; breach of condition will always justify termination whereas breach of warranty will never justify termination. By contrast, a right to terminate for breach of a term classified as an ‘innominate’ or ‘intermediate’ stipulation is determined by reference to the ‘nature of the events resulting from the breach’, and will only give rise to a right to terminate if the breach deprives the innocent party of substantially the entire benefit he expected to receive under the contract.

Thus the thin line dividing conditions from innominate terms has a particular practical importance; fall within the former and termination is justified for any breach regardless of the consequences flowing from it, but fall within the latter and a right to terminate is contingent on the occurrence of substantial deprivation.

The difficulty, as noted by Lord Justice Kerr, is that when classifying terms, judges are confronted with a ‘value judgment’ concerning the ‘commercial significance of the term in question’, thus conferring an inevitable discretion on the judiciary. However, this discretion is not unfettered and a series of authoritative judgments following *Hongkong Fir Shipping* have sought to curtail the power of the judges in this instance. As first stipulated by Lord Justice Roskill in the Court of Appeal, and subsequently approved by the House of Lords, judges should prefer to classify terms as innominate, save time stipulations in mercantile contracts. Although in practice judges do not
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treat the obligation to ‘lean in favour’\textsuperscript{34} of innominate terms as absolute,\textsuperscript{35} the preference continues to be relevant as shown when construing terms of a contract, as acknowledged by the recent High Court decision of \textit{Grain Trade v Feed Factor International}.\textsuperscript{36}

The Focus of this Essay

The aim of this essay is to provide a unique insight into policy underpinning the law for discharge of breach by scrutinising the appropriateness of a preference for innominate terms from two perspectives.

Chapter I seeks to understand how a preference for innominate terms corresponds with the purpose of the right to terminate. The extent to which innominate terms achieve ‘the good’ intended by the right is appraised by examining why the law provides a mechanism empowering one party to prematurely discharge the contract for breach and comparing the adequacy of conditions in meeting this aim. As this investigation takes place against the backdrop of commercial contracts, the attainment of this aim is entwined with the broader function of contract law as ‘vehicle through which planned exchanges can take place’.\textsuperscript{37} This is succinctly encapsulated by the market-individualism contract ideology.\textsuperscript{38}

The research highlights the incompatibility of innominate terms with the hallmarks of the market-individualism which not only fail to provide adequate protection to the category of claimants the right developed to protect, but also significantly hinder the operation of contract law as a framework through which to carry out planned exchanges.

Chapter II focuses on the impact escape from ‘bad bargains’ has had on the development of the law for breach of contract. This chapter utilises the contract ideologies of market-individualism and consumer-welfarism\textsuperscript{39} to analyse the propriety of preventing termination motivated solely by external factors where the innocent party does not suffer substantial deprivation of contractual benefit.\textsuperscript{40} ‘This chapter questions whether, in the commercial context, is it necessary to prevent termination accompanied by ‘insubstantial deprivation’.
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It is clear from the House of Lords in *The Gregos*,\(^41\) and the Court of Appeal in *The Hansa Nord*\(^42\) that the judicial pursuit of preventing ‘insubstantial deprivation’ termination has vastly influenced the preference for innominate terms. However, this chapter criticises the oversimplification of the issue, instead pioneering a distinction between so-called ‘predatory termination’ and ‘*terminatio ex culpa*’ to assist in understanding the conflicting policy behind preventing such termination.

This essay concludes with an ugly truth, using the research undertaken to exemplify the inadequacy of a preference for innominate terms in meeting the aim of the law and in further failing to create a coherent, sustainable argument in favour of preventing termination accompanied by ‘insubstantial deprivation’.

**Consumer-Welfarism and Market-Individualism**

Through a substantial corpus of academic literature,\(^43\) Adams and Brownsword have pioneered the contract ideologies of consumer-welfarism and market-individualism with the aim of providing ‘a resource which enables us …to understand more clearly what is going on when judges resolve contractual disputes’.\(^44\) McKendrick’s summation of market-individualism and consumer-welfarism as ‘the conflicting demands of freedom to contract, on the one hand, and fairness on the other’ is an apt starting point, albeit an oversimplification.\(^45\)

Market-individualism centres around the notion that the purpose of contract law is to facilitate competitive exchange,\(^46\) and Scott suggests this embodies the ‘classical law of contract’ approach based on individualism and market economy.\(^47\) According to the market-individualist, competitive exchange is facilitated by the ‘market’ ideology, requiring clarity and certainty of rules, and supported by ‘individualistic’ ideology, promoting freedom to contract and upholding the sanctity of contract.\(^48\)

\(^{41}\) *The Gregos* (n 16) 1475 (Lord Mustill).
\(^{42}\) *The Hansa Nord* (n 24) 70-71 (Lord Justice Roskill).
While the consumer-welfarist still desires contract law to facilitate competitive exchange, in contrast to the ‘minimal restraints’ of market-individualism, consumer-welfarism promotes greater regulation of the market.49

Discharge for breach of contract, contend Adams and Brownsword, is guided by aspects of both ideologies, viz., the consumer-welfarism principles of good faith and proportionality, and the market-individualism principles of certainty and the sanctity of contract.50

‘The Good’

This chapter aims to identify the extent to which innominate terms accomplish the purpose the right to terminate was developed to achieve, as ascertained by tracing the origin of the modern right to terminate from a defence excusing non-performance. This is motivated by recent remarks criticising the judicial and academic focus on whether a right to terminate exists instead of why.51

In seeking to ascertain the extent to which a preference for innominate terms accords with the purpose of the right, there is inevitably overlap with the function of contract law in general as an ‘engine for trade’.52 Therefore, this chapter simultaneous appraises the effectiveness of a preference for innominate terms in meeting the needs of the market in accordance with the hallmarks of the market-individualism contract ideology.53

The Purpose of the Right to Terminate

A right to terminate a contract for breach owes its existence to ‘the rules of pleading’ and historically was not expressed to be a right at all but a defence against an action for non-performance.54 Non-performance of an obligation (termination) was only excused when the said obligation was a ‘mutual condition’ which was ‘precedent’ to the contractual counterparts unperformed

54 Hongkong Fir Shipping (n 14) 67-68 (Lord Justice Diplock); Pordage v Cole (n 19); Boone v Eyre (n 19)
obligation. The test used to determine a ‘conditions precedent’ was only satisfied where ‘mutual covenants go to the whole of the consideration on both sides’. The language of ‘termination’ was otiose, argues Carter, until the development of the Common Law Procedures Act 1852 and the subsequent Sale of Goods Act 1893 transformed the defence into a positive right.

The combination of the defensive nature of the provision linked with the requirement for a deprivation of contractual benefit suggests the emergence of this rule of law developed to provide a mechanism which excused a party from failing to adhere to his contractual obligations when, as a result of his contractual counterparts breach, continuation of the contract would no longer furnish him with the envisaged consideration, as evidenced by the contract.

The focus on ‘substantial deprivation’ in the seminal modern decision of Hongkong Fir Shipping suggests this is a plausible reading of the historic case law and also suggests the purpose remains unchanged by time. Brownsword compiles a list of six grounds on which an innocent party may wish to seek to terminate for breach, however on the strength of the historic reading, the ‘intended beneficiary’ for the purpose of this essay will be restricted to a party who has suffered ‘substantial deprivation’ as a result of a breach.

In theory, the test of substantial deprivation introduced by Hongkong Fir Shipping harmonises the protection afforded by conditions and innominate terms to the intended beneficiary of the right to terminate, albeit with the former incidentally affording protection to a wider category of claimants and the latter confining protection exclusively to those having suffered such deprivation. However, it is in the practical operation of the right to terminate where differences materialise.

Conditions - Certainty

'It is important for those who enter the market to know where they stand'

In commerce, certainty is a desideratum, a view which can be traced back to 1774 where Lord Mansfield, in a statement undeniably underpinned by market-individualism, opined:

In all mercantile transactions the great object should be certainty; and therefore, it is of more consequence that a rule should be certain, than whether the rule is established one way or the other.
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55 Hongkong Fir Shipping (n 14) 67 (Lord Justice Diplock).
56 Boone v Eyre (n 19); Hongkong Fir Shipping (n 14) 67 (Lord Justice Diplock)
58 Boone v Eyre (n 19) in Hongkong Fir Shipping (n 14) 67-68 (Lord Justice Diplock).
59 Hongkong Fir Shipping (n 14) 72 (Lord Justice Diplock).
This exemplifies the high regard in which certainty is held and the advantages of certainty have similarly been advocated by modern judges such as Lord Wilberforce who defined certainty as ‘the most indispensable quality of mercantile contracts’, echoing Lord Justice Megaw who praised the advantage of ‘a firm and definite rule for a particular class of legal relationship’. The simplicity of identifying whether a right to terminate exists for breach of condition is a key advantage to the intended beneficiary, invariably empowering them to terminate the contract without the need to adduce evidence indicating resultant detriment. As Weir summarises: ‘the innocent party simply has to go to the filing-cabinet and consult the contractual document’, and thus, by excluding consideration of the gravity of the breach, conditions support a rule which is ‘not hedged around with qualifications which leave contractors constantly unsure of their position’. This supplies intended beneficiaries of the right with ‘confidence in the legal result of their actions’ by enabling them to determine the legality of the cause of action available to them.

The effect on the market generally, however, is mixed. The foregoing reasons support commerce by assisting in the resolution of commercial disputes by delivering a fixed, ascertainable outcome, and minimise the disruption caused to business activity by diminishing the difficulty in identifying the cause of action available. Adams and Brownsword believe this exemplifies the ‘virtues of certainty, which are dear to Market-Individualism’. However, this is not entirely accurate as in some circumstances, as the Law Commission identified, the rigidity of conditions can work against parties; if the outcome seems unjust a court may hold that the term was not breached at all. This is exemplified by the approach of Lord Denning MR in The Hansa Nord holding the obligation to provide goods of ‘merchantable quality’ to be breached only if a commercial man would hold the breach was ‘such that a buyer should be able to reject the goods’. This adds a further element of unpredictability in the law and has received equally undesirable statutory recognition in the context of the sale of goods via s15A Sale of Goods Act 1979, introducing
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63 *Bunge Corporation v Tradax* (n 17) 715 (Lord Wilberforce).
64 *The Mihalis Angelos* (n 16) 205 (Megaw LJ).
65 *Bunge Corporation v Tradax* (n 17) 720 (Lord Lowry).
68 *Bunge Corporation v Tradax* (n 17) 720-1 (Lord Lowry).
72 *The Hansa Nord* (n 24) 62 (Lord Denning MR)
ambiguous terms such as ‘slight’ and ‘reasonable’\(^{74}\) and injecting uncertainty into the class of terms which were so labelled to avoid uncertainty.\(^{75}\)

Furthermore, while market-individualism suggests ‘security of transactions is to be promoted’,\(^{76}\) the ease with which a contract can be vitiating, as a result of allowing termination for any breach of condition whatsoever, unqualified by the consequences of the breach, undermines this. If the law makes it relatively easy to exit an agreement, the ability for a party to identify a relatively trivial or technical defect in performance to alleviate them from the burden of complying with the now onerous contract means parties cannot be sure that the transaction will survive its intended duration. The desire to take such action is exacerbated in times of economic instability where a bargain can fluctuate from favourable to financially ruinous in a relatively short period of time thus compounding insecurity and uncertainty. This will be discussed further in Chapter II.

**Innominate Terms - Uncertainty in identifying the cause of action available**

*The very first need of the business community is legal predictability*.\(^{77}\)

Although in theory a party who finds his agreement significantly altered still has a right to elect to terminate, in practice, the ‘nature of the events resulting from the breach’ approach of innominate terms\(^{78}\) places formidable boundaries in the way of termination, hindering certainty and predictability and, a fortiori the intended beneficiary of the right to terminate.

**Ambiguity of ‘substantial’**

In *Hongkong Fir Shipping*, the courts set the ‘yardstick’ for discharge at ‘substantial’ deprivation of the expected contractual benefit, in line with the doctrine of frustration, and expressly rejected notions such as when ‘fair’ or ‘reasonable’.\(^{79}\) Nonetheless, when deprivation is ‘substantial’ is far from certain and this ambiguity contradicts the market ideology requiring clear ground rules.\(^{80}\) As Adams and Bronsword note, ‘how can an innocent party ever be confident that a court will treat the consequences as being serious enough to justify withdrawal?’\(^{81}\) Treitel suggests ‘substantial deprivation’, along with the similar metaphor ‘root of the contract’, is ‘not particularly helpful in analysing the law or in predicting the course of future decisions’.\(^{82}\)

---


\(^{79}\) *Universal Cargo Carriers Corporation v Citati* [1957] 2 QB 401 (Mr Justice Devlin) followed in *Hongkong Fir Shipping* (n ) (Lord Justice Diplock).


An analogy can be drawn with the United Nations Convention on the International Sale of Goods 1980 (hereafter ‘Vienna Sales Convention’) which allows termination\(^{83}\) when a breach is ‘fundamental’.\(^{84}\) This shares common ground with the English law approach inasmuch as it requires assessment of the consequences of the breach. Bridge powerfully articulates the difficulty in identifying when the circumstances are such as to make a breach ‘fundamental’ as opposed to ‘very serious’ or ‘serious’; he opines:

> It is almost impossible to present a principled case for stopping at an intermediate point on a graduated scale. The difficulty here is largely embedded in the very concept of fundamental breach and ensures unpredictability in the availability of avoidance.\(^{85}\)

It has even been suggested ‘the conclusion that a breach is “fundamental” is a matter of judicial discretion in which particular factors may or may not play a prominent part’.\(^{86}\) The ‘individualistic’ aspect of market-individualism has a strong focus on the freedom to contract which, inter alia, necessitates that the parties are to be the masters of their own bargains.\(^{87}\) The aforementioned factors suggest this approach is irreconcilable with the individualism ideology as, if correct, the only definitive way parties can know the precise meaning of their agreement is by judgment of a court or arbitrator and thus they are reliant on the a third party and prevented from regulating their own agreement.\(^{88}\)

It is here that the advantages of conditions are apparent as no such interpretation need be attempted, thereby requiring minimal intervention from the courts and lawyers and respecting the essential individualistic principle of freedom to contract.\(^{89}\) Labelling a term as a condition means the parties are equipped with all the necessary tools to regulate their own agreement; it is simply a matter of identifying whether the term is a condition, and deciding on whether termination is an advantageous addition to claiming damages.

**Evidential Difficulties**

Whereas the requisite data to determine the legitimacy of termination for breach of condition is to be found in the ‘filing cabinet’,\(^{90}\) under the *Hongkong Fir Shipping* consequential approach, the requirement to assess the
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\(^{87}\) JN Adams and R Brownsword, ‘The Ideologies of Contract’ (1987) 7 Legal Studies 205, 208


\(^{89}\) JN Adams and R Brownsword, ‘The Ideologies of Contract’ (1987) 7 Legal Studies 205, 208

consequences of the breach involves considering ‘not words, but events’.\(^{91}\) Crucially, difficulty can arise in ascertaining the cause of action available to the innocent party at the time of breach because ‘consequences tend to occur after their causes’.\(^{92}\) As succinctly summarised by Lord Devlin, the ‘nature of the event’ which must be known in order to identify whether termination is justified ‘cannot be ascertained until it has occurred, and the aggrieved party … cannot wait upon the event’.\(^{93}\) The longevity of charterparties, binding parties for years in some circumstances, compounds the problem of inadequate foresight as the requisite event depriving a party of contractual consideration may not materialise until months after the causative breach of contract.

Prior to the materialisation of the event, there are further implications with regard to managing risk. Although a party may foresee the risk of substantial deprivation of contractual consideration, it may be impossible to accurately calculate the likelihood that the risk will materialise into an actual substantial deprivation, validating termination. In such a circumstance, an innocent party is faced with two options, neither of which may prove adequate.

Firstly, an innocent party can ‘wait and see’\(^ {94} \) if a substantial detriment arises, however, in doing so they are exposed to the additional risk that this will count as waiver or affirmation of the contract.\(^ {95} \) Consequently, notwithstanding substantial deprivation of contractual consideration, the intended beneficiary of the right to terminate will be prevented from terminating and confined only to a remedy of damages.

Furthermore, in some circumstances it may be inappropriate to expect an innocent party to impotently ‘wait and see’ if the detriment materialises rather than take positive measures to manage the risk to which they are subject. Such is the case where a breach results in minor exposure to the possibility of consequences of a severe magnitude. Using an example from the carriage of goods by air, Lord Devlin persuasively illustrates this point by reasoning:

> If there were the slightest danger than an aeroplane would not arrive safety at its destination, it would be no use assuring a prospective passenger that the chances were 9 to 1 that it would and that his executors would be paid damages if it did not.\(^ {96} \)

Alternatively, the innocent party can terminate the agreement in light of the risk of substantial deprivation of contractual benefit, but they themselves will be in repudiatory breach of contract unless that risk actually materialises.\(^ {97} \) Takahashi observes that the effect of being in repudiatory breach is particularly severe in the context of international commodity contracts as the
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\(^{94}\) Bunge Corporation v Tradax (n 17) 719 (Lord Lowry).


\(^{97}\) As in Honkong Fir Shipping (n 14).
amount of damages can be ‘enormous’ due to volatile markets and the vast quantities associated with bulk shipments, and Adams and Brownsword equally belief this is an unjust outcome.

This also adversely affects the market as it prevents both parties to the contract from planning and managing risk, conversely introducing further risks and uncertainty. The foregoing discussion has been directed at the protection of the intended beneficiary of the right to terminate, however, from the perspective of the market as a whole, it could also be argued that subjecting the party in breach to uncertainty is equally as disadvantageous. Not only will the uncertainty surrounding exposure to such a risk be likely to be ruinous to the market activity of an innocent party due to the inability to accurately calculate and manage risks, the party in default is similarly unlikely to conduct business in a normal manner when the continuation of the contractual relationship between the parties is contingent upon the absence of an unidentifiable or speculative event in the future.

In contradistinction to the right to terminate for breach of innominate term under English law, the right to avoid a contract for a ‘fundamental breach’ under the Vienna Sales Convention is dependent on the consequences of the breach being foreseeable. To an extent this ameliorates the abovementioned uncertainty faced by the party in default, however it simultaneously affords less protection to the intended beneficiary of the right to terminate. In this sense, a tension can be identified between creating certainty and protecting an innocent party from substantial loss of consideration howsoever caused.

Further complications arise in both carriage contracts and international commodity transactions as the relevant events ‘may be in the China Sea rather than in the head office where the decisions are taken’. This leaves the intended beneficiary exposed and has resulted, argues Weir, in ‘an undeniable loss of speed and sureness of decision-making’, adversely affecting the market as a whole.

Adams and Brownsword note, ‘to introduce the consequential approach interstitially … presents no problems to market-individualists’, but a preference for innominate terms seeks to go further than this and make it the norm. As, in accordance with the freedom to contract, parties retain the ability to classify the terms of their agreement themselves, subject to limited
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exceptions,¹⁰⁴ the judicial labelling of a term is merely a default rule. MacNeil emphasises how uncertainty produces a default rule which 'cannot properly fulfil its function as a gap filler' creating 'risks for the contracting parties when they decide what must be expressly agreed and what can safely be left to the general law'.¹⁰⁵

It is submitted that the cumulative impact of the above factors is such that when a term is labelled innominate, the division between lawful termination and unlawful termination is blurred. To provide a right which does not conform to the prescribed level of certainty may in many circumstances be akin to providing no such right at all. Commenting on the need to assess the gravity of the breach to termination under the Vienna Sales Convention, Bridge notes, ‘the very uncertainty of the right to avoid a contract for fundamental breach then becomes a powerful disincentive to avoidance’.¹⁰⁶ An innocent party who is legally entitled to terminate the contract is unlikely to do so if he is unaware or unsure of this right and unable to ‘take quick and sure advice about the legal consequences of the practical options open to [him] when something goes wrong with [his] transaction’.¹⁰⁷

Moreover, even if a party is unhindered by the aforesaid difficulties in determining the cause of action available, innominate terms increase the likelihood that the decision to terminate will be subject to a prolonged dispute to prove the legality of the exercise.¹⁰⁸ This is particularly true in the context of commodity and charter contracts where parties ‘are prepared to appeal cases all the way to the House of Lords in order to achieve an appropriate remedy’.¹⁰⁹ Ellinghaus observed that between 1904 and 1986 charterparties formed the greatest percentage of cases litigated before the House of Lords, thus showing that ambiguous rules can prove expensive in this area of law.¹¹⁰ Furthermore, while arbitration clauses are common in standard form charterparties,¹¹¹ this does not prevent determined parties from appealing to the higher courts on a point of law. The prospect of lengthy review by a court or arbitrator may equally deter an innocent party from relying on their legal rights and therefore an intended beneficiary of the right is afforded less protection.

¹⁰⁴ See n 17.
¹⁰⁸ For example, the right to terminate legitimately exercised in Federal Commerce & Navigation Co Ltd v Molena Alpha Inc (The Nanfri, Benfri and Lorfri) [1979] AC 757 (HL).
¹¹¹ NYPE 1993, clause 45 (In 509); Asbatankvoy 1977, clause 24; Gencon 1994, clause 19 (In 383).
Commercial Convenience

‘Contract’s concern to avoid market inconvenience is a measure of its commitment to the market-individualist policy of facilitating market dealing’ 112

In Bunge Corporation v Tradax, Lord Lowry asserted ‘there are enormous practical advantages in certainty’, 113 and Adams and Brownsword praised ‘contract’s concern to avoid market inconvenience’ as integral to ‘facilitating market dealing’. 114 Conditions facilitate commerce by supporting business practice, because, as Lord Lowry identified, by prohibiting consideration of consequences, prolonged litigation is avoided and disputes can be resolved quickly thereby minimising legal fees and time lost and maximising the commercial resources available to the company for further transactions. 115

Moreover, as was stated by Roskill QC, counsel to the charterers in Hongkong Fir Shipping, the most trivial of breaches can carry with it the ‘seeds of disaster’. 116 The ‘nature of the term’ approach enables the intended beneficiary to avoid the practical difficulties associated with proving the seeds sown by the other party’s breach will germinate into disaster, alleviating the burden on the innocent party.

By contrast, as labelling a term innominate ‘encourages litigation’, 117 the intended beneficiary of the right to terminate may be subjected to the financial burden and disruption associated with defending the legality of termination. This is also adverse for the operation of the market in general inasmuch as it inconveniences both parties and diverts time and money away from the course of business.

Consistency

‘It is undesirable if termination of some contracts on a string is allowed but termination of other contracts on the same string is not allowed for the same breach’ 118

As well as the advantages of commercial convenience, there is great merit in a system of termination for breach which reduces reliance on legal advisers and the court through allowing parties to ‘learn by experience what [is] likely to
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113 Bunge Corporation v Tradax (n 7) 720 (Lord Lowry)
115 Bunge Corporation v Tradax (n 17) 720 (Lord Lowry)
116 Hongkong Fir Shipping (n 14) (Roskill QC) 53
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happen in a given situation’.\(^{119}\) This is achieved by conditions because the cause of action available on breach is invariably an entitlement to damages to compensate loss, accompanying a right to elect to termination, unqualified by the gravity of the breach.\(^ {120}\)

This is particularly advantageous in the context of ‘string contracts’, where goods are purchased for the purpose of resale, meaning ‘today’s buyer may be tomorrow’s seller’.\(^ {121}\) As a result, and as also necessitated by the multiplicity of contracts simultaneously managed by a single string-contractor, Takahashi emphasises ‘the law should, therefore, be capable of producing consistent results’,\(^ {122}\) concurring with Lord Lowry who reinforces ‘so-called string contracts are not made, or adjudicated upon, in strings’.\(^ {123}\)

This assists the commodity trade by facilitating string-contracts as well as ensuring commercial parties in general can acquire knowledge identifying when termination is legal. In the individual case, the intended beneficiary is also better protected as if the law is consistent it removes ambiguity over when the right can be legitimately exercised and may prevent parties being liable for damages for repudiatory breach as the result of a good faith decision to terminate on the basis that they were entitled to do so for a similar breach encountered in the past.

‘The Bad Bargain’

It is a hitherto unquestioned assumption that contract law should not allow an innocent party to use a trivial or technical breach of contract to resile from a bad bargain. So forceful are the calls to prevent such ‘abuse’\(^ {124}\) of the right to terminate that this is one of the most frequently advocated reasons for classifying terms as innominate instead of conditions, shown by the classic judgment of Lord Justice Roskill in *The Hansa Nord*, cautioning judges not to be ‘over ready ... to construe a term in a contract as a “condition” any breach of which gives rise to a right to reject’,\(^ {125}\) and reinforced by the House of Lords in *The Gregos*, Lord Mustill noting, ‘I would not for my part wish to enlarge the category [of conditions] unduly, given the opportunity which this provides for a party to rely on an innocuous breach as a means of escaping from an unwelcome bargain’.\(^ {126}\)

\(^{119}\) *Bunge Corporation v Tradax* (n 17) 721 (Lord Lowry)

\(^{120}\) *Bentsen v Taylor, Sons & Co (2)* (n 20) 281

\(^{121}\) *Bunge Corporation v Tradax* (n 17) 720 (Lord Lowry)

\(^{122}\) K Takahashi, ‘Right to Terminate (Avoid) International Sales of Commodities’ (2003) Mar, JBL 102, 104

\(^{123}\) *Bunge Corporation v Tradax* (n 17) 721 (Lord Lowry)


\(^{125}\) *The Hansa Nord* (n 24) 70-71 (Lord Justice Roskill)

\(^{126}\) *The Gregos* (n 16) 1475 (Lord Mustill)
This chapter explores whether the court’s negative perception of such termination is justifiable and thus whether the resultant preference for classifying terms as innominate is sustainable.

Bad Bargains and Breach of Contract

Due to the vast quantities and expansive duration typical of commercial contracts, an advantageous agreement can become ruinous as a result of moderately small fluctuations in the market value of the relevant goods or services. If able to terminate the contract, the buyer is able to capitalise on the changing market, which may yield a significant financial benefit, particularly where economic volatility increases the severity and unpredictability of fluctuations. Bad bargains are not peculiar to exchange on markets with readily available substitutes; similarly an agreement will become undesirable if a party no longer has any use for the goods or service, as exemplified by the *Mihalis Angelos*.128

Nonetheless, when subject to a contractual relationship, the buyer of goods, or the recipient of services (and vice versa), is contractually obliged to accept delivery and produce payment in full, even if the price of the goods or service is substantially inflated in comparison to the current market rate.

However, when one party fails to comply with his respective obligations under the contract, in certain circumstances the law affords the other party relief by excusing him from performance of his own obligations, and he is thus, *incidentally*, able to capitalise on the declining market. Breach of condition is one of these ways, and it is the imprecise way in which an entitlement to terminate is established for breach of condition which makes the mechanism susceptible to misuse by those seeking to circumvent the general rule that the parties ‘are supposed to remain bound by the price initially agreed regardless of the subsequent fluctuation of the market price’.129 The ‘nature of the term’ approach, prohibiting consideration of the consequences of the breach, means a court is incapable of preventing the innocent party from terminating once it has been established that the term breached is a condition, even if the innocent party suffered no prejudice.131 The propensity for misuse is compounded by the absence of a general concept of good faith in English law and thus discharge for breach of condition may result in outcomes ‘so harsh as to be inequitable’.132
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128 The *Mihalis Angelos* (n 16)
129 K Takahashi, ‘Right to Terminate (Avoid) International Sales of Commodities’ [2003] JBL 102, 106
130 *Bentsen v Taylor, Sons & Co (2)* (n 20); Lord Devlin, ‘The Treatment of Breach of Contract’ [1966] CLJ 192
131 *Arcos Ltd v EA Ronaasen & Sons* [1933] AC 470 (HL)
The problem is intensified once a stipulation has been labelled a condition, especially for industries where standard form contracts are commonplace. As summarised by Lord Devlin ‘once a condition, always a condition’, meaning that termination is valid ‘even though in a particular case the breach caused no serious (or any) prejudice to the injured party’. Although the extent of the problem in the context of the sale of goods has been ameliorated by s 15A of the Sale of Goods Act, as Treitel observes, it has not removed the problem altogether.

The common law is littered with examples of parties seeking to capitalise on a falling market and identifying a trivial breach to conceal their real, insufficient motive for terminating. Takahashi contends international contracts for the sale of commodities are particularly prone to attempts of such termination, as Winsor concurs, however it is equally true of any type of contract where freely available substitutes can be acquired. Arcos v Ronaasen, is an apt example; the House of Lords affirmed the termination of a contract for the sale of timber which was still usable for the intended purpose, but did not conform with a contractual condition by millimetres. Similarly, in Re Moore & Landauer the Court of Appeal upheld a buyer’s rejection of tinned fruit delivered in consignments of twenty-four tins as opposed to the stipulated thirty. These cases have been criticised as ‘excessively technical’ and demonstrate the low, easily accessible threshold which can vitiate the binding force of a contract with relative ease by legitimising termination.

To combat this, a second circumstance in which a party is entitled to terminate was developed: breach of innominate term. This has been ‘welcomed with open arms’ for introducing flexibility into the law, Lord Wilberforce commended the development of the law along ‘rational lines’. The calculation of a right to terminate for breach of innominate term is more sophisticated and requires assessment of the ‘nature of the events resulting
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133 The charter industry for example – New York Produce Exchange 1993; Gencon 1994; Baltic 1939; Asbataankoy 1977
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142 See also Cunliffe v Harrison (1851) 6 Exch 901.
145 Reardon Smith Line (n 21) 998 (Lord Wilberforce)
from the breach’ before granting a right to terminate.\textsuperscript{147} Termination is only valid when the innocent party is deprived of ‘substantially the whole benefit which it was the intention of the parties as expressed in the [contract] that the [party] should obtain from the further performance of their own contractual undertakings’, \textit{viz.-a-viz.}, when the breach ‘goes to the root of the contract’.\textsuperscript{148} As this aspect is evidently absent from cases in which the sole reason for termination is to capitalise on the changing market, it becomes impossible to use a breach of innominate term as a façade to conceal the external reason for termination.

\textit{‘Insubstantial-Deprivation’ Termination}

Varying terminology has been used to describe the situation in which a party, having suffered little or no detriment as a result of breach, seeks to terminate the agreement to capitalise on changing external factors: ‘economic opportunism’, \textsuperscript{149} ‘abuse of the right to rescind’, \textsuperscript{150} ‘unmeritorious termination’, \textsuperscript{151} and ‘termination for a bad reason’.\textsuperscript{152} For the sake of clarity, this essay will avoid using a label which refers to the external nature of the motive as in practice external considerations are always taken into account when deciding whether to terminate.\textsuperscript{153} The qualifying factor is the lack of detriment caused by the breach and so this type of termination will be referred to as ‘insubstantial deprivation’ termination – \textit{insubstantial} in contrast to the ‘substantial deprivation’ threshold required to fall within the ‘intended beneficiary’ category identified above.\textsuperscript{154}

It is submitted that it is an oversimplification to regard cases of termination accompanying ‘insubstantial deprivation’ as homogeneous. Sub-categorisation can be achieved by departing from the traditional emphasis placed on the action of the party seeking to terminate and instead scrutinising the party in default. This distinction is crucial in order to appraise the reasoning underlying the preference for innominate terms because there is a distinct

\textsuperscript{147} \textit{Hongkong Fir Shipping} (n 14)
\textsuperscript{148} \textit{Hongkong Fir Shipping} (n 14) 64 (Lord Justice Upjohn); 72 (Lord Justice Roskill)
\textsuperscript{151} K Takahashi, ‘Right to Terminate (Avoid) International Sales of Commodities’ [2003] JBL 102, 110.
\textsuperscript{153} In an newsletter addressed to clients, the international law firm Ashurst offers the following ‘practical point’: ‘Can you use the other party’s default to your advantage, for example, to get out of an otherwise unprofitable contract or negotiate more favourable terms?’ Ashurst ‘Litigation Update: Repudatory Breach of Contract: Traps for the unwary’ Ashurst, ‘Repudatory breach of contract: traps for the unwary’ (Litigation Update, March 2005) <http://www.ashurst.com/listing.aspx?id_content=26&id_queryContent=4795&id_Content_Type=13> accessed 12 January 2012
\textsuperscript{154} \textit{Hongkong Fir Shipping} (n 14)
division within the case law and the assimilation of judicial reasoning into both categories is met with varying validity.

‘Terminatio Ex Culpa’

*Terminatio ex culpa* (‘termination out of fault’) is the label this essay gives to termination resulting from a breach caused by the fault of the party in breach. Thus the preposition ‘ex’ (from Latin, meaning ‘out of’, or ‘from’) identifies the source of the termination arises out of the fault of the party in breach.

This sub-category is typified by the case of *Arcos v Ronaasen*; in the Court of Appeal, Lord Justice Scrutton condemned the ‘cheerful indifference to the ordinary commercial transactions’ with which the defaulting party flouted the contractual undertaking.\(^{155}\) The culpable state of mind in *Arcos* appears to have been recklessness, however it is suggested termination should fall within this category for any culpable state of mind from an intentional breach up to and including breach caused by failure to exercise due diligence (the latter in line with the standard set by numerous international Conventions for the carriage of goods).\(^{156}\)

‘Predatory Termination’

This can be distinguished from a second category in which the terminating party ‘preys’ on a defect in performance which has not arisen as a result of the fault of his contractual counterpart. Such a situation is epitomised by the proverbial missing nail rendering a ship unseaworthy which may easily remain undetected even when due diligence is exercised.\(^{157}\) With such breaches, absolute compliance with the obligation may provide an unduly onerous task for contractors which hinders market activity; indeed, it may be that the ‘breach’ is a technicality and strict compliance is near impossible.

**Historical Origin**

In the foregoing chapter, the ‘intended beneficiary’ of the right to elect to terminate was identified as a party who has suffered substantial deprivation of contractual consideration.\(^{158}\) Therefore, from the perspective of historic fidelity, preventing termination accompanying ‘insubstantial deprivation’ is justifiable as such cases involve, by their very definition, the termination of a contract in a situation where the innocent party has not been deprived of requisite consideration. Historic fidelity aside, this chapter considers the jurisprudential question of whether termination ought to be allowed in such circumstances.

\(^{155}\) (1932) 43 Ll L Rep 1 (CA) 5 (Lord Justice Scrutton) aff’d in [1933] AC 470 (HL).


\(^{157}\) *Havelock v Geddes and Others* (1809) 10 East 555 (Chief Justice Lord Ellenborough); *Hongkong Fir Shipping* (n 14) 62 (Lord Justice Upjohn).

\(^{158}\) See pages 9-11.
Consumer-Welfarism - Fairness and Justice

‘An innocent party’s remedies for breach should be proportionate to the seriousness of the consequences of the breach’.159

The prevention of termination accompanying ‘insubstantial deprivation’, and a fortiori, a preference for innominate terms, is most frequently justified by the concept of ‘fairness’.160 This is underpinned by the consumer-welfarist preference for increased market regulation, with business freedom curtailed by the ‘operative principles and conceptions of fairness and reasonableness’.161 As these are nebulous concepts which are carelessly used in common parlance with a cavalier disregard for their precise meaning, Adams and Brownsword offer guidance, suggesting fairness entails ‘good faith’ when exercising legal rights,162 and importantly, it also manifests itself into the need for an innocent party’s remedy to ‘be proportionate to the seriousness of the consequences of the breach’.163

According to this view, preventing termination accompanying ‘insubstantial deprivation’ creates ‘fairness’ by ensuring that a party in default is not subjected to a disproportionate response for a trivial breach. This is exemplified by contrasting the outcome of The Hansa Nord, with Arcos v Ronaasen.164 In the former case, the buyer was held to have unlawfully terminated an FOB contract for the sale of citrus pulp worth £100,000 when not ‘shipped in good condition’, contrary to the contract.165 Subsequently, in what has been described as a ‘particularly spectacular example of sharp practice’,166 the same consignment of goods was purchased for £30,000 by the original buyer and used for the purpose originally intended. By labelling the term innominate, the Court of Appeal prevented ‘insubstantial deprivation’ termination, creating an outcome which was fair for the seller.167 By contrast, in Arcos v Ronaasen, noted above,168 by holding the term breached a condition, the House of Lords subjected the seller to a disproportionately severe response for a minor breach.169

However, it is contended that the current definition of fairness is selective and focuses solely on the actions of the party seeking to terminate, presupposing that scrutinising his exercise of the right to terminate and only validating it in
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situations in which he suffers substantial deprivation is the most appropriate way to judge what is ‘fair’. Alternatively, ‘fairness’ could be defined by reference to the fault of the party in breach instead of by reference to the degree of hardship suffered by the innocent party, thus shifting attention to the party in breach. The inability to separate these two scenarios under the current condition – innominate term division begins to expose the inadequacy of the current law. At present fault is irrelevant,\(^{170}\) however, if the distinction between ‘terminatio ex culpa’ and ‘predatory termination’ is utilised, it offers a plausible solution.

If ‘fairness’ is judged by fault, when the breach which enables the innocent party to terminate is not induced by fault (predatory termination) the ‘operative principles … of fairness and reasonable’ require the blameless party to be protected. By contrast, the converse applies where termination is made possible through the fault of the breaching party (‘ex culpa’) so as to hold the party responsible for his actions. Fairness is further introduced by allowing contractors to ensure the contract remains binding simply by adhering to the standard imposed on them.

The consumer-welfarists riposte may be to suggest that regardless of the fault, either type of termination will be unfair unless it is accompanied by substantial deprivation. However, this essay submits the relevance of fault to the determination of a right to terminate can be sustained by reference to the purpose common to market-individualism and consumer-welfarism – to facilitate competitive exchange.\(^{171}\)

**Facilitating Competitive Exchange**

*It is widely accepted that contract law aims to facilitate competitive exchange*\(^{172}\)

The overarching purpose of contract law, acknowledged by both market-individualists and consumer-welfarists, is to facilitate competitive exchange.\(^{173}\) ‘Competitive’ is the operative word; to ‘compete’ is defined as to ‘strive to gain or win something by defeating or establishing superiority over others who are trying to do the same’.\(^{174}\) Of particular relevance is ‘superiority’; to be ‘superior’ is to be ‘higher in rank, status, or quality’.\(^{175}\)

\(^{170}\) *Arcos v Ronaasen* (n 122).


The most obvious way a business can compete is by offering goods or services of a higher quality than competitors - promising a more durable product, or a more efficient service, for example. Additionally, and of most relevance to this essay, there is scope for businesses to compete when performing these promises. Inferiority can be inferred where a party fails to accurately comply with the obligations he promised to undertake. If through fault a party is unable, or unwilling, to deliver goods or services in precise accordance with the terms of their contract (‘terminatio ex culpa’) they are inferior to a party who delivers similar goods or services without fault. Even if the level of culpability is relatively miniscule, the breach is still demonstrative of differentiation within the market. Therefore, to prevent an innocent party from terminating in this situation because they have not suffered enough detriment does not facilitate competitive exchange; competition is survival of the fittest and to disallow termination when there has been a culpable breach protects the weak by insuring they do not lose the benefit of the contract. As Weir observes, at present ‘the guilty party is to get all that he bargained for [minus damages] unless the innocent party gets no part of what he bargained for’.176

Thus, when a party falls short of meeting the standard of the contract, prohibiting termination fails to create a competitive framework for contract law. Weir summarises this as ‘rewarding incompetence’, but the ‘protection of the incompetent’ seems a more accurate description.177

In contradistinction, where breach is not induced by fault, it is not indicative of a lack of competitiveness and therefore the abovementioned reasoning is inappropriate. In such an instance, preventing predatory termination does uphold competition by ensuring that the playing field is level.

**Market-Individualism - Individualism – The Sanctity of Contract**

‘One aspect of the matter that makes the rationalization of [termination] difficult is that many policy arguments ...could be used indifferently to support or oppose [a right to terminate]’.178

Preventing ‘insubstantial-deprivation’ termination has equally been justified by reference to market-individualism. The ‘sanctity of contract’, ‘the general idea that once parties duly enter into a contract, they must honour their obligations under that contract’, 179 is a ‘linchpin’ of the individualistic ideology.180 Significantly, this demands ‘the courts should not lightly relieve

---

contractors from performance of their agreements’,\textsuperscript{181} and Brownsword links this with the binding nature of contracts.\textsuperscript{182}

Prima facie, from the perspective of market-individualism there is a need to prevent termination accompanied by ‘insubstantial deprivation’ as a matter of ‘practical wisdom ... or else’, Bridge contends, ‘the binding force of contract would be weakened by permitting avoidance for all and every trivial breach’.\textsuperscript{183} The propensity for the discharge mechanism to be misused is exacerbated by the myriad of obligations contained in contemporary commercial contracts which increases the possibility of a trivial or technical defect in performance being used to escape a bad bargain. It is evident this reasoning was paramount to the classic statement ‘contracts are made to be performed and not to be avoided according to the whims of market fluctuation’ of Lord Justice Roskill in \textit{The Hansa Nord}.\textsuperscript{184}

Although the Court of Appeal, in seeking to prevent termination for ‘insubstantial deprivation’ through establishing a preference for innominate terms, was aiming to adhere to the sanctity of contract by being ‘ever-vigilant in ensuring that established or new doctrines do not become an easy exit from bad bargains’,\textsuperscript{185} the correlation between the prevention of ‘insubstantial deprivation’ and upholding sanctity of contract differs depending the category of ‘insubstantial deprivation’ termination in question.

It will be recalled that while the citrus pulp in \textit{The Hansa Nord} was still useable, and indeed used, for its envisaged purpose,\textsuperscript{186} the court acknowledged it was ‘far from perfect’,\textsuperscript{187} as evidenced by the fact the market decline did not entirely account for the discount in price on judicial sale.\textsuperscript{188} It is unapparent from the facts of the case whether the sellers were at fault in failing to procure and ship the citrus pulp in ‘good condition’, however the significant departure from the contractual specification prima facie appears demonstrative of a failure to exercise due diligence. If this is a case of ‘\textit{ex\ carsula\}' termination and the Court upheld the contract notwithstanding the culpable breach by the sellers, the outcome fails to recognise that leaving an unscrupulous party free to intentionally depart from his theoretically inviolable contractual obligations, only forfeiting his right to receive consideration from the other party if he provides ‘beans instead of peas’\textsuperscript{189} fails to ensure the seller is ‘abiding by that same principle’.\textsuperscript{190}
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Therefore, far from acting as the guardians of the sanctity of contract, by declining to validate termination, the Court of Appeal set precedent which undermined the inviolability and binding nature of the contract by enabling a party to decide to what degree it will perform its contractual obligations and to what degree it will supplement inadequate performance by compensation. The resulting liability for damages may be unproblematic to those who favour the maximisation of wealth theory of contract law as everything can be reduced to monetary value, but as Brownsword notes, ‘contracts are, after all, for performance, not for compensation in lieu of performance’.

The need to prevent termination accompanying ‘insubstantial deprivation’ is more convincing, however, if the failure to provide goods which conformed to the contractual specification occurred notwithstanding the exercise of due diligence (predatory termination). In such circumstances, it is less objectionable to restrict the innocent party’s ability to terminate as the party in default has not consciously contravened the binding force of the contract and thus the Court of Appeal’s outcome achieves its purpose of protecting the sanctity of contract by ensuring the contract cannot be brought to a premature conclusion.

Market-Individualism

Market – Encouragement and Deterrent

‘The settled availability of a presumptive right of withdrawal might act as a deterrent against non-performance’.

Deterring non-performance also appears to underlie the reasoning of The Hansa Nord, Lord Justice Roskill asserting ‘the court should tend to prefer that construction which will ensure performance and not encourage avoidance of contractual obligations’, concluding this is best achieved by a preference for innominate terms. In theory, this is a way in which the sanctity of contract can be preserved and the quality of goods and services in the market can be maintained.

The conclusion that innominate terms encourage performance is premised on the idea that if a term is a condition and the bargain turns bad, the party is encouraged to bring performance to a premature conclusion by identifying a trivial or technical breach in performance. However, as with the desire to protect the sanctity of contract, the biased scrutiny of a right to terminate for breach of innominate term failed to acknowledge that there is no deterrent to stop the party in breach from deviating from the contractual specification.

---
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The need to use the termination remedy as a mechanism for deterrence is illustrated by the inadequacy of damages as a deterrent; Brownsword accordingly concludes termination is the most effective deterrent.\textsuperscript{195} In a claim for damages the burden of proof lies on the innocent party, whereas when termination occurs the party in breach has the burden of challenging its legitimacy. Secondly, if the party in breach is unable to discharge the burden of proof, he is to get nothing from the agreement, in contrast to awarding damages where the party in breach still receives the contractual benefit subject to a reduction for compensation. As Weir summarises, under the current approach ‘the guilty party is to get all that he bargained for [minus payment in compensation, if any] unless the innocent party gets no part of what he bargained for’.\textsuperscript{196}

Thirdly, damages are rarely punitive or exemplary\textsuperscript{197} instead designed to place a party in the position he would have been in but for the breach,\textsuperscript{198} therefore prohibiting claims for profit made as a result of a deliberate breach of contract.\textsuperscript{199} Furthermore, the problem is compounded by the illegality of penalty clauses,\textsuperscript{200} requiring all contractual damage clauses to be a genuine pre-estimate of loss.\textsuperscript{201}

Therefore, it is not uncommon to find a party may gain a greater financial advantage by breaching the contract and subtracting the probable financial liability in damages, thus incentivising a seller to tender inadequate performance and ‘play the market and compensate their buyers only in damages’.\textsuperscript{202} This was the situation in both \textit{The Naxos}\textsuperscript{203} and \textit{Tradax Export SA v Italgrani di Francesco Ambrosio},\textsuperscript{204} two cases which would fall within the ‘terminatio ex culpa’ label.

In \textit{The Naxos}, the Court of Appeal, with whom the House of Lords agreed, was wary of preventing ‘insubstantial deprivation’ termination, \textit{a fortiori}, labelling the term innominate, because to do so ‘would give [the sellers] a considerable advantage over the buyers’.\textsuperscript{205}
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Lord Justice Kerr explained:

If prices were rising ... a seller would be able to dispose of any available sugar at a higher price by selling "spot" in preference to fulfilling contracts in the present form, provided that he was willing to pay the necessary demurrage.\(^{206}\)

Similarly, in *Tradax v Italgrani* Mr Justice Bingham noted:

If ... the market were falling sharply, it could well pay the seller to keep the vessel waiting, on payment of demurrage, until shortly before the end of the period, only then buying in the goods and making delivery.\(^{207}\)

Therefore enabling termination for 'insubstantial deprivation' is necessary in certain circumstances. ‘Substantial’ deprivation, as the Law Commission accepts, is a high standard,\(^{208}\) and ‘a difficult test indeed to satisfy’, reinforces Bridge, ‘systematically workable in English law only because so many important contractual terms are promissory conditions’.\(^{209}\) Where classification exponentially favours innominate terms, the consequential marginalisation of the right to terminate and the corresponding inability to discharge the contract for any breach failing to meet this high standard, is actually detrimental to the possible function of the remedy as a deterrent against non-performance, giving ‘potential contract-breakers less incentive to take their contractual obligations seriously’.\(^{210}\)

The deliberate breaches of *The Naxos* and *Tradax v Italgrani* provide clear-cut examples of ‘terminatio ex culpa’ however it is not impossible to envisage a plethora of situations in which the opaqueness of innominate terms disguises the unscrupulous behaviour of businesses. The consequence of preventing ‘insubstantial deprivation’ termination in these circumstances is that the acceptable standard of goods and services in the market place declines, legitimising the inadequate and delayed performance of the obligations under the contract. For example, in *The Naxos* it would have acknowledged that a valid transaction can involve a deliberate delay in the provision of a service provided compensation is paid, and in *The Hansa Nord* the law suggested the acceptable standard of performance included the provision of inadequate goods supplemented by compensation. This is clearly inconsistent with that classic view of contract law to ‘encourage people to ... keep their promises, and generally be truthful in their dealings with each other’.\(^{211}\)

\(^{206}\) [1989] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 462 (CA) 469 (Lord Justice Kerr)

\(^{207}\) [1983] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 109 (HC) 115 (Mr Justice Bingham)


The outcome of *The Naxos*\(^{212}\) and *Tradax v Italgrani*\(^ {213}\) exemplify it is the converse rigidity of conditions, allowing termination which falls short of the ‘substantial deprivation’ threshold, which provides a mechanism through which to dissuade others from breaching contracts.

An important caveat to note is that the deterrent function is only operative where the defaulting party is culpable as it is only in this situation that allowing termination will encouraging parties to do all they can to comply with their agreement and dissuading deliberate or negligent non-compliance. Where the innocent party’s attempt to terminate can be categorised as predatory, validating termination achieves no purpose other than to penalise his faultless contractual counterpart for a technical or trivial breach.

**Conclusion**

*‘The Ugly’*

The aim of this essay was to explore the reasoning underlying a preference for innominate terms through analysing ‘the good’ produced by the right to terminate when properly used in accordance with the purpose of the rule and questioning the propriety of restricting the rule to prevent the escape a ‘bad bargain’.

Chapter I raised serious concerns about the adequacy of innominate terms in meeting the purpose of the right to elect to terminate. The uncertainty, unpredictability and inconsistency created by innominate terms diminishes the protection afforded to the intended beneficiary of the right to terminate not only by concealing the legality of the cause of action to be taken, but also by deterring him from exercising that right by introducing the possibility of lengthy judicial scrutiny of his action, and hefty liability in damages for repudiatory breach if he is unsuccessful in defending his decision to terminate, regardless of whether the right was exercised in good faith. Furthermore, the role of contract law as a mechanism to facilitate trade is also impeded by the classification of terms as innominate by promoting a litigious commercial forum, these factors cumulatively questioning the desirability of a preference for innominate terms.

Conversely, by contrasting innominate terms with conditions, it appears there are compelling reasons to lean in favour of the latter. The resultant predictability of the cause of action available following breach would not only assist in protecting the intended beneficiary of the right to terminate, but it would have a positive impact on commerce in general, enabling parties to plan and manage risk while minimising time and money expended in resolving disputes.


\(^{213}\) *Tradax v Italgrani* (n 195).
Although this suggests that the court should lean in favour of conditions, this conclusion is premature as the desirability of a preference for conditions cannot be determined in isolation from the corresponding increased propensity for the right to terminate to be misused by those seeking to exit a bad bargain.

The judicial desire to prevent ‘insubstantial deprivation’ termination has been a predominant force in developing the law and is directly responsible for the preference for innominate terms. However, Chapter II observed that while purporting to comply with market-individualism and consumer-welfarism, the reasons given by the judiciary to rationalise their decision to prevent ‘insubstantial deprivation’ termination amount to an inchoate exploration of the issues. The problem, as this essay sought to illustrate, is that the current approach exclusively scrutinises the actions of the party seeking to terminate, leaving the party initially in breach immune from investigation. From the perspective of market-individualism, the adverse consequence of this is that the need to prevent ‘insubstantial deprivation’ termination based on the sanctity of contract is inadequately reasoned, overlooking the damage caused to the sanctity of contract by failing to scrutinise the party in breach. From the perspective of consumer-welfarism, by defining ‘fairness’ solely by reference to the hardship suffered by the innocent party and requiring a proportionate relationship between fault and detriment, the law fails to recognise the inherent unfairness caused by the situation in which a seller deliberately breaches the contract to gain financial advantage.

This erroneous reasoning casts doubt on the correctness of the development of the law and suggests ‘bad bargains’ have played an unjustifiably influential role in developing the law.

The significant differences affecting predatory termination and ex culpa termination justify treating such scenarios independent of one another, for example, in circumstance in which there is a deliberate breach of contract (‘termination ex culpa’) which is indicative of a party’s inability to compete, the judicial concern to prevent ‘insubstantial deprivation’ appears ill-founded, whereas there appears to be merit in preventing (predatory) termination if the defect in performance was unrelated to the fault of the party.

And thus this essay arrives at the ugly truth: in the same way ‘conditions’ were unable to regulate termination depending on the deprivation suffered by the innocent party, innominate terms fail to regulate the right to terminate depending on the fault of the party in breach and the inability of the current mechanism for discharge for breach to allow ‘termination ex culpa’ and predatory termination to be judged independently is unacceptable and has led to specious reasoning. Nor do conditions offer a solution, subjecting neither party to scrutiny.

Nonetheless, the mere identification of the division between predatory termination and ‘ex culpa’ termination does not provide a ‘deus ex machina’ to
resolve this defect in the law as implementing this regime into the contract framework, thereby requiring parties to demonstrate the exercise of due diligence or the absence of recklessness or intention, could raise serious evidential difficulties akin to those associated with innominate terms, condemned by this essay for introducing uncertainty and failing to comply with market-individualism. The implementation of a regime based on fault could provide an equally meritorious topic of study.

Consequently, the utility of this essay lies not in the end itself, but in the means to the end, *viz.*, in highlighting the fallacy and inchoate reasoning underlying the present preference for innominate terms and exploring the influence of the consumer-welfarism and market-individualistic ideologies. Pending a solution to resolve this problem, this essay has proven that although the determination of the right to terminate under English law will continue to be an interesting and fruitful topic, ripe for dissection by academics, this is to the detriment of the intended beneficiary of the right to terminate and the market alike, by favouring a preference for innominate terms which is uncertain, uncompetitive, unjust and injurious to the framework of commercial contract law.